4Motion Dance Theatre Co. C.I.C: Barista and coffee shop
manager
Contact Dean Soden Telephone 07878 309134 Email dean@4motiondancetheatre.co.uk
We are offering an exciting opportunity to work with a local independent non-for profit
organisation in central Windsor. 4Motion has been working in the community for over 10
years teaching dance and collaborative arts. We have recently expanded the business by
opening a dance yoga studio as well as a small coffee shop underneath. We are seeking a
small dedicated team of volunteers to take ownership over the coffee shop by running it
developing new and exciting ways of using the space and becoming part of our team. By
joining our team you will receive barista training level 2 food safety course the opportunity
to host and plan exciting events a space to work if required support from other team
members and a chance to offer back to the local community.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Heritage]

Abbeyfield Maidenhead Winton House Nicholas House: Care
Home Volunteer
Contact Janet Fevrier Telephone 01753 856466 Email info@abbeyfieldmaidenhead.org.uk
We are a charitable society providing residential accommodation for older people in our
community. We would like to provide opportunities for volunteers who would like to support
us to make a difference to our residents and local community. Opportunities range from
assisting with activities assisting with refreshments assisting to take residents out on
outings assist in providing residents feedback to the society provide socialisation helping us
to help our local community.
[Windsor Weekdays Weekends Elderly]

ABC to Read: Company Volunteering Scheme
Contact Marcia Rowlinson Telephone 01189 511336 Email abctoread@btconnect.com
ABC to read offers inspirational volunteering opportunities to businesses that are located
near the schools in which we work. Why not ask your company if it might be interested in
setting up a company reading scheme. Setting up an ABC to read company reading scheme
is a great way for your company to: offer its staff a rewarding volunteering experience and
boost staff morale help its staff develop communication skills show its support for their local
community demonstrate its commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility make a lasting
difference to the lives of children. What commitment is required? We ask companies who
set up an ABC to read company reading scheme to: cover our support costs by contributing
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500 pounds per reading helper provide a minimum of 6 reading helpers allow each
volunteer to give up to 90 minutes per week on an agreed day allow the volunteers to
attend school preferably in the afternoons ask the volunteers to commit for at least a full
year term time only allow the volunteers to attend a one day or two day initial training
course.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday CYP]

ABC to Read: Reading with Children Mentors Windsor Ascot
Maidenhead
Contact Marcia Rowlinson Telephone 0118 951 1336 Email abctoread@btconnect.com
NEXT VOLUNTEER TRAINING - 20 March 2020

ABC to Read supports the education and self confidence of children by helping
them overcome reading difficulties thereby promoting their general well being.
We recruit and train volunteers from local communities to give individual
mentoring to children in primary and secondary schools.
Volunteers visit school once or twice a week ideally in the afternoons spending
half an hour with each child they support reading talking and playing games.
The children who most benefit from this type of help are those who receive little
or no support at home children with English as an additional language and shy
unconfident children.
Working with their volunteer for up to a year the children begin to gain
confidence as they experience success in these relaxed one-to-one sessions.
Volunteers are supported by ABC to Read staff who visit them regularly. They are
provided with a box of books and games to use in school and regular
opportunities to exchange them.
All volunteers are required to undergo police criminal records checks.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday CYP]

Achieving for Children RBWM Youth Service: Assistant Youth
Support Worker
Contact Helen Smith Telephone 01628 796970 Email
helen.smith@achievingforchildren.org.uk
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Working with young people aged 13-19 in an informal setting promoting their personal
educational and social development. Work towards improving outcomes for young people
alongside other service colleagues and partners and develop positive and professional
relationships upholding ethical youth work values
[RBWM Weekend Evenings CYP Achieving for Children]

Achieving for Children RBWM Youth Service: DofE Expedition
Leader and Assistant Expedition Leader
Contact Helen Smith Telephone 01628 796970 Email
helen.smith@achievingforchildren.org.uk
Work with young people aged 14+ at Bronze Silver and possibly Gold Award level. Able to
communicate effectively with young people and to support them in their training and
teamwork. Be comfortable with the skills needed to complete the expeditions navigation
map reading using a compass etc and possibly already hold an outdoor qualification BEL
WGL ML or willing to work towards one.
[RBWM Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors Achieving for Children]

Achieving for Children RBWM Youth Service: Project Worker
Contact Helen Smith Telephone 01628 796970 Email
helen.smith@achievingforchildren.org.uk
Working with young people aged 13-19 in project based youth work focusing on the arts
sports music etc. Plan and deliver a programme workshop around a particular skill whilst
developing positive and professional relationship upholding ethical youth work values.
[RBWM Weekend Evenings CYP Achieving for Children]

Adult Dyslexia Centre: Trustee
Contact Mike Allen Telephone 01344 304 404 Email intrusted@involve.community
Do you have skills and enthusiasm to join the Adult Dyslexia Centre as a new trustee? Could
you offer business or governance skills a grasp of education or disability? We are looking for
enthusiastic new people to complement existing trustees some of whom are service users
and some are founding trustees who would like to move on. You would be very welcome if
you have ideas or skills in organisational sustainability or effective models of funding.
Maybe you have charity governance experience but even if you just have enthusiasm or
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commitment to our cause we’d like to speak with you.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Adviza Partnership: Mentors for young people
Contact Kat Johnston Telephone 07747 476820 Email katherinejohnston@adviza.org.uk
We are looking for volunteer mentors to get involved in one of the following exciting
projects: Lucky Break Mentoring - Supporting young people aged 16-24 who are looking for
employment training or education opportunities. Energise Mentoring - Working with 14 and
15 year olds in school who are not achieving their full potential. We need people who have
the ability to offer inspiration guidance and encouragement have at least a few hours of free
time and an interest in working with young people. Mentors would help their mentee identify
some goals and objectives and support them to work towards these.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

Adviza Partnership: Volunteer Independent Supporter
Contact Michael Ireland Telephone 0118 402 7177 Email michaelireland@adviza.org.uk
We are looking for inspirational individuals who have a few hours to spare and are keen to
help young people with special educational needs and their families. As an Independent
Supporter you would support parents carers and young people in understanding the
changes to the special education system including new legislation and local procedures. We
are looking for individuals with excellent listening and communication skills who are able to
build trusting relationships. Some experience of working in this area desirable but not
essential as full training support and supervision will be provided.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

Age Concern SABE: Lunch Club General Assistant Helper
Contact Lisa Prentice Telephone 01753 822890 Email lisa.prentice@ageconcernsabe.org.uk
Age Concern Slough and Berkshire East is a local charity providing a range of services
across Windsor Ascot and Maidenhead to older people including lunch clubs and opportunity
centres information and advice befriending and advocacy. We run three very popular lunch
clubs and opportunity centres that offer hot freshly prepared lunches activity and exercise
classes as well as social events For many people these centres are lifelines providing a hot
meal companionship and a link to the local community. They also offer respite for families
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and carers. We are looking for caring positive and energetic people who want to help local
older people by assisting at our centres. This could include cooking washing up keeping
clients entertained and interacting with them. All our centres have a manager who you
would be working with. Our clubs run Monday Tuesday Thursday and Friday at the Old
Windsor Day Centre and on Thursday at Cox Green Community Centre and St Marks
Methodist Church in Maidenhead. We also serve a roast dinner once a month at Old Windsor
Day Centre. This is a great opportunity to help local older people and develop new skills. It a
a fun and rewarding role in a fast moving and sociable atmosphere.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Elderly]

Age Concern SABE: Retail Assistant
Contact Lisa Prentice Telephone 01753 822890 Email lisa.prentice@ageconcernsabe.org.uk
To help run a charity shop raising funds to support services for local older people which
includes the following 1 To take payments from customers and operate till 2 To serve
customers and record purchases 3 To sort hang ticket and size donated clothing for sale in
the shop 4 To use a steam press to prepare clothing for sale full training given 5 To
contribute to keeping the shop clean and tidy by vacuuming dusting polishing tidying stock
6 To inform the Shop Manager or other person in charge of any complaints or difficulties
from members of the public 7 To undertake any other tasks to assist the Shop Manager as
and when necessary Shops in Maidenhead - Wooton Way Bridge Rd Shifford Cres Cookham
Datchet Eton Wick Eton High Street St Marks
[Weekday Maidenhead Elderly]

Age Concern SABE: The Rendezvous Cafe - Maidenhead Town Hall
Contact Lisa Prentice Telephone 01753 822890 Email lisa.prentice@ageconcernsabe.org.uk
A great chance to use your experience to help the community develop new skills or simply
get more out of life! We are looking for local Maidenhead volunteers to help in our cafe
based in Maidenhead Town Hall - no experience necessary just lots of enthusiasm! The
Rendezvous Cafe is open from 7:30am to 3:30pm Monday to Friday.
[Maidenhead Weekday]

Age Concern Windsor: Advertising and Social Media Volunteer.
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
volunteering@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
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This role will support the advertising activity by Age Concern Windsor both digital and more
conventional methods. We are looking for volunteers who are digitally savvy and have good
understanding of what good content looks like what is appealing to people to help with
advertising our services. We are looking for people with ideas who can source and create
content in a variety of different forms create posters leaflets update the website and social
media platforms edit newsletters with different styles. To have ideas about how to increase
our advertising to our target audience. This role could be done remotely once it is set up
and at times to suit.

Age Concern Windsor: Befriending
Contact Emma Hoare Telephone 07895196731 Email
volunteering@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
In this role you will meeting and getting to know at least one older resident who is
struggling to get as much social contact as they need. This may mean that you are call
them on the Telephone once a week for up to 30 mins or visiting them once a week in a
socially distance manner for up to 30 mins. Each Befriender and client can choose the level
of contact they are happy with and the manner in which this contact takes place. We are
working in a socially distant manner and any PPE that is needed will be provided.

Age Concern Windsor: Day Centre Buddies
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
administrator@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
Age Concern Windsor are looking for Volunteer Buddies to mingle and chat with clients
helping them to engage in activities.
Volunteer from Tuesday to Friday from 9:30-14:30.
[Windsor Weekday Older People]

Age Concern Windsor: Day Centre Helpers
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
administrator@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
Age Concern Windsor are looking for Day Centre Helpers to assist with setting tables serving
refreshments and lunch making sure that the clients have what they need.
Volunteer from Tuesday to Friday 9:15-15:00.
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[Windsor Weekday Older People]

Age Concern Windsor: Day Centre Helpers Urgently Needed
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
administrator@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
Could you spare a couple of hours a week to help prevent Loneliness and Isolation
in our Community this Winter?
We urgently need Volunteers to help maintain our essential Day Centre services
for the Elderly.
Volunteers are needed to help with serving food chatting with the clients playing
cards etc - None of the roles are all day if you could offer a couple of hours it can
make a huge difference!
We are particularly looking for volunteers on Tuesday and Thursdays between
9:30-14:30
[Windsor Weekday Older People]

Age Concern Windsor: Drivers Assistant
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
administrator@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
Age Concern Windsor are looking for people to help them within their centre and they are
looking for a Drivers Assistant to assist the clients to and from their homes.
Volunteer from Tuesday to Friday from 9:00-10:00 in the morning and 14:30-15:30 in the
afternoon. It is not required do both times or all days.
[Windsor Weekday Older People]

Age Concern Windsor: Kitchen Assistant
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
volunteering@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
We are looking for someone to assist the cook in preparing a 3 course meal and cakes for
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coffee mornings for the clients and carers of the Spence Denney Centre. We are looking for
someone who enjoys cooking but doesn’t mind mucking in. The role will be helping our cook
prepare a three course meal for our clients. The menus consist of wholesome healthy
choices and old time favourites as we cater to all dietary requirements.
[Windsor Weekday Elderly]

Age Concern Windsor: Meals on Wheels Delivery Driver
Contact Emma Hoare Telephone 01753860685 Email
volunteering@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
In this role you will be delivering a number of meals to local older residents. You will need
your own car and be available from 11:40-13:30 on the day you wish to volunteer. Meals are
delivered Tuesday through Friday. We are working in a socially distant manner and any PPE
you will need will be provided. Knowledge of the local area is helpful although SATNAVS
work really well. Out of Pocket expenses can be claim for mile driven to and from the centre
as well as for the route you drive.

Age Concern Windsor: Volunteer Manager
Contact Rachel Harvey Telephone 01753 860685 Email
administrator@ageconcernwindsor.org.uk
Age Concern Windsor are looking for people to help them within their centre and they are
looking for a Volunteer Manager to support and manage volunteers.
Volunteer from Monday to Friday from 9:00-16:00.
[Windsor Weekday Older People]

Age UK Berkshire: Trustees
Contact Fiona Price Telephone 0118 959 4242 Email fiona.price@ageukberkshire.org.uk
Age UK Berkshire are seeking skilled Trustees for our county-wide charity. The organisation
is undergoing a period of change and needs strong strategic Trustees to lead it into the next
phase of its development. The Board of Trustees will contribute well-informed views
constructively challenge and actively deliver best practice. We are looking for management
skills at a senior level an understanding of the needs of older people in Berkshire knowledge
of strategy and great communication skills. Board members are expected to attend around
5-6 meetings a year which last 2-3 hours and are currently held in the afternoons. In
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addition Trustees act as advisors to staff leads on specific projects related to their areas of
special expertise and represent our charity at events and meetings. Induction into the
organisation and training about Age UK and Age UK Berkshire as well as about the Trustee
role are provided. Travel costs are reimbursed. Trustees are required to confirm their
eligibility to be a Director under UK Charity and Company law. Directors are elected by the
Membership at the Annual General Meeting usually November-time and can be co-opted
onto the Board while awaiting election. A full role description is available on request. To
apply please send your CV and a 1-2 page statement setting out your relevant skills and
experience to our Chief Executive fiona.price@ageukberkshire.org.uk . If you have any
questions or would like to discuss the role in more detail please contact Fiona Price. Process:
After applications have been reviewed shortlisted candidates will be invited for informal
interview with the current Chair and Chief Executive. If successful a recommendation to join
the Board will be made.

Age UK: Easy Shop Online Shopping Volunteer
Contact Easy Shop Co-ordinator Telephone 0118 959 4242 Email
easyshop@ageukberkshire.org.uk
Age UK Berkshire offers an Easy Shop Service for customers who are unable to do their own
shopping. Volunteers phone clients regularly every 1 2 or 4 weeks to check their shopping
order. While they are on the phone the volunteer places the order online with the
supermarket for delivery to the client s home on their chosen day and time updating the
client on any special offers unavailable items etc. This service can be a lifeline for older and
or disabled people who are unable to leave the house live in areas where shops are not
easily accessible or are unable to access the internet for themselves. You should have: 2 to
4 hours free each week ideally between 9am–1pm on Monday Tuesday or Wednesday to
phone clients by appointment place their orders and update your records an excellent
telephone manner with the ability to speak clearly and listen carefully a kind caring and
friendly approach showing empathy and patience with older people and helping them to get
the best from the service computer skills including using the internet for online shopping
updating spreadsheets and keeping accurate records. Training in the specific system used
will be provided. This role can be carried out in one of our Age UK Berkshire offices or on a
home computer once you are familiar with the system and the skills needed. You will work
closely with the EasyShop Coordinator and other members of the team and receive ongoing
support. If you are interested please contact us.
[RBWM Elderly]

Age UK: Maidenhead Retail Shop Volunteers
Contact Peggy-Sue Ford Telephone 01628 780069 Email 6033.maidenhead@ageuk.org.uk
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There are many ways volunteers support the Age UK Retail Shop whether it is behind the
scene or on the shop floor. The roles include: serving customers managing shop admin
sorting stock creating window displays. The benefits of volunteering with us are: Age UK
Shops are fun places - where new friends are made all the time you ll learn new skills and
build confidence you ll get to support a great cause in the heart of your community it s a
wonderful opportunity to be part of a fantastic team agreed expenses.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Elderly]

Alexander Devine: Weekend Fundraiser Event Support
Contact Jessica Searle Telephone 0845 0558276 Email jessicas@alexanderdevine.org
Come and join us by helping out at a village fair quiz night or sporting event. We are
offering enthusiastic motivated people the chance to join in some of the many fantastic
community events in their local area or further afield. If you are outward going and enjoy
meeting new people we would love to hear from you.
[RBWM Weekend Evenings CYP]

Alzheimer’s Society: Side by Side Volunteer
Contact Jane Penton Telephone 01296 718956 Email jane.penton@alzheimers.org.uk
Side by Side is our fun friendly super-flexible volunteering opportunity for someone like you
to help somebody with dementia continue to play an active part in their community. From
watching the football to catching a movie you’ll be empowering them to keep on doing the
things they love – and try new things too.
With someone developing dementia every three minutes there are nearly 1 000 people
waiting for volunteers right now. Sign up for Side by Side and get ready to make a
difference: not only to their lives but to yours.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Health]

Alzheimers Dementia Support ADS : Befriending for Carers and
People with Dementia
Contact Santok Modhvadia Telephone 07543 243613 Email
santok.modhvadia@alzheimersdementiasupport.co.uk
Could you spare an hour to sit down for a tea and a chat with someone who may feel
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housebound? By becoming a befriender you will prevent loneliness and isolation of people
with dementia and their carers. You will be teamed up with another volunteer to provide
regular home visits and calls to the person with dementia and their carer. The day time of
the visits will be agreed between yourself the other volunteer and carer person with
dementia. So this may suit someone who is only available fortnightly or in the evening or
weekend. No experience or qualifications necessary. There will be no personal care. Full
training and ongoing support provided. For a more detailed role description please visit:
https: goo.gl tSn6ME Or contact Santok directly. The benefits of volunteering with us would
be: volunteers will never be asked to do more hours than they want reasonable mileage to
and from befriending service paid and other out of pocket expenses free training Befriending Dementia Awareness Safeguarding Data Protection Moving Handling of People
cost of DBS check covered.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health Elderly]

Alzheimers Dementia Support Singing for Pleasure in Ascot and
Windsor
Contact Terrie Hall Telephone 07516165647 Email
terrie.hall@alzheimersdementiasupport.co.uk
Volunteers to help set up for the service. Help with teas and coffees and confident singers to
assist with the singing

Alzheimers Dementia Support: Befriender Drivers
Contact Terrie Hall Telephone 07516 165647 Email
terrie.hall@alzheimersdementiasupport.co.uk
To escort people to our services. {RBWM Weekday Health]

Alzheimers Dementia Support: Charity Shop Volunteers
Contact Terrie Hall Telephone 07516 165647 Email
terrie.hall@alzheimersdementiasupport.co.uk
Opportunities for sorting goods pricing and displaying items and operating the till.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend]

Alzheimers Dementia Support: General Fundraisers
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Contact Terrie Hall Telephone 07516 165647 Email
terrie.hall@alzheimersdementiasupport.co.uk
We are open to fundraising ideas. we also need support at our events.
[RBWM]

Alzheimers Society: Side by Side
Contact Jane Penton Telephone 07540 921 221 Email jane.penton@alzheimers.org.uk
There s making a difference. And there s making all the difference. Don t just change
someone s life change your own too by becoming one of our Side by Side volunteers. So you
d like to volunteer. You re ready to take the fight against dementia to the next level. But
maybe your schedule is constantly changing or you have a lot on. If so Side by Side could be
just the thing for you. This fun friendly super-flexible volunteering opportunity matches you
with someone with dementia so you can help them keep doing the things they love - and try
new things too.That might be going to a football match. Catching the latest movie. A walk
round the park a swim in the pool a stroll around the shops a catch-up over coffee or
supporting someone to volunteer themselves. Whatever the person would like to do
together you decide where and when. One thing you can be sure of is you ll be bringing a lot
of joy to someone s life by empowering them to continue playing an active part in their local
community. With someone developing dementia every three minutes there are so many
people waiting for a Side by Side volunteer right now. Sign up for Side by Side and get ready
to make a difference: not only to their lives but to yours too. Time commitment: Side by
Side volunteers are paired up with someone with dementia who shares similar interests or
hobbies. Together they spend time each week normally around two hours each time
supporting that person to get out and about into their local community and to enjoy a wellloved activity. This role could suit you if: - you want to support enable and empower people
with dementia - are a good verbal communicator with great listening skills especially face to
face - are happy volunteering on your own and keeping in touch with the team too - can
provide a committed flexible approach and are willing to learn What we need from you: To
ensure the safety and security of people affected by dementia we ask for: - two references
and proof of identity - a DBS check - a commitment of at least six months - essential
learning and training to be completed before starting in your role. This will take about 2.5 to
3 days including 2 days of face to face training and the rest online Contact Jane Penton to
find out more or apply
[RBWM Older People Weekday Weekend Health]

Alzheimers Society: Singing for the Brain Maidenhead
Contact Jane Penton Telephone 07540 921 221 Email jane.penton@alzheimers.org.uk
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What does the role involve? Our Maidenhead Singing for the Brain and Movement for the
Mind group offers a wonderful combination of seated exercise and singing for those affected
by dementia. Run on alternate Wednesdays one week is given over to seated exercise for all
abilities and the next time the group runs everyone enjoys a Singing for the Brain session.
The group meets every other Wednesday between 10:30am and 12noon although
volunteers come about 30 minutes early to help set up and also remain afterwards for a
similar amount of time to help clear away. It s held at the Salvation Army Hall in East Road
Maidenhead SL6 1PJ. The role of volunteers at the group is to support the Group Coordinator
to make sure each session runs well. Activities you are likely to be involved in include: Helping to set out the room - Putting out signs and Society materials - Welcoming and
chatting with people with dementia and their carers - Supporting the Singing for the Brain
Leader by joining in songs leading rounds and encouraging participation Singing for the
Brain sessions only - Making and handing out teas coffees collecting in and washing up Tidying up the room after the session and putting away the tables and chairs The role will
suit you if you... - Enjoy music and singing - Have good verbal communication skills - Are
happy volunteering as part of a team of volunteers and staff - Have some understanding of
dementia and its impact on people or if not are willing to learn - Are willing to help out
where needed in the group and help ensure those who attend have an enjoyable time You
don t need to be able to sing well to volunteer at the group - enthusiasm empathy and an
understanding of what the group is trying to achieve is what s most important. There is no
need to be a fitness fanatic either - the main role of volunteers is to chat and engage with
everyone who attends! The impact you will make... This group offers a wonderful
opportunity for people with dementia and their carers to get out and about meet other
people enjoy some gentle exercise and share the enjoyment of a good old fashioned singalong. Interested? Contact Jane Penton by email at jane.penton@alzheimers.org.uk or phone
on 01296 331 722 or 07540 921 221
[Maidenhead Weekday Older People Health]

Alzheimers Society: Windsor Memory Walk
Contact Amy Salmon Telephone 0330 333 5452 Email memorywalk@alzheimers.org.uk
How long and how often? We need you for just one day! Saturday 21st September between
8.45am and 2.00pm to help support our Windsor Memory Walk. It s taking place at Windsor
Great Park. What s involved? You will be based out on the route with the walkers on the
finish line or on the event site: - As a Route Marshall you will ensure walkers are heading in
the right direction cheer them on and keep them motivated! - As a Finish Line Volunteer you
ll congratulate walkers as they cross the finish line and present them with medals and water
- As an Event Site volunteer you ll interact with walkers before and after the walk sell our
merchandise look after the memory tag marquee information marquee or help to keep the
event site clean tidy and safe Roles will be allocated to you when you sign in but if you have
a preference for what you d like to do please let us know and we ll do our best to
accommodate you. Why we need you Dementia is the UK s biggest killer. 225 000 people
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will develop dementia this year that s one person every three minutes. We raised over £8
million from last year s Memory Walks and we hope to raise even more this year! By
volunteering at our Windsor Memory Walk the first year of this event you will make a
massive difference in the funding of vital research campaigns and support services. The role
will suit you if you are... Enthusiastic welcoming and love being part of a large event. We
need volunteers who are happy to take on different roles throughout the day are good
communicators and are comfortable talking to our walkers. Volunteering at Memory Walk is
great for everyone - individuals pairs families and groups. What s in it for you? As a Memory
Walk volunteer you’ll be part of a large group of volunteers working as a team on
Alzheimer’s Society’s biggest fundraising event which is loads of fun! You’ll meet lots of new
people and get the opportunity to take in the amazing event day atmosphere. We ll provide
you with a free of charge T-shirt plus a hot drink and food refreshments on the day. Have
you got what it takes? No prior knowledge or skills are needed as the Memory Walk team
will provide you with a full written briefing before the event and a health safety briefing on
the day. The minimum age to volunteer is 16 years. How to apply Please visit our website
www.memorywalk.org.uk volunteer and complete our online registration form.
[Windsor Weekend Outdoors Older

Antz Kidz Breakfast and After School Activity Club
Contact Eva Antao-Bento Telephone 07598 062569 Email antzkidz@yahoo.com
This is a wonderful opportunity for creative and inspiring individual s who have experience
of working with children of all ages from primary upwards. We are looking for anyone that
has a passion for the world of arts and current artists who want to share their skills and
talents in a learning environment.
We have a wonderful record of working with local charities and producing some beautiful
window displays.
We are involved in various projects throughout Slough and hold pop up events as and when
required.
We are an innovative group that are committed to working with local community and are
now extending our work with adults and those that are lonely and isolated.

Ascot Day Centre: Minibus Drivers
Contact Jackie Mann Telephone 01344 624923 Email ascotdaycentre@btconnect.com
The volunteer would require a current drivng licence and be over 25 years of age. Our
members are collected from home in the morning and transported to the Day Centre for the
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day and then returned home in the afternoon. The Day Centre operates 2 minibuses one
brand new with tail lifts for those with mobility issues therefore we require 2 drivers am and
pm. Drivers are expected to come to the Day Centre at 9.30 am for the morning run and or
3 pm in the afternoon. Each run takes approximately 1 hour. We operate Monday to Friday.
We appreaciate any time commitment offered.
[Ascot Weekday Elderly]

Ascot Day Centre: Treasurer who would also be member of the
Trustees Board
Contact Rosemary Flanders Telephone 01276 505357 Email marieflanders@hotmail.co.uk
We are looking to appoint a Treasurer who would be a member of the Board of Trustees
responsible for all matters relating to the financial operation of our charity. The time
involvement is on average part of 3 days per month. The position would suit an accountant
who has recently retired or who shortly will. Each year the treasurer prepares final accounts
for our Auditors.
[Ascot Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Ascot Volunteer Bureau: Volunteer Drivers
Contact John Thomson Telephone 01344 625520 Email info@ascotvolunteerbureau.org.uk
A significant increase in the number of requests for our transport service means that we
have an urgent requirement for additional volunteer drivers to take the older residents of
Ascot Sunninghill and Sunningdale to their medical appointments.
[Ascot Weekday Weekend Elderly]

Assisting Berkshire Children to Read: Trustee
Contact Marcia Rowlinson Telephone Email abctoread@btconnect.com
Assisting Berkshire Children to read are currently looking for a trustee who ideally will be
able to assist them to carry the plans of expansion forward and to add their own great
ideas. This would also be great for someone who has experience or an interest in the area of
education and children’s development. This is an opportunity for someone to work with a
great board of trustees who are dedicated to the work of ABC to read. On the board are ex
head teachers and those in business as well as a treasurer. Specific skills in Business
Development and Marketing would be of use to the charity in order to develop the charity
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further by being able to support more children within the community.
In the current climate every charity is struggling. The trustees staff and volunteers need
someone to believe as much as they do that they should be one of the charities to continue
to grow as there are many more children that we do not reach.
Although the charity covers the whole of Berkshire the office is in Reading and the trustee
meetings are in Reading once a term an AGM in June and volunteer coffee mornings are
carried out each term which you are welcome to attend although not necessary. We would
like to obtain presence within the East part of Berkshire and Reading.
Required Skills
One trustee required to be preferably based within the East Berkshire area such
as Slough Windsor and Maidenhead area and another trustee to be available for
Reading area in order to assist with missed networking opportunities and events.

Excellent networking skills influencing and communication skills.
Business Development and Communications would be ideal.
While we have a professional and competent management team and staff in place
we are looking for Board Members that are able to provide that strategic
governance as well as practical and hands on approach to enabling the charity to
grow and develop.
Perhaps you already have experience as a trustee or perhaps you have relevant
skills and are looking for your first opportunity to join a board and be involved in
leading our charity ensuring Berkshire children are gaining a life skill.
Please send a CV and covering letter to Marcia Rowlinson
abctoread@btconnect.com
Expenses reimbursed.
[RBWM Reading Weekday CYP]

Ategi Homeshare: Promotion and Leafleting Volunteer
Contact Joy Cooper Telephone 01494 568 888 Email adminbucks@ategi.co.uk
To help promote Ategi Homeshare through leafleting and other marketing help.
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[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Autism Berkshire: Trustees
Contact Jane Stanford-Beale Telephone 0118 959 4594 Email
admin@autismberkshire.org.uk
Autism Berkshire is urgently looking for new Volunteer Trustees to help guide its work
delivering a wide range of advice support training and leisure activities throughout the
county. We need a new Treasurer so interest from people with financial management
expertise would be particularly welcome along with applications from people with other
Business experience who have a personal commitment to making a difference to the lives of
individuals and families living with autism. A full role description and nomination form are
available at www.autismberkshire.org.uk Trustees’ meetings are held quarterly.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Baby Bank Windsor: Committee members willing to take on a role
within the organisation.
Contact Amy Tisi and Rebecca Mistry Telephone Email info@babybankwindsor.org
Work with an enthusiastic group of local parents who want to help other families. We are
looking for people who are willing to join our committee and help with the future planning
and direction of Baby Bank Windsor. We need a wide range of skills from social media admin
skills to apply for grants and people to explore other fundraising opportunties as well as
volunteers to collect and distribute our baby starter packs and clothing bundles. We meet
formally 3-4 times a year and always need casual helpers at our donation sorting days.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP]

Battersea Dogs Cats Home Old Windsor : Community Events and
Fundraising Lead Volunteer Role
Contact Mike Puddy Telephone 01784 494 463 Email y.smedley@battersea.org.uk
We re looking for proactive and outgoing people with a good knowledge of their local
community to join our Battersea family. If you are a stronger leader a confident
communicator and have great organisational skills then come and help make a difference
for Battersea Dogs Cats Home by giving some of your time.
This a multi-functional role our events focus on promoting our animals who are looking for
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homes and just as importantly fundraising to ensure that we can continue to care for the 7
000 plus animals that come into our care. In the role of Community Events and Fundraising
Lead Volunteer you will manage a series of events and fundraising collections. These are
varied from the Royal Windsor Horse Show to local supermarkets and garden centres. You
will be the key point of contact on the day supervise other volunteers engage with members
of the public and actively promote rehoming and fundraise for Battersea. You will be
supported by Battersea’s Regional Community Fundraiser and the Volunteer Team at
Battersea Old Windsor.
Developing your knowledge and event skills and enhancing your CV: Having fun meeting
new people sharing your enthusiasm and doing something new making a real difference to
the dogs and cats in our care helping them find new homes and happy futures being part of
the Battersea Team representing Battersea Dogs Cats Home at the heart of your local
community.
[Windsor Weekend Outdoors]

Battersea Dogs Cats Home - Old Windsor: Fundraising Group Coordinator
Contact Janet Brewer Telephone 07590 173458 Email j.brewer@battersea.org.uk
How would you like to start your very own Fundraising Group and be part of our fundraising
family here at Battersea Dogs Cats Home? Our Battersea Fundraising Groups organise
activities throughout the year to raise vital funds for the Home. We are now looking for
enthusiastic people to start up new fundraising groups in the Berkshire area. In the role of
Group Coordinator you will take the lead with your groups fundraising activities and also be
the main point of contact with the Community Fundraising team here at Battersea.
Fundraising activities can range from coffee mornings and bake sales to sponsored dog
walks and gala balls. It really is up to you and your group to decide and the Community
Fundraising team are always on hand to offer support and advice to help you raise as much
as possible! What will I be doing as a Group Coordinator? Leading and project managing
your fundraising activities including delegating key roles and responsibilities to everyone in
your group assessing potential events to try and make sure you get a good return on all the
time and effort you put into organising your activities ensuring your group meets all its legal
and health and safety requirements when conducting its activities your Regional Fundraiser
will assist you in this be the face of Battersea to your group and always a positive and
proactive ambassador recruiting new members and allocating roles arranging regular group
meetings it is up to you how often you meet encouraging people within your local
community to support Battersea Dogs Cats Home and your group be the main point of
contact for the group to the Community Fundraising team help the Regional Community
Fundraiser to source volunteers for Battersea Dogs Cats Home events and collections. What
experience or skills will I need to do this role? Lots and lots of enthusiasm good
interpersonal skills willingness to ask people to get involved leadership skills ability to make
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decisions be a good listener.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Battersea Dogs Cats Home - Old Windsor: Fundraising Group
Treasurer
Contact Janet Brewer Telephone 07590 173458 Email j.brewer@battersea.org.uk
How would you like to be part of a Fundraising Group for Battersea Dogs Cats Home and join
our fundraising family? Our Battersea Fundraising Groups organise activities throughout the
year to raise vital funds for the Home. We are now looking for enthusiastic people to start
up new Fundraising Groups in the Berkshire area. In the role of Treasurer you will be
responsible for the recording and banking of the monies raised at your groups fundraising
activities. Fundraising activities can range from coffee mornings and bake sales to
sponsored dog walks and gala balls. It really is up to your Group Co-ordinator and your
group to decide and the Community Fundraising team are always on hand to offer support
and advice to help you raise as much as possible! What will I be doing as Group Treasurer?
Overall responsibility for the counting and banking of all monies raised and collected by the
Fundraising Group keeping an accurate record of what the group has raised and spent
informing the Regional Fundraiser of all banking activity assisting the Group CoOrdinator in
assessing the potential return from any fundraising event or activity attending regular group
meetings and giving a financial update encouraging people within your local community to
support Battersea Dogs Cats Home and your group. What experience or skills will I need to
do this role? Ability to manage figures and simple budgets excellent attention to detail
ability to record and communicate simple financial information lots of enthusiasm!
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Battersea Dogs Cats Home - Old Windsor: Fundraising Research
Volunteer
Contact Janet Brewer Telephone 07590 173458 Email j.brewer@battersea.org.uk
In the role of Fundraising Research Volunteer you will identify and list potential new
supporters reporting your findings to your local Regional Community Fundraiser. By helping
Battersea Dogs Cats Home to reach out to even more groups and companies your research
will have a very real and tangible impact on levels of community support for the Home
raising vital funds for the 9 000 dogs and cats that we care for every year. What will I be
doing as a Fundraising Research Volunteer? Carrying out online research into various
Community Fundraising audiences including but not exclusively community groups schools
and companies creating detailed and accurate spreadsheets analysing potential for support
where applicable reporting this information to the Regional Community Fundraiser by an
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agreed date maintaining regular communication with the Regional Community Fundraiser
undertaking any recommended training following set procedures and complying with data
protection policies always being a positive and proactive representative of the Home. What
experience or skills will I need to do this role? Full access to your own computer including
access to internet Microsoft Excel and email excellent attention to detail and fluent in
written and spoken English Good computer literacy skills reliable and able to adhere to
deadlines.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Battersea Dogs Cats Home - Old Windsor: Volunteer Collection
Box Co-Ordinator
Contact Janet Brewer Telephone 07590 173458 Email j.brewer@battersea.org.uk
We are looking for proactive and outgoing people with a good knowledge of their local
community to join our fundraising family as Collection Box Coordinators helping to make a
difference for Battersea Dogs Cats Home by giving just a small amount of time per month.
Collection boxes are a simple way to raise money and awareness for Battersea Dogs Cats
Home. Our Collection Box Coordinators place and manage the collection boxes in their local
communities to help raise vital funds for the 9 000 dogs and cats that we care for every
year. In the role of Collection Box Coordinator you will encourage local businesses to show
their support for the Home by displaying a collection box and then process and record the
funds raised. You will be the main point of contact between collection box holders and your
Regional Community Fundraiser who will always be on hand should you need support or
advice. What experience or skills will I need to do this role? Good knowledge of your local
community good communication and influencing skills reliable and trustworthy outgoing
proactive and self-motivated organised with good numeracy and computer skills Microsoft
Excel and email aged 18 or above access to your own vehicle.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Berks and Bucks Football Association: Volunteering within
Grassroots Football
Contact Matthew Pill Telephone 01235 544891 Email Matthew.Pill@Berks-BucksFA.com
There are a huge variety of opportunities to volunteer within grassroots football whether it is
coaching administration marketing PR media pitch maintenance there is something for
everyone. We are on the lookout for volunteers to join their local club we are able to
introduce you to the local club. Many of the tasks involved in running a football club can be
undertaken at any point in the week and from home. Each individual club will be able to
provide you with tasks and timings. Gain experience in a variety of areas to enhance your
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CV. Support your local community to stay fit and healthy.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Association of Local Councils BALC : Treasurer
Contact Chris Graham, Vice Chair and Chair of Finance Telephone 07843 235777 Email
chris.graham@brayclose.com
This is an opportunity to become an important part of the Executive Team of senior
volunteers in BALC. BALC provides through membership subscriptions advice and guidance
on legislation and procedures to the third tier of Local Government that is Parish Town
Councils and their Parish Clerks across the County of Berkshire. BALC is the link between the
member Councils and the National Association of Local Councils who represent the sector at
Central Government level.
[RBWM Weekday Other]

Berkshire Carers Service: Care-Call Volunteers x 2
Contact Karen Mustard Telephone 01628779911 or 0800 9885462 Email
karen@berkshirecarers.org
Based in our friendly Maidenhead team our care-call volunteers will telephone local older
frail family carers once weekly to chat. Most older carers are managing a personal health
condition as well as caring for a family member with a disability or illness. Many of these
carers will not have family support in the area and will be experiencing significant
loneliness. Our Care-Call volunteers will be able to refer carers to our support services
including our information and advice team and support groups. If you feel you could offer a
morning or afternoon once or twice weekly we would love to hear from you.
[Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

Berkshire Carers Service: Support Group or Walking Group
Volunteers x 4
Contact Karen Mustard Telephone 01628779911 or 0800 9885462 Email
karen@berkshirecarers.org
As part of our friendly Maidenhead team Support Group volunteers host once monthly coffee
and chat meetings of local family carers in locations in Windsor and Maidenhead. Our
Walking Groups volunteers lead friendly rambles in our beautiful local countryside! Most of
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our carers attending support and walking groups are aged 65+. These vital groups give
carers brief respite from caring time to meet new friends and to chat about issues they are
finding hard or services they have found helpful. We would particularly welcome recent or
current family carers as volunteers because of their experience. If you feel you would like to
take a support group we would love to hear from you.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Elderly Outdoors]

Berkshire Community Foundation: Administration Volunteer
Contact Rosanne Hall Telephone 0118 930 3021 Email info@berkshirecf.org
Berkshire Community Foundation is looking for an administration volunteer to help with
tasks such as: Database updates Assisting with event organisation Marketing assistance
including social media General correspondence and producing letters and reports.
Requirements: Between 6 and 12 hours per week Good Microsoft skills Attention to detail.
Email us or call us to discuss your experience and the hours you can offer.
[Weekday]

Berkshire Credit Union: Contact Point Member Advisor
Contact Manjula Phadnis Telephone 0118 9585803 Email manjula.phadnis@cslberks.org.uk
Volunteer Role: Contact Point Member Advisor. Location: Our pop-up contact points at
Windsor and Maidenhead Libraries. Hours: A minimum commitment of 2 hours a week. Main
purpose: 1. To man the contact point and communicate with potential members. 2. Sign up
new members. 3. Signpost members to the credit union website online and telephone
banking service. Principle duties and tasks: Potential Member advice: Promote Berkshire
Credit Union Explain simply and clearly what a credit union is the benefits of becoming a
member and how we are different from a bank or payday loan company. Membership sign
up: Sign up new members on site using a standard membership form and process.
Membership assistance: Provision of standard forms and literature. Help with completion of
standard forms withdrawals loan applications . Infrequently accept cash deposits and
cheques. Signposting: Signpost members and potential members to the correct information
or service. Directing them to our website for further information and to access their
accounts. Directing them to our online and telephone banking system to make transactions.
Directing them to other relevant agencies. Skills needed: Ability to work independently
Proactive and outgoing Helpful friendly and approachable Effective communicator Capable
of being a strong advocate of credit unions.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday]
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Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Appointment Champion Volunteer
Contact Helen St Ledger Telephone 01753 636734 Email helen.stledger@berkshire.nhs.uk
King Edward V11 Hospital Windsor Diabetes Service
A key part of diabetes care is regular check-ups and it is important that patients attend their
appointments. We would like your help to promote encourage attendance.
Personal characteristics specification for this role:
Friendly cheerful disposition
Good telephone manner patient and courteous
Clear understanding of confidentiality
Have responsibility for health welfare and safety of self and others – compliance
with health and safety regulations
Methodical approach to working
This role includes:
Printing off clinic appointment lists and calling patients to remind them
that they have a clinic appointment due
Recording details with regard to any required changes
Ad-hoc admin work as directed but primarily around managing
appointment attendance
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Feedback Volunteer for Dietetics
Nutrition Clinics
Contact Joseph Took Telephone 01753 636724 Email joseph.took@berkshire.nhs.uk
The Community Nutrition and Dietetic Service run community outpatient clinics in a variety
of settings across Berkshire including GP practices and community hospitals.
We are looking for volunteers who would be happy to interview out-patients using our CRT
machine a hand-held electronic device - we will provide training following their dietetic
appointment. Feedback collection will be undertaken face to face at one of the noted clinics.

NOTE: WHILE THE ROLE FOCUSES ON FEEDBACK COLLECTION THERE MAY BE
SCOPE TO BE INVOLVED WITH OTHER PROJECTS DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
INTEREST AND AVAILABILITY.
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• King Edward Hospital Windsor
• St Marks Hospital Maidenhead
• Farnham Road GP Clinic Slough

Personal characteristics specification for this role:
• Have responsibility for health welfare safety of self and others – compliance
with Health Safety regulations.
• Good communication skills good English.
• Flexible and willing to travel to different clinic locations-may choose site s local
to where you live.
• Friendly cheerful disposition.
• Clear understanding of confidentiality.

This role includes:
• Interviewing patients after their appointment with the dietitian asking them to
complete an online feedback form.
• Liaising with dietitian running the clinic to be advised who to approach.
• Reporting back to dietitian with feedback received.
Feedback collection is important to us we constantly work to improve the
experience of our service users and an important part of this work is to ensure
that they are given the opportunity to tell us what they think and how they found
their experience.
Findings will enable us to improve through identifying areas where there may be
room for improvement. Equally it will highlight good examples of how the service
we provide is meeting the needs of the service users.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Health]

Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Hearing Support Volunteer
Contact Julie Addison Telephone 0300 36562220 Email
honorary.contracts@berkshire.nhs.uk
The Audiology clinics are very busy clinics.
We would like to invite volunteers to help support the audiologists in clinics. Following
training you will be proficient in carrying out basic checks re-tubing aids and offering a
general maintenance service. Additionally you will be able to offer guidance helping with
things like how to put aids in to new users explaining the controls and providing other
information and demonstrating tools such as loop systems etc.
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Personal characteristics specification for this role:
A polite friendly helpful and approachable manner
Dexterity – some of the work may be quite fiddly
Clear understanding of confidentiality
Presentable appearance
Reliable
Excellent communication skills
Being an aid user may be helpful but not necessary Have responsibility for health
welfare safety of self and others- compliance Health Safety regulations
This role includes:
Cleaning ear moulds
Retubing and teaching users how to retube their aids and basic
maintenance techniques
Supporting the audiologists by providing introductory first session to new
aid users – helping them put their aids in and helping them understand
the controls
Supporting and providing direction to users who may be struggling with
manipulation of their hearing aids
Provide information and demonstrating other equipment such as loop
systems and phone amplifiers etc.
In order to be able to undertake this role you do need to be able to
attend the training session which has been developed to provide you
with the skills you will need to equip you for the role:
Where: King Edward Hospital Windsor
Date: 5 September at 9:00am
Trainers: Pauline Warner and Robert Hicks
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Hearing Support Volunteer
Contact Helen Hele Telephone 0300 365 6222 Email helen.hele@berkshire.nhs.uk
The Audiology clinics are very busy clinics.
We would like to invite volunteers to help support the audiologists in clinics. Following
training you will be proficient in carrying out basic checks re-tubing aids and offering a
general maintenance service. Additionally you will be able to offer guidance helping with
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things like how to put aids in to new users explaining the controls and providing other
information and demonstrating tools such as loop systems etc.
Personal characteristics specification for this role:
A polite friendly helpful and approachable manner
Dexterity – some of the work may be quite fiddly
Clear understanding of confidentiality
Presentable appearance
Reliable
Excellent communication skills
Being an aid user may be helpful but not necessary
Have responsibility for health welfare safety of self and others- compliance Health
Safety regulations
This role includes:
Cleaning ear moulds
Retubing and teaching users how to retube their aids and basic
maintenance techniques
Supporting the audiologists by providing introductory first session to new
aid users – helping them put their aids in and helping them understand
the controls
Supporting and providing direction to users who may be struggling with
manipulation of their hearing aids
Provide information and demonstrating other equipment such as loop
systems and phone amplifiers etc.
Training will be given.
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Jubilee Ward administrator Handson help
Contact Kelly Tapnio or Rafia Khan Telephone Email kelly.tapnio@berkshire.nhs.uk
Jubilee Ward welcomes volunteers to support them by helping provide some general
administrative reception support. The help includes greeting patients visitors at reception
basic administration support answering the telephone scanning filing and correspondence
notes etc. At first there may be a little shadowing to gain an insight into the work prior to
being supported to develop in the role. It might also include a little hands-on help with
patients to serve morning afternoon refreshments dependent upon time attending .
DAY TIME
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Weekdays Flexible
Personal characteristics specification for this role:
• Excellent English skills written and oral
• Clear understanding of confidentiality
• Reliable and able to attend regularly
• A polite friendly and good telephone manner patient and courteous
• Presentable appearance
• Good I.T. skills
• Good organisational skills
• Happy to work under guidance supervison
• Experience in general clerical admin work Contact Kelly Tapnio or Rafia Khan
rafia.khan@berkshire.nhs.uk
[Health Weekday]

Berkshire Healthcare NHS: Admin Reception Volunteer
Opportunity with the Audiology Clinic
Contact Louise Hart Telephone Email louise.hart@berkshire.nhs.uk
The Audiology clinics are very busy clinics. We would like to invite volunteers to help
support the audiology clinic at King Edward vii Hospital Windsor with admin reception
duties.
Personal characteristics specification for this role:
Excellent written and spoken English
Clear understanding of confidentiality
Good organisational skills
Presentable appearance
Reliable
Excellent communication skills friendly approachable manner patient - service
users are likely to have some hearing impairment
Basic I.T. skills as role develops - training would be given
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Able to work as part of a team under the direction of the admin manager
Have responsibility for health welfare safety of self and others- compliance health
safety regulations
This role includes:
Taking telephone messages and documenting referring on as appropriate
Booking service users in and helping with general reception duties meet
greet
Assist with filing scanning letters and basic office support
Sending out reports as directed dating referrals coming in and posting
batteries etc.
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Berkshire Scouts: Beaver Leader 12th Windsor Maidenhead Road
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 0118 9788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
12th Windsor Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group is
looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers to help with their Thursday evening Beaver Colony
age 6-8 . Beavers develops young people through fun challenge and adventure. The position
is voluntary and primarily involves helping to run the exciting activities with the children as
well as go on fun trips and outings! You could get involved! From abseiling to zorbing we do
it all! We can offer you a free DBS check free training masses of career skills and a great
chance to improve your CV. There is also plenty of support from fellow volunteers and the
chance to meet new people. The most important part is that it is fun and incredibly
rewarding. No skills or experience required. Full training is available. The Colony meets on
Thursdays from 5:30pm to 6:30pm. Want some more info? Contact us for a chat. Scouting in
the UK is organised through The Scout Association. Its purpose is to help young people aged
6 to 25 years old achieve their full physical intellectual social and spiritual potential as
individuals as responsible citizens and as members of their local national and international
communities. With 400 000 members in the UK Scouting is the largest mixed youth
organisation in the country. Scouting happens in over 130 communities across Berkshire
involving over 9 200 young people from a wide range of backgrounds.
[Windsor Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Beaver Leader Furze Platt
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 0118 9788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
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Furze Platt Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group on
Garretts Lane off Cookham Road in Maidenhead is looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers
to help with their Monday evening Beaver Colony age 6-8 . Beavers develops young people
through fun challenge and adventure. The position is voluntary and primarily involve helping
to run the exciting activities with the children as well as go on fun trips and outings! You
could get involved! From abseiling to zorbing - we do it all! We can offer you a free DBS
check free training masses of career skills and a great chance to improve your CV. There s
also plenty of support from fellow volunteers and the chance to meet new people. The most
important part is that it s fun and incredibly rewarding. No skills or experience required. Full
training is available. DBS check is required. We promote flexible volunteering. The Beaver
Colony meets Monday evenings 6.15-7.15pm. You can volunteer weekly fortnightly monthly
- whatever suits you. Want some more info? Contact us for a chat. Scouting in the UK is
organised through The Scout Association. Its purpose is to help young people aged 6-25
years old achieve their full physical intellectual social and spiritual potential as individuals
as responsible citizens and as members of their local national and international
communities. With 400 000 members in the UK Scouting is the largest mixed youth
organisation in the country. Scouting happens in over 130 communities across Berkshire
involving over 9 200 young people from a wide range of backgrounds.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Beaver Leader Littlewick Green
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 0118 9788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
Pinkneys Green Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group in
west Maidenhead is looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers to help lead their second
Beaver Colony age 6-8 on Monday evenings 6:15pm to 7.15pm at Gilchrist Way in Littlewick
Green. Beavers develops young people through fun challenge and adventure. This volunteer
opportunity involves helping to plan and run the exciting programme of activities for the
children as well as go on fun trips and outings! You could get involved! From abseiling to
zorbing we do it all! We can offer you a free DBS check free training masses of career skills
and a great chance to improve your CV. There is also plenty of support from fellow
volunteers and the chance to meet new people and engage with your community. The most
important part is that it is fun and incredibly rewarding. No skills or experience required. Full
training is available. DBS check is required. We promote flexible volunteering. The Colony
meets weekly on a Monday evening. You can volunteer weekly fortnightly monthly whatever
suits you. Want some more info? Contact us for a chat. Scouting in the UK is organised
through The Scout Association. Its purpose is to help young people aged 6 to 25 years old
achieve their full physical intellectual social and spiritual potential as individuals as
responsible citizens and as members of their local national and international communities.
With 570 000 members in the UK Scouting is the largest mixed youth organisation in the
country. Scouting happens in over 130 communities across Berkshire involving over 9 200
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young people from a wide range of backgrounds.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Cub Leader Cox Green
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 0118 9788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
21st Maidenhead Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group in
Cox Green in Maidenhead is looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers to help lead at a Cub
Pack ages 8-10.5 on Thursday evenings from 6.30-8pm. Cubs develops young people
through fun challenge and adventure. This volunteer opportunity involves helping to plan
and run the exciting programme of activities for the children as well as go on fun trips and
outings! You could get involved! From abseiling to zorbing - we do it all! We can offer you a
free DBS check free training masses of career skills and a great chance to improve your CV.
There s also plenty of support from fellow volunteers and the chance to meet new people
and engage with your community. The most important part is that it s fun and incredibly
rewarding. No skills or experience required. Full training is available. DBS check is required.
We promote flexible volunteering. The Cub Pack meet weekly on a Thursday evening. You
can volunteer weekly fortnightly monthly - whatever suits you. Want some more info?
Contact us for a chat Scouting in the UK is organised through The Scout Association. Its
purpose is to help young people aged 6-25 years old achieve their full physical intellectual
social and spiritual potential as individuals as responsible citizens and as members of their
local national and international communities. With 570 000 members in the UK Scouting is
the largest mixed youth organisation in the country. Scouting happens in over 130
communities across Berkshire involving over 9 200 young people from a wide range of
backgrounds.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Cub Leader Pinkneys Green Littlewick Green
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 01189788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
Pinkneys Green Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group in
west Maidenhead is looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers to help lead at one of their two
Cubs Packs ages 8-10.5 on Wednesday evenings from 6.25-8pm. You can choose to help at
Winter Hill Road in Pinkneys Green or Gilchrist Way in Littlewick Green - the choice is yours.
Cubs develops young people through fun challenge and adventure. This volunteer
opportunity involves helping to plan and run the exciting programme of activities for the
children as well as go on fun trips and outings! You could get involved! From abseiling to
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zorbing - we do it all! We can offer you a free DBS check free training masses of career skills
and a great chance to improve your CV. There s also plenty of support from fellow
volunteers and the chance to meet new people and engage with your community. The most
important part is that it s fun and incredibly rewarding. No skills or experience required. Full
training is available. DBS check is required. We promote flexible volunteering. The Cub
Packs meet weekly on a Wednesday evening. You can volunteer weekly fortnightly monthly
- whatever suits you. Want some more info? Contact us for a chat Scouting in the UK is
organised through The Scout Association. Its purpose is to help young people aged 6-25
years old achieve their full physical intellectual social and spiritual potential as individuals
as responsible citizens and as members of their local national and international
communities. With 570 000 members in the UK Scouting is the largest mixed youth
organisation in the country. Scouting happens in over 130 communities across Berkshire
involving over 9 200 young people from a wide range of backgrounds.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Berkshire Scouts: Group Scout Leader Old Windsor
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone Email elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
Have you got what it takes to lead? Do you want to benefit young people in your community
make friends and gain new skills at the same time? Then this could be the volunteering
opportunity for you! 7th Windsor needs a new Group Scout Leader. The Group Scout Leader
is responsible for managing and supporting the Group and its Leaders to ensure it runs
effectively and that Scouting within the Group develops in accordance with the rules and
policies of The Scout Association. 7th Windsor who meet just off Queens Close Old Windsor
SL4 2PP consists of Beavers age 6-8 Cubs age 8-10.5 Scouts age 10.5-14 and Explorers
14-18 plus a team of dedicated adult volunteers. As Group Scout Leader you would ensure
that the Group thrives and has all the support it needs for the young people and adult
volunteers. You would help to make sure the group has an adequate team of enthusiastic
and appropriate adults working effectively together and with others. You would support the
leaders by setting objectives for their roles and holding reviews and one-to-one meetings.
You would ensure that a challenging exciting and balanced programme is offered to young
people in the Scout Group. You will manage your own time performing some organisational
responsibilities from home or on the go and some supportive responsibilities at section
meetings and activities. We can offer you a free DBS check free training masses of career
skills and a great chance to improve your CV. There is also lots of support from the District
Scout Team and from your fellow volunteers. Most importantly its great fun incredibly
rewarding a chance to meet new people and the opportunity to give back to your
community! As part of your role you will get to take advantage of our excellent and
externally recognised training programme. You will complete some mandatory modules to
support you in your role along with modules that you agree with your personal training
advisor based on your interests and existing experience. Ideally you will have excellent
communication and management skills. Previous Scouting experience is not essential. This
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is a voluntary post with paid expenses. Be prepared to make a difference! Want some more
info? Contact us for a chat. {Windsor Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Help at Bray Holyport Scout Group
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone 01189788292 Email
elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
Bray Holyport Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group on
Moneyrow Green in Holyport is looking for enthusiastic adult volunteers to help join their
existing team of volunteers in providing fun challenge and adventure to local young people
age 10½-14 on Friday evenings. Our leaders are normal people just like you but by working
together they make extraordinary things happen! We are friendly and can teach you
everything you need to know - no prior knowledge is required - and we will support you to
reach your full potential. So what do you have to do? We are specifically looking for help
with our Scout section which caters to young people age 10½-14. The section meets on
Friday evening during term-time only 7-9pm and we do lots of different things like cooking
games learning survival skills and even camping. One week you may be rock climbing the
next doing a community service project the week after going on a hike in the dark! What we
can guarantee is that no two weeks are the same as the young people do different things
each week to earn their badges and awards. We are open to boys and girls from all faiths
backgrounds and abilities and welcome everyone. You’ll support and encourage the young
people to join in with the activities and try their best. You will be an integral part of our
leadership team and your thoughts and ideas will be welcomed. The skills you will use as an
adult leader in Scouts such as effective communication and planning can enhance your CV
and make you stand out to potential employers. If you can t be there every week that s OK
we understand and welcome you when you can come! Perhaps you could help us plan some
of our fantastic activities or day trips instead. Whatever time you have to give we can find a
role for you that you will find rewarding. We can offer you a free DBS check free training
masses of career skills and a great chance to improve your CV. There s also plenty of
support from fellow volunteers and the chance to meet new people. The most important
part is that it s fun and incredibly rewarding. Contact us for more information or a noncommittal chat about how you could help or visit www.berkshirescouts.org.uk
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Berkshire Scouts: Scout Leader Old Windsor
Contact Elina Zandersone Telephone Email elina.zandersone@berkshirescouts.org.uk
7th Windsor Scout Group wants your help to create every day adventure! The group who
meet just off Queens Close Old Windsor SL4 2PP is looking for enthusiastic adults to support
their Scout Troop ages 10.5 to 14 on Wednesday evenings 7.00-8.30pm. The Troop needs a
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Leader to take on overall responsibility for the running of the Scout section. You will be
supported by the sections Assistant Leaders and Section Assistants in helping to plan and
deliver an exciting programme of activities for the young people. From abseiling to zorbing we do it all! Best of all you get to join in! We can offer you a free DBS check free training
masses of career skills and a great chance to improve your CV. There is also lots of support
from your fellow volunteers. Most importantly its great fun incredibly rewarding a chance to
meet new people and the opportunity to give back to your community! As part of your role
you will get to take advantage of our excellent and externally recognised training
programme. You will complete some mandatory modules to support you in your role along
with modules that you agree with your personal training advisor based on your interests and
existing experience. There are no specific skills or qualifications required. We promote
flexible volunteering. The Scout troop meets weekly but its okay if you cannot always be
there every week. Want some more info? Contact us for a chat!
[Windsor Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Scouts: Volunteer Assistant Leader with 10-14 year
olds
Contact Ben Choi Telephone 01189 881705 Email ben.choi@berkshirescouts.org.uk
The 18th Maidenhead Scout Group based on Shoppenhangers Road Maidenhead are looking
for adults to help support a new group of young people 10-14 years . You will be joining an
enthusiastic and supportive team and will be involved in a well structured induction. The
positions are volunteer and unpaid but what we can offer you is a free DBS check free
training and masses of career skills especially in the children and young people sector . A lot
of our training modules are also recognised by external agencies. The most important part
though is that it is fun and rewarding. There are no specific skills orqualifications required.
Want some more info? Contact us and we can have a chat.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Berkshire Summer School Games: Morning Munch Marshalling
Volunteers
Contact Mekaya Telephone 01629 472 851 Email Mekaya.gittens@getberkshireactive.org
We are on the lookout for an inspirational team of volunteers at the Berkshire Summer
School Games which will be taking place at Bisham Abbey National Sports Centre in June.
Roles include interacting with the children to gather research marshalling parking
registration assisting the Orienteering competition and Frisbee Golf Activities. No matter
what experience time or skills you have to offer be part of the team!
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One of the roles we would like you to fulfil as part of the day is marshalling and you can
choose from three shifts during the day:
Morning Munch and Marshalling - 7.30am - 12.00pm
Early Afternoon Tea Talks and Traffic Control – 12:00 – 13:30
Late Afternoon Tea Talks and Traffic Control - 15.00 - 17.00
The Berkshire School Games is a mini-Olympics Paralympics giving Berkshire
schoolchildren the chance to participate in competitive school sport at county level
across multiple sport disciplines and also a just have a go at different activities to
inspire and explore their creativity.
[Marlow Weekday Outdoors]

Berkshire Vision: Befriender - Sunningdale
Contact Jennifer James Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email jennifer@berkshirevision.org.uk
Do you enjoy a cup of tea a piece of cake and a chat and have a few hours a month to
spare? We are looking for someone to visit one of our members in their home for a friendly
natter. Perhaps in time a visit to the pub for lunch or a trip to a Garden Centre. Do you think
this is something you would enjoy? If so I would love to hear from you.
[Ascot Weekday]

Berkshire Vision: Deaf Blind Buddy
Contact Navpreet Juty Telephone Email navpreet.juty@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services to children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind.
What will I be doing?
• To take SSI + SHI member to different activities and events.
• To guide him at the events and relay information to him about what is going on
at events.
• To work with him 1-1.
Who will be supporting me?
The Activities Co-Ordinator would be your main point of contact.
When will I be required?
As much or as little hours as you would like on-going commitment.
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What are we looking for?
We are looking for a friendly and enthusiastic person who is happy to get stuck in
and adhere to our policies and procedures. We are looking for someone who is
happy to chat to people helping to make them feel welcome and comfortable.
What do I need?
• Would be beneficial to have some experience with deaf blind people.
• Essential to be able to guide.
• Useful if you can drive.
• Be in the Slough Area.
• Helpful if sporty.
Out of pocket travel expenses may be claimed.
Please note that applicants for this position need to be aged 18 or over. Our
application procedure consists of an application form 2 references and an
enhanced DBS check.

Berkshire Vision: Drivers Supporters for Social Groups
Contact Bwalya Treasure Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email info@berkshirevision.org.uk
The Aktiveyes visually impaired social groups meet approximately two evenings a month
midweekly often on Tuesdays. The meetings are at a variety of venues in the Windsor
Maidenhead Slough areas.
Drivers are urgently needed and are also welcome to stay and join in if they
want.
Supporters Helpers are also needed - Aktiveyes is a really sociable and lively
group so would appeal to someone who would like to help but also join in the fun.

Drivers will take members to and from the venue.
Supporters will assist with Activities eg: Speed darts Skittles Comedy nights a
pub walk and a meal and much more.
Regular commitment would be ideal but not essential – any help you are able to
give would be greatly appreciated.
You will need to hold a driving license and have use of your own vehicle – you will
be able to claim out of pocket travel expenses. Ideally you will have good
communication skills be sociable and empathetic and work well as part of a team.
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Training support given Expenses paid.
[Windsor Evening Weekday Health Children young people families Older People]

Berkshire Vision: Fundraising Event Volunteers
Contact Bwalya Treasure Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email info@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services to children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind. We host many events throughout the year
and throughout Berkshire. Our events are very important to our local community especially
our club activities and sporting activities which are very popular! You would be helping us
make our events run smoothly and adding great value to delivering our services. Some
things you might be doing: • Promoting the events • Greeting event attendees with a warm
welcome • Collecting tickets for the events • Helping set up for the event • Helping tidy up
after the event • Helping to hand out our event programme • Keeping track of our visitor
numbers • Assisting the Event Project Lead. Training Support given Expenses paid.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evening Health Outdoors]

Berkshire Vision: Fundraising Volunteers
Contact Bwalya Treasure Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email info@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services to children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind. We are looking for innovative ways to raise
money to keep our doors open and help us reach out to as many people as we can in
Berkshire. As a fundraising volunteer you would be a vital part of this process and key to
keeping the organisation at its best. Some things you might be doing: • Finding and
researching new ways to raise money • Helping create and raise awareness • Helping plan
fundraising events • Helping to prepare funding bids • Arranging street collections •
Building relationships with local businesses •Assisting with fundraising projects. Training
support given Expenses paid
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evening Health]

Berkshire Vision: Golf Caddie Guide
Contact Navpreet Juty Telephone Email navpreet.juty@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services to children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind.
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What will I be doing?
To guide caddie assist VI members around the course and on the driving range for
practice sessions.
Who will be supporting me?
The Sports Activities Co-Ordinator would be your main point of contact.
When will I be required?
On-going commitment usually 4th Thursday of the month 5-6:30pm at
SandMartins Golf Club Wokingham.
What are we looking for?
We are looking for a friendly and enthusiastic person who is happy to get stuck in
and adhere to our policies and procedures. You will be chatting with lots of
different people so we are looking for someone who is happy to chat to people of
all ages and all backgrounds helping to make them feel welcome and comfortable
during the sessions.
You will need:
• To be able to guide people.
• An interest in golf isn’t required but could be useful.
Out of pocket travel expenses may be claimed.
Please note that applicants for this position need to be aged 18 or over. Our
application procedure consists of an application form 2 references and an
enhanced DBS check.

Berkshire Vision: Local Static Fundraising Tin Collection Point
Organiser Volunteers
Contact Bwalya Treasure Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email info@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services for children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind.
What will I be doing?
We are looking for innovative ways to raise money to keep our doors open and
help us reach out to as many people as we can in Berkshire. As a fundraising
volunteer you would be a vital part of this process and key to keeping the
organisation at its best.
As a fundraising volunteer supporting the collection of our static tins you will be:
Supporting us to collect tins from shops and businesses and if possible locate
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places for additional tins
The role is flexible based on how large an area you would like to cover
Calling businesses to find out if they need a tin emptying
Planning a suitable route for collecting emptying and replacing full tins
Visiting local businesses to replace the collection tin
Locate new possible sites to help us grow our tin collection income.
Who would be supporting me?
The Volunteer Manager would be your main point of contact. Help on the project
will come from the member of staff leading that fundraising activity.
What are we looking for?
We are looking for a creative friendly and enthusiastic person who is happy to get
stuck in learn new skills and adhere to our policies and procedures. You will be
chatting with lots of different people so we are looking for someone who is happy
to chat to people of all ages and all backgrounds helping to make them feel
welcome and comfortable during their visit. All you need is enthusiasm a passion
for fundraising and a willingness to learn. You will have some help learning
everything else. An interest in our work is a bonus!
Out of pocket travel expenses may be claimed.
Our application procedure consists of an application form 2 references and an
enhanced DBS check.
[Maidenhead Ascot Windsor Weekday Weekend Outdoors Health]

Berkshire Vision: Pro-Bono Support - Business Skills Advocates
Contact Bwalya Treasure Telephone 0118 987 2803 Email info@berkshirevision.org.uk
At Berkshire Vision we provide comprehensive support services to children and adults of all
ages with a visual impairment or who are blind.
What will we be doing?
We are looking for numerous business volunteers to offer their time and skills to
support us at our Head Office in Reading and also out in the community in
Windsor Ascot Maidenhead.
Pro bono support can come in many guises and we have outlined below some of
the types of opportunities that may be open to businesses and individuals to help
us help more children and adults to empower themselves and live fulfilling lives:
Support with our internal technology systems
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Gifts in Kind – do you have technology that we can offer our members from
smartphones to monitors?
Support with Bid Writing and applications for grant support
Networking – we need advocates to help us reach more people in Berkshire and
spread the word about our amazing services and the support we provide
Train to be a Guide and help our members out in the community – this training is
provided specifically by Guide Dogs for the Blind
Specific Projects – help with creating more arts and crafts and gardening projects
for our members or organise a Ball
Support with finance and administration tasks
Work with our partners such as Guide Dogs for the Blind and RNIB on joint
projects.
Who do we contact?
The Volunteer Manager would be your first point of contact. She will connect you
with the Head of Marketing and Fundraising to discuss your requirements and
organise an initial meeting to chat through your needs and what you can offer.
Our application procedure consists of an application form 2 references and an
enhanced DBS check.
Out of pocket travel expenses may be claimed.
[RBWM]

Bisham Barn Owl Nest Boxes: Help to make install bird boxes
with us!
Contact Michael Tucker Telephone 01628 483803 Email bishamboxes@aol.com
BBONB us is well financed and respected with a demand for our services offering
community involvement for community betterment in the development and re-introduction
of some of our rarer and loved birds. BBONB supplies all materials and power tools as
required for doing appreciated work in a relaxed and enjoyable environment where a good
sense of humour is definitely an asset . We meet weekday mornings for bird box production
in Bisham but also encouraging members to assemble kits of parts for a variety of bird
boxes at home where convenient. We have also a need for members able to install boxes
usually involving ladder conveyance and experienced users who operate in pairs. Do come
and visit us in Bisham for an exploratory visit.
[Outdoors]

Blind Veterans UK: Volunteer Home Visitor
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Contact Stacey Boxall Telephone 07742 406353 Email stacey.boxall@blindveterans.org.uk
Our community home visitors provide crucial social interaction for our veterans who can
often feel isolated or lonely. By popping by once a week or fortnight to see a veteran in their
area home visitors are a friendly face that can make all the difference to our veterans.
A visit could be a simple chat and a cup of tea helping out with odd jobs around the home
that can otherwise be a struggle for our veterans to complete or getting out and about in
the local area. You will never be asked to do any personal care.
[Windsor]

Brain Tumour Charity: Volunteer for The Twilight Walk 2019
Contact Amie Frayne Telephone 01252 237818 Email
Amie.Frayne@thebraintumourcharity.org
The Brain Tumor Charity’s series of 10K autumn walks are back. As more members of their
community come together each year this inspiring event is getting bigger and better. And
they need your help to make sure each walk is a successful and special day for everyone as
together we take strides to defeat brain tumours.
They need a team of enthusiastic volunteers to help welcome their walkers keep them on
route and cheer them on. With your help this will be an event to remember.
There are several roles available and the team will always try to allocate roles based on
your preferences but please note that some roles have limited space.
The four roles available are:
• The Route Marshal Role
• The Greet and Cheer Volunteer Role
• The Merchandise Volunteer Role
• The Walker Registration Volunteer Role
Click this link for more information on the walks including details on their
locations and dates:
https: do-it.org opportunities 066055a8-f70b-40e9-8f2e-3b078e979b10
To make an application please click this link:
https: www.eventbrite.co.uk e volunteer-for-the-twilightwalk-2019-registration-61787338593
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Braywick Heath Nurseries: Help with Marketing
Contact Robin Pemberton Telephone 01628 622510 Email gmanager@braywickheath.co.uk
Braywick Heath Nurseries is a social enterprise that works to improve the life chances of
people with disabilities through the medium of horticulture. As we get no statutory funding
we need to grow the business. We are looking for people with experience in marketing to
help us put together a coherent package of marketing materials and a strategy for their
dissemination.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Braywick Heath Nurseries: Horticultural helpers
Contact Robin Pemberton Telephone 01628 622510 Email gmanager@braywickheath.co.uk
Braywick Heath Nurseries is a commercial plant nursery that works to improve the life
chances of people with disabilities and in need of support. We do not receive any local or
national government support. We have to generate all our income. Volunteers help us with
the everyday activities of a working plant nursery. These include potting up plants watering
disease prevention measures preparing displays and all the other jobs involved in preparing
plants for sale.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Outdoors]

Braywick Heath Nurseries: Social media and newsletter content
generator
Contact Robin Pemberton Telephone 01628 622510 Email gmanager@braywickheath.co.uk
Braywick Heath Nurseries is a social enterprise that works to improve the life chances of
people with disabilities through the medium of horticulture. We are looking for someone
who can help us with making effective use of social media such as Facebook and Twitter as
well as assisting with producing our monthly e-newsletter. The e-newsletter informs our
clientele about how we are helping our supported volunteers people with disabilities to lead
active and productive lives as well as providing information about the plants we have in
stock and seasonal gardening advice.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]

British Heart Foundation Fundraising Group Windsor: Collection
Tin Coordinator
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Contact Heather Carroll Telephone 0300 330 3322 Email communityvolunteer@bhf.org.uk
By becoming a BHF Collection Tin Volunteer you are joining an empowered network of
dedicated volunteer fundraisers who help the BHF to save and improve lives. Quite simply
without volunteers like you the BHF couldn’t continue its pioneering work. What will I be
doing? Responsibility of the Collection Tin Volunteer: Place collection tins in shops and
businesses in your local community Count and bank these tins 4 times a year- March June
September December Thank the local shops and businesses for their support Inspire others
to support the BHF and find new placements for the collection tins.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

British Heart Foundation Fundraising Group Windsor: Group Lead
Contact Heather Carroll Telephone 0300 330 3322 Email communityvolunteer@bhf.org.uk
The British Heart Foundation are the UK s leaders in funding research to beat heart disease.
We have an exciting opportunity for you to help us fight for every heartbeat. We will provide
you with support materials insight and training to help you shape your group of volunteers
in to a sector leading fundraising team. You will meet new people have a variety of tasks
and learn new things. The role allows you to get out what you put in and more. Why not join
us and support our life changing work by leading a group of volunteers to fundraise and
raise awareness of the BHF in your area?
[Windsor Weekday Evenings Weekend Health CYP]

British Heart Foundation Fundraising Group Windsor: Group
Member
Contact Heather Carroll Telephone 0300 330 3322 Email communityvolunteer@bhf.org.uk
The British Heart Foundation are the UKs leaders in funding research to beat heart disease.
We have an exciting opportunity for you to help us fight for every heartbeat. What will I be
doing? Responsibility of a Fundraising Group Member: Support your local group in
organising and running fundraising events Build strong relationships with all group members
and actively recruit new members Represent the charity in your community acting as the
face of the BHF Ensure group activities comply with relevant law and BHF policy Work
alongside your local Fundraising Manager Group Leader.
[Windsor Weekday Evenings Weekend CYP Health]

British Heart Foundation Fundraising Group Windsor: In-
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Memoriam Secretary
Contact Heather Carroll Telephone 0300 330 3322 Email communityvolunteer@bhf.org.uk
In Memoriam giving is an important way for families affected by heart disease to remember
a loved one and provide a vital source of funds to support the work of the BHF. What will I
be doing? Responsibility of the In Memoriam Secretary: Visiting funeral directors in your
area and acting as their point of contact. Building a relationship with funeral directors to
help them understand the impact of In Memoriam donations to the BHF. Delivering
materials Leaflets envelopes etc. to funeral directors. Collecting and banking In Memoriam
donations from funeral directors and writing to bereaved families to acknowledge and thank
them for their donations. Working alongside your local Fundraising Manager.
[Windsor Weekday Evenings Weekends Health CYP]

British Heart Foundation: Volunteer Sort Room Assistant
Contact Jenny / Yolanda Telephone 01753 841157 Email w19@bhf.org.uk
Whether you’re a keen rummager a stickler for organisation or love the look of a freshly
ironed shirt we have a role for you!
If you like things to be neat and tidy then our shop in Windsor needs your help to clean
steam and tag the donations we receive so they re ready to sell! This role is perfect for
getting back into a work environment or creating a new social circle whilst giving back to a
good cause and we have a friendly team of staff and volunteers led by Yolanda and Jenny
who can help you settle in.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Health]

British Heart Foundation: Volunteer Till Shop Floor Assistant
Contact Jenny / Yolanda Telephone 01753 841157 Email w19@bhf.org.uk
Our shop in Windsor needs some help! Could you help on our tills and out on our shop floor
making sure our shop looks great? If so we may have the volunteer role for you!
We talk to our customers make them feel welcome help them find the things they’re looking
for and inform them of the BHF’s life-saving heart research. We serve customers on the till
keep the shop looking fresh and thank everyone who bring in their donations and custom.
Come and join our friendly team and help raise money towards beating heart disease.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Health]
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British Red Cross - Windsor Event First Aid Group: Event First Aid
Volunteer
Contact Ben Weatherburn Telephone 07718 242801 Email bweatherburn@redcross.org.uk
If you want to help us keep people safe at events we would love to have you on our team.
As an event first aider you ll provide first aid care to people injured at public events. This
role can see you at sporting events challenge events flower shows and festivals to name but
a few.
You don t need any previous first aid experience to become a first aider - we will give you all
the training you need.
We re looking for someone who is:
Willing to undertake the 6-day training course run at weekends. Training locations
can be found here.
Willing to take part in weekly first aid training.
Willing to undertake 1 or 2 events per month which would typically be a full day at
a weekend.
Physically able to undertake first aid including administering a minimum of 3
minutes of CPR.
Understanding of the needs of service users of different ages differing physical
needs and varying backgrounds.
Willing to uphold the Fundamental Principles of the International Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement and adhere to the British Red Cross Equal Opportunities
Policy.
Aged 16 or over. Parental consent risk assessment and safeguarding apply to
those aged under 18.
Tasks included in this role:
Providing first-aid care in line with current protocols and Care Quality
Commission CQC standards
Helping other members of the team set up and dismantle first aid posts.
Completing all paperwork associated with first aid delivery.
Using communications equipment if required in accordance with British
Red Cross guidelines and keeping appropriate records of use.
This role requires an enhanced criminal record check DBS PVG .
[Windsor Weekend Health]

Burnham Brownies: Unit leader
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Contact Nina Heavyside Telephone 07980 068010 Email nina@heavyside.co.uk
We are looking to recruit an enthusiastic female leader to join our thriving 3rd Burnham
Brownie unit who meet on Thursday evenings in Burnham just off Minniecroft Road.
Brownies are age 7-10yrs and there are around 24 girls in the unit. They meet for 1 1 2hr a
week to do craft badges fundraising trips and a whole range of exciting activities. Training
and support given. Did you love being a Brownie or Guide and maybe have the time to get
back involved. Role will involve managing the unit and planning and running the weekly
meetings.
[Windsor Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Burnham Guides: Unit helper leader
Contact Nina Heavyside Telephone 07980 068010 Email nina@heavyside.co.uk
We are looking to recruit an enthusiastic unit helper to join our thriving 2nd Burnham Guide
unit who meet on Tuesday evenings in Burnham just off Minniecroft Road. Guides are age
10-15yrs and there are around 24 girls in the unit. They meet for 1 1 2hr a week to do craft
badges fundraising trips and a whole range of exciting activities. Training and support
given. Did you love being a Brownie or Guide and maybe have the time to get back
involved. Role will involve helping to manage the unit and planning and running the weekly
meetings.
[Windsor Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Burnham Health Promotion Trust Movers Shakers : Volunteer
Support Worker
Contact Marisa Telephone 01628 661441 Email marisa@bhpt.org.uk
Volunteer Support Workers Required: Burnham Health Promotion Trust are looking for TWO
support workers helpers for MOVERS AND SHAKERS our very friendly weekly club for older
people. We are looking for volunteers who have a genuine interest in older people. Hours
will be from 9.15am to 1.45pm every Tuesday at The United Reformed Church Burnham.
Ideally you will live locally be physically fit and be able to commit to this role for at least 12
months. Your role would be to assist our co-ordinator with setting up the hall preparation
and serving of morning drinks and serving lunch and joining in with activities as required.
LUNCH REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED. An enhanced DBS check will be required for this role.
[Weekday Elderly]
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Career Springboard East Berkshire: Email Marketing Volunteer
Contact Lindey Wheeler Telephone 07771 872709 Email infosafireconsulting@gmail.com
We help unemployed professionals re-enter employment with confidence. Our weekly
program includes high quality presentations one-to-one coaching networking and peer
support.
We’re seeking a volunteer to manage our weekly email marketing newsletter that lets
members know about the current week’s speaker and any other news and tips we want to
pass on.
Skills in MailChimp or something similar would be helpful. Tasks include contacting speakers
for a bio creating and sending emails on a regular basis Tuesdays term time and the
occasional newsletter in holiday time .
Estimated time: 2-4 hours a week term time.

[Weekday]

Career Springboard East Berkshire: Job Search Mentor
Contact Brian Murphy Telephone 0300 111 5411 Email
brian-murphy@bpsemconsultants.com
We are looking for retirees with business experience ideally with human resources
training background. They should have some general management experience
running meetings as well as advising and mentoring employees They should be
good listeners and have a sympathetic attitude to the situation that the members
find themselves in.
The most important aspect of this work will be:
To network and mentor the members. To listen to their situations and to advise
them on the next steps in their job search.
To help with CV reviews and assist with interview practice.
To help in a general way with the running of the weekly meetings.
There is always a coffee and croissants break in the morning when a lot of
networking happens. It is important that the volunteer uses this time to develop
rapport with the members.
From time to time the volunteer will be asked to assist with mock interviews to
allow the members to practice prior to their real interview. These sessions are
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taped so that the volunteer can keep a copy to assist them to improve their
technique.
[RBWM Weekday]

Charteris Lunch Club Eton: Helping Hands Volunteer
Contact Julie Chappell Telephone 07598 565091 Email joolsEchapp@hotmail.com
A person with social skills especially with the elderly and infirm. Helping with serving
lunches and cups of tea and generally mixing and socialising with the members throughout
the lunchtime period approximately 12pm and 2pm on Tuesdays Wednesdays. Times are
flexible within this timescale
[Windsor Weekday Elderly]

Citizens Advice Maidenhead and Windsor: Adviceline volunteers
Contact Carolyn Smith Telephone 01628 674842 Email recruitment@maidenheadcab.org.uk
We are looking for volunteers who are empathetic confident computer users and who enjoy
finding information online to join our team of Assessors providing help and support to local
people to resolve their problems with employment housing discrimination money benefits
family matters and other issues.
[RBWM Weekday CYP Elderly]

Citizens Advice Maidenhead and Windsor: Trustee Income
Generation
Contact Telephone 01628 674842 Email recruitment@maidenheadcab.org.uk
You will help develop Citizens Advice Windsor and Maidenhead s funding strategy and lead
our income generation activities. You will work closely with the Chief Executive to identify
income generation opportunities and to assess risks associated with these. You will guide
and advise the board on matters pertaining to income generation including providing
updates on current activities and projects fundraising activities in development. You will be
joining a dynamic organisation that provides an indispensable service to over 4000 local
residents every year. As the funding expert on our trustee board will help us grow our vital
work. What’s more for the individual concerned this represents an excellent personal
development opportunity. The new trustee would join other volunteer trustees with
expertise in governance finance education human resources and marketing
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communications.
[Maidenhead]

Citizens Advice Windsor and Maidenhead: Marketing and Comms
Volunteer
Contact Telephone 01628 674842 Email recruitment@maidenheadcab.org.uk
Citizens Advice Maidenhead and Windsor would like to recruit a volunteer to support our
communications with clients volunteers and potential funders. We recognise the value of
raising our profile in the local community to increase access to our service attract funding
recruit volunteers and to promote Citizens Advice campaigns. If you are interested in
volunteering and have marketing or social media experience or would like to learn more
about PR communications and promotions in a friendly environment then we would like to
hear from you. We are a local charity that provides free confidential and impartial advice to
help local people resolve problems including debt employment benefits housing family and
legal issues. You could help us promote this vital service by drafting press releases
distributing promotional materials helping at events updating Facebook our website and
more. You would make a real difference by ensuring that local people know about the help
available when they really need it. If you think you are the right person for us and would like
to find out more do please get in touch by emailing recruitment@maidenheadcab.org.uk or
call 01628 674842. A genuine enthusiasm for communications is more important than
experience. The hours are flexible and could be fitted alongside studying or part time work.
[Windsor Maidenhead RBWM Weekday]

Civil Service Retirement Fellowship: Befriender
Contact Nathan McLellan Telephone 020 8691 7411 Email Befriending@csrf.org.uk
Our volunteers visit lonely or isolated older people in the community providing them with
social support having a chat and possibly a cuppa. Volunteer befrienders really can make a
difference in the lives of people who aren t able to see anyone for weeks or even months at
a time. “I thank you for finding such a person whom I can enjoy her company and we can
"put the world on the right path"! over a cup of tea." Volunteers and Beneficiaries can
decide between themselves how often they should visit but usually it would be weekly
fortnightly or monthly.
[RBWM Weekday Older people]

Clewer Youth Community Centre: Breakfast Club Volunteers
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Contact Clare Johnson Telephone 01753 853013 Email clewerycc@aol.com
Breakfast Club volunteer wanted for an hour a day weekdays or 2 volunteers split throughout the week. Great opportunity for someone who loves children and a challenge daily! Full
training given on the job. Includes setting up for school Breakfast Club some light cooking
cleaning and activities with the children aged between 4-12 years. Often challenging
sometimes great fun! Must be confident chatty and have a lively personality.
[Windsor Weekday CYP]

Community First Responders Volunteers
Contact Cheryl Mathews Telephone 07920 132097 Email
cheryl@maidenheadfirstresponders.co.uk
CFRs are volunteers available to be dispatched by the ambulance Emergency Operations
Centre to attend appropriate medical emergencies in their local area. Volunteers undergo
two days of training at one of our training centres explaining how to recognise and treat
many serious and life threatening medical emergencies ranging from cardiac arrest to
strokes in the elderly through to infants to name but a few of the situations the volunteers
may face. As a CFR Volunteer you will become a part of a family that support the
community. The chance to learn life saving skills work alongside South Central Ambulance
Service Paramedics and develop your first aid skills. There is no need for any previous
experience as you will be trained by our local Paramedics. You can put in as little as you like
generally the more you put in the more likely you are to learn from your experiences. As
well as initial training there are regular updates and lectures on patient related subjects.
Please visit the following website for further information: http:
www.southcentralambulance.nhs.uk get-involved community-first-responders.ashx
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Connecting Communities in Berkshire: Trustee
Contact Gemma Matthews Telephone 01189 612000 Email Admin@ccberks.org.uk
Would you like to work with a charity to help empower rural communities in Berkshire?
Local charity Connecting Communities in Berkshire CCB is seeking new Trustees and a Chair
to help us continue our work of enhancing empowering and strengthening communities in
Berkshire.
We have over 45 years’ experience in community development work and are an active
member of the Action with Communities Rural Network ACRE . Our core mission is to enable
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communities in Berkshire to thrive by using our knowledge skills and enterprise. Our vision
is to strengthen promote and empower communities.
We are seeking enthusiastic individuals that have an interest in working to improve
community life in Berkshire to join our Board of Trustees. This is a non-remunerated post
however out of pocket expenses are payable. We are particularly interested to hear from
people that have skills and or experience in marketing PR public speaking fundraising or
campaigning.

Contact the Elderly: Change an older persons life ... become a
volunteer driver.
Contact Debbie Brettle Telephone 07943 903753 Email debbie604@hotmail.com
If you would like to change the lives of lonely older people and have access to a car why not
join Contact the Elderly as a volunteer driver for our Maidenhead group. This involves
picking up 1-2 older people from their home one Sunday afternoon a month and taking
them to a host family for an afternoon get-together. Our guests are over 75 with most of
them in their 80s and 90s. They live alone and have little or no contact to friends and family.
As you can imagine these monthly outings are the highlight of the month for many of our
older guests and for some it is the only time they leave their house for a social occasion.
Our motto is - Never let an older person down - and your commitment as a driver is greatly
appreciated by the older people. In return you will enjoy Sunday afternoons full of fun and
laughter sharing stories over cake and cups of tea. Contact the Elderly groups have 3-5
regular drivers. As a driver you will usually collect the same 1-2 older people each month.
Although our members are frail they are able to walk to your car assisted only by a
steadying arm. You are not required to do any lifting. We welcome drivers of two and four
door cars full driving licence and seat belts are required. Unfortunately we do not pay petrol
expenses. Groups usually arrive at the hosts home around 3.00pm and leave about 5.30pm.
A different local host is visited each month. Groups usually meet on the same Sunday of
each month with the dates set well in advance. Your group co-ordinator will be your main
contact and will make the overall arrangements for the get-togethers. As a regular driver
you are responsible for the monthly contact with your older guests reminding them of the
date and checking that they are coming. The group co-ordinator then confirms the numbers
attending to the host.
[RBWM Weekend Elderly]

Cookham Dean C of E Primary School: Lollipop Man Woman
Contact Fenella Reekie Telephone 01628 482734 Email fenella.reekie@cookhamdean.org
We are a small village school in the heart of Cookham Dean. Our school is based on 2 sides
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of a country road and at lunchtime from 12:10pm until 1:10pm we have to cross the
children over the road so they can go to play or have their lunch. It is a busy time of the day
and we are in desperate need for someone to help the children cross safely. The road is not
a busy road - the odd car bus or horse. Our children are well behaved and extremely polite
and friendly and would really appreciate someone taking time to help them.
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

Crohn s Colitis UK - Berkshire Network: Finance Co-Ordinator
Contact Mark Thistlewood Telephone 01727 734475 Email
volunteering@crohnsandcolitis.org.uk
We need your support to help people living with Crohn’s and Colitis.
You can make a real difference to people’s lives by joining our team. We organise events for
people living with Crohn’s or Colitis and we help raise awareness of the conditions with
general public – all in your local area.
What the role involves:
- Approve invoices bills cheques and donations on behalf of the team
- Administer and monitor the team’s bank account and provide regular financial
reports to the team
- Pay any donated cash direct into the bank account
- Keep a record of all incoming and outgoing payments
- Approve Organising Team volunteers’ expense claim forms for payment.
- Represent Crohn’s and Colitis UK within the local community
Benefits to the Volunteer:
You’ll share new experiences and be active in your local community with a fun
and passionate team
You’ll get access to development opportunities and gain experience in events
planning teamwork social media and so much more!
You’ll meet people from different cultures and background as you make social
connections throughout the community.
You will develop your awareness and understanding of the impact in living with a
lifelong health condition and the work of an ambitious national charity
You’ll improve your own wellbeing through: giving being active learning and
connecting.
[RBWM]

Crohn s and Colitis UK - Berkshire Network: Activities Organiser
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Contact Mark Thistlewood Telephone 01727 734475 Email
volunteering@crohnsandcolitis.org.uk
We need your support to help people living with Crohn’s and Colitis.
You can make a real difference to people’s lives by joining our team. We organise events for
people living with Crohn’s or Colitis and we help raise awareness of the conditions with
general public – all in your local area.
From educational talks to social events we help give people the comfort and confidence to
live freer and fuller lives. And together we can make our voice heard.
It’s simple and rewarding to get involved visit crohnsandcolitis.org.uk volunteering or speak
to a team member today. Together we can make the greatest difference.
About the role:
Lead our local team of volunteers who actively plan and deliver awareness raising
activities organising events writing articles and creating newsletters managing
social media pages and fundraising.
Benefits to the Volunteer:
You’ll share new experiences and be active in your local community with a fun
and passionate team
You’ll get access to development opportunities and gain experience in events
planning teamwork social media and so much more!
You’ll meet people from different cultures and background as you make social
connections throughout the community.
You will develop your awareness and understanding of the impact in living with a
lifelong health condition and the work of an ambitious national charity
You’ll improve your own wellbeing through: giving being active learning and
connecting.
[RBWM]

Crown Prosecution Service CPS Thames and Chiltern: Volunteers
for Local Scrutiny Involvement Panel
Contact Inder Kaur-Singh Telephone 07769 258088 Email
ThamesChiltern.contact@cps.gov.uk
Are you situated in any of the following counties: Bedfordshire Berkshire Buckinghamshire
Hertfordshire or Oxfordshire? Are you interested in making a difference to your community?
Do you have a passion for fairness and justice? Would you like to help us improve the way
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that we deliver our prosecution services? Do you have some time experience and
knowledge that would support our business in dealing with crime and disorder? Then apply
to join the CPS Thames and Chiltern Local Scrutiny Involvement Panel. For further
information visit - https: goo.gl YVfrEr
[RBWM]

Cruse Bereavement Care Thames Valley Berkshire: Train to be a
bereavement support volunteer
Contact Sara Richards Telephone 01344 460087 Email thamesvalleyberks@cruse.org.uk
Cruse Bereavement Care is the leading national charity for bereaved people. We offer
advice support and information to children young people and adults when someone dies and
work to enhance society’s care of bereaved people.
We are looking to recruit volunteers to train to work with our clients. We also have need for
volunteers with language skills especially Asian languages.
The three-day Bereavement Support Foundation course.
The aim of the course is to provide the participants with the awareness skills and knowledge
needed to begin working with bereaved people. This is an intensive course in which all
trainees will be required to play an active part. Painful memories may be aroused and for
this reason applicants who have suffered a close bereavement in the last two years may not
be suitable for the course.
The two-day Face-to-Face elective This module directly follows on from the three-day
foundation course and is compulsory for volunteers wishing to provide face-to-face
bereavement support to adults.
Attendance at all of these sessions is compulsory.
All applicants are requested to come into our office in Bracknell to meet with us and discuss
their background our work and the role of a bereavement volunteer. You will be asked to
pay a £50 non-refundable deposit on this evening when you confirm your wish to attend the
course.
After completion of the 5-day course
Upon successful completion of the 5-day course a post-course interview will then take place
along with the compulsory safeguarding module
To give an expression of interest or to apply to join this training please email: the Course
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Administrator on thamesvalleyberks@cruse.org.uk for an application form.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

Cumberland Lodge: Tour Guide
Contact Emma Albery Telephone 01784 497790 Email ealbery@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
Cumberland Lodge are looking for people who have experience with dealing with the public
good interpersonal skills and a friendly approach. Knowledge or an interest in history and
fundraising is desirable. Responsibilities: Meet and greet visitors Lead or assist with tours of
the Lodge Be present for the art exhibition open mornings Engage with the public and
promote the Friends of Cumberland Lodge membership scheme. We will provide an
induction and training but we are unfortunately unable to cover any expenses. Volunteers
will be given a free induction and training to learn about the history of the Lodge and
practice the skills needed to deliver engaging activities and tours for the visiting public.
[Windsor Heritage]

Daisy s Dream: Christmas Card Seller
Contact Zoe Nightingale Telephone 07879 460999 Email zoe@daisysdream.org.uk
The team at Daisy’s Dream Berkshire Childrens Bereavement Service is looking for someone
to sell their Christmas cards with Cards for Good Causes at Maidenhead Library.
Volunteers will be required to commit to one 3-hour shift every week for the period in which
the shop is open usually 6-8 weeks. – this is the whole Christmas season.
Any volunteering offered during this 8-week period would be a huge help to the charity.

Daisy s Dream: Maidenhead Rotary - Toy stall for Daisy s Dream
Contact Zoe Nightingale Telephone 07879460999 Email zoe@Daisysdream.org.uk
We are looking for someone to run our Toy Tombola at the Maidenhead Rotary Easter
Feteon 11 April from 10am - 3pm. It is a great opportunity for Daisy s Dream to spread
awareness of who we are and what we do as well as to raise some funds.
You would have full control of the event a table of toys where the children would pick a lolly
if it is a coloured stick they get to choose a prize.
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[Maidenhead Weekend CYP]

Daisy s Dream: Windsor Rotary - Toy stall for Daisy s Dream
Contact Zoe Nightingale Telephone 07879460999 Email zoe@Daisysdream.org.uk
We are looking for someone to run our Toy Tombola at the Windsor Rotary Fete on 27 June
from 10am - 3pm. It is a great opportunity for Daisy s Dream to spread awareness of who
we are and what we do as well as to raise some funds.
You would have full control of the event a table of toys where the children would pick a lolly
if it is a coloured stick they get to choose a prize.
[Windsor Weekend CYP]

DASH: Admin Support for the Outreach Team
Contact Caron Kipping Telephone 01753 549865 Email caron@thedashcharity.org.uk
We are seeking volunteers to assist with administration for our Outreach Team providing
vital support ensuring they have the time and resources to continue supporting survivors of
domestic abuse.
[Weekday]

DASH: Carnival and Event Assistant
Contact Caron Kipping Telephone 01753 549865 Email caron@thedashcharity.org.uk
We are looking for volunteers to assist DASH staff and volunteers in the planning organising
and facilitating of stalls at local carnivals and community events and in sourcing and
organising donations suitable for tombolas raffles and other fundraising stalls. Also to help
with other key events eg organise and attend local car boot and jumble sales. Volunteers
will be allocated a Mentor and will operate within the aims policies guidelines and practices
of DASH paying particular attention to key areas of Health Safety Confidentiality and Equal
Opportunities
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

DASH: Charity Shop Helper - Slough Observatory
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Contact Caron Kipping Telephone 01753 549865 Email caron@thedashcharity.org.uk
We are looking for a shop helper - serving customers answering their questions and making
sure the shop is well presented. Based in Slough Observatory Volunteers needed from 9.30
to 4.30 either full day or half day to suit. If you prefer to be behind the scenes helpers are
needed to join warehouse team. sorting donated stock and preparing items for sale ready
for transportation to the shop.
[Weekday]

DASH: Community Events Volunteers
Contact Caron Kipping Telephone 01753 549865 Email Caron@thedashcharity.org.uk
We support women children and men suffering from any kind of abuse from partners ex
partners or family members. Do you have time on your hands and want to give back to your
local community? Would you like to gain experience of work in the Charity sector? Come
and join our pool of volunteers! We need you to help us reach out to the local community even if you only have a couple of hours to spare on the odd weekend you can help us make
a difference. This is a great opportunity to meet new people learn new skills and increase
self confidence whilst making a positive difference to the lives of local vulnerable women
men and children. You will be fully supported by the Dash charity with relevant training and
resources. All volunteers are required to apply for a DBS. You will have access to training
and expenses can be paid.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Children young people families]

DASH: Community Volunteers
Contact Caron Kipping Telephone 01753 549865 Email caron@thedashcharity.org.uk
The Dash Charity are the local specialist Charity supporting women men and children across
the Borough.We offer practical and professional advice at any stage of abuse We have
developed strong partnerships in the community with local partner agencies over the last 42
years and we are committed to increasing awareness and promoting zero tolerance of
domestic abuse. We would like to expand our reach across the community with your help
ensuring we can support those who are at their most vulnerable. We are able to provide
volunteering opportunities for NCS D of E students or as part of corporate CSR partnerships.
If you would like to gain new skills or experience in the Charity sector and give something
back to your community this can be your opportunity to do so We can fit you into a role
suitable for your skills expertise hours of availability or area of interest within the Charity
and we can ensure you receive a variety of valuable opportunities. We can support you with
your DBS application. Full training will be given and expenses paid. If you can volunteer
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your time or skills - anything from supporting occasional events to sharing your marketing
expertise or regular voluntary hours within our refuge or outreach teams please get in
touch. You won t regret it! We are a small charity passionate about making a difference to
those who desperately need our help. Come join us!

Dimensions: Video Editor
Contact Sarah Callaghan Telephone 0300 303 9162 Email volunteering@dimensions-uk.org
Are you a budding video editor keen for experience? We are looking for a Volunteer video
editor to work with us at our head office in Theale Reading.
About the role
This volunteering opportunity is the perfect way to enjoy sharing your passion with the
people we support.
Dimensions provide support for around 3 500 people with learning disabilities and autism
across the UK. We help them to live more independently and access their local
communities.
We are looking for a volunteer with an interest and passion in video editing. The volunteer
will be working alongside a person we support to edit films which we will use on our website
social media and as promotional material. This is an on going role but on a as and when
basis.
Activities will include:
Working with a person we support to edit video
Share your knowledge and experience of using Adobe Premier Pro Movie Magic
Editor
Producing good quality material which we can use across a number of digital
platforms.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Driven Forward: Volunteer Minibus Drivers Passenger Assistants
Contact Tiia Stephens Telephone 07880 501409 Email driven.forward@outlook.com
Driven Forward is a brand new registered charity looking for volunteer drivers and
volunteers to travel on a minibus with elderly and vulnerable adults. We are looking for
Minibus DRIVERS AGED 30-70 AND Passenger Assistants who will play a supervisory role on
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the minibus and then during the trips. Experience in arts crafts First Aid or working in
homeless projects AND WITH THE ELDERLY are an advantage.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Elderly]

East Berkshire MS Society: Branch Minute Secretary
Contact Sandy Slattery Telephone 01628 635396 Email sandy.slattery@btinternet.com
Only a couple of hours every 6 weeks to ensure meetings are efficiently organised minutes
taken and sent out for committee approval.
[RBWM Health]

East Berkshire MS Society: Support Volunteer
Contact Sandy Slattery Telephone 01628 635396 Email sandy.slattery@btinternet.com
Do you have a couple of spare hours a week? Can you empathise offer advice and show
support? We are looking for a support person who will receive full training from MS HQ.
[RBWM Health]

Electric Eels Swimming Club: IT Volunteer
Contact Pauline Walker Telephone 01628 600 536 Email p.walker42@outlook.com
We are the only club of its type in the country and are looking for someone with I.T skills to
keep our web site up to date on a regular basis see www.electriceels.org uk You would be
part of a very worth while group of volunteers and young people. This is a very rewarding
club and you would be really valued.
[Windsor CYP ]

Elizabeth House Day Centre: Craft Activity Volunteers
Contact Miriam Blazey Telephone 01628 527621 Email
manager@elizabethhousecookham.org
Our members are independent in their outlook fun and intelligent but love to interact with
the local community who can offer them friendship and skills. Members need opportunities
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to stretch themselves and try new activities mentally and physically. Could you offer an
activity like a craft or play scrabble or board games?
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Elderly Health]

Elizabeth House Day Centre: Volunteer Cleaners
Contact Miriam Blazey Telephone 01628 527621 Email
manager@elizabethhousecookham.org
The Centre is hired out to other organisations so we need cleaners to keep it tidy and clean
after a busy day. Just an hour or two can make an enormous difference!
[Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

Elizabeth House Day Centre: Volunteer Drivers
Contact Miriam Blazey Telephone 01628 527621 Email
manager@elizabethhousecookham.org
We have a team of voluntary drivers. Some drivers have regular slots some are adhoc to
cover sickness and holidays. You choose which you can do we call you! For more details visit
http: www.elizabethhousecookham.org our-volunteers
[Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

Elizabeth House Day Centre: Volunteer Fundraisers
Contact Miriam Blazey Telephone 01628 527621 Email
manager@elizabethhousecookham.org
Are you good at fundraising asking for prizes? Are you good at sharing a craft skill listening
chatting? For more details visit http: www.elizabethhousecookham.org our-volunteers
[Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

Enrych Berkshire: Sporty or Crafting Volunteer
Contact Roz Watts Telephone 0118 9291675 Email roz.watts@enrych.org.uk
One of our physically disabled members is looking for a volunteer on Wednesday mornings
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and or alternate Fridays.He loves sports such as football pool table tennis and golf and
playing chess. He is also interested in cooking and likes to go out for a coffee and cake.
Although physically disabled from an accident some years ago he is quite mobile but would
use a wheelchair for long distances. His speech has been affected. He has a good sense of
humour and hopes a volunteer will enable him to participate in one or more of the leisure
activities listed above.
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP Outdoors]

Environment Agency: Volunteer Assistant Lock Keepers
Contact Demetri Somarakis Telephone Email
thames.volunteers@environment-agency.gov.uk
The Environment Agency is once again looking for volunteers to help keep boating on the
Thames running smoothly. Working as part of a team led by professional lock and weir
keepers at Boulters Lock Maidenhead and Romney Lock Windsor volunteers will have the
opportunity to spend their days outdoors helping boats through locks and gaining real handson experience of lock keeping on the River Thames. We want to work with members of the
local community to bring their local knowledge to the lock side. For many working alongside
our permanent staff and other volunteers is a really sociable and rewarding activity. As well
as helping boats to pass through the lock volunteers can use what they know about the
Thames and its surroundings to help us to inform visitors about all it has to offer.
Enthusiasm a willingness to learn and a helpful nature are the main attributes we are
looking for in our volunteers. Training will be provided for all successful candidates as well
as a selection of branded uniform. The Environment Agency will also provide the best
opportunities for volunteers to increase their knowledge of the River Thames while building
on their passion for the river. Lock volunteers need to be relatively fit as the role involves
lots of physical activity especially walking up and down the lock side. A keen interest in river
life is also a must and candidates need to be able to offer at least one day per week
between May and October. The River Thames is a destination for boating enthusiasts
throughout the year but during the summer it becomes the focus of activity for boaters
walkers festivals and events especially at weekends. Why not become part of this by
becoming a Thames Volunteer Assistant Lock Keeper?
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Outdoors]

Events of the North: Event Crew - RunFestRun
Contact Maggie Elstob Telephone 01434689040 Email volunteers@eventsofthenorth.com
What’s involved? Help us put the RUN into RUNFESTRUN and be part of delivering a sporting
weekend of running festival fun! Whether its Sunset Shuffling Nighttime Neoning Families on
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Tracking Distance Racing or RunFestRun Fun Running – there is plenty going on and loads to
get involved with! We need a big team to deliver this jam packed event and we d love you
to be part of it.
Date: Friday 22nd – Sunday 24th May 2020
Roles available: Radio Course Marshals Course Marshals Finish Crew Water Station Crew Site
Crew
Location: Windsor Great Park
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Health]

Family Action Young Carers: Administrator
Contact Sarah Collin Telephone 01628626991 Email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
The RBWM commission Family Action to provide Young Carer Assessments targeted group
work and respite activities for 5 - 18 year olds and we are committed to making sure that
caring is a positive experience for all young carers and their families. While they continue to
provide care young carers should be able to lead healthy and fulfilling lives.
We are looking for administration support to help our small team with the day to day
administration of running the young carers service.
Main Duties and Responsibilities:
• To update and maintain the young carers referral and assessment process on Family
Actions data base for which training will be provided.
• To keep assessment packs and regularly used paperwork well stocked.
• To assist the young carers team with the planning and preparation of young carers group
sessions and respite activities.
• Any other duties as reasonably requested by Family Action.
We’re aiming to inspire a team of volunteers to help us reach identify and support more
young carers in RBWM. Whether you have got a few hours to spare or can make an ongoing
commitment there will be a part for you to play.
[Windsor Maidenhead CYP]

Family Action Young Carers: BAME Interpreters
Contact Sarah Collin Telephone 01628626991 Email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
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The RBWM commission Family Action to provide Young Carer Assessments targeted group
work and respite activities for 5 - 18 year olds and we are committed to making sure that
caring is a positive experience for all young carers and their families. While they continue to
provide care young carers should be able to lead healthy and fulfilling lives.
We are looking for BAME interpreters to assist the young carers team during assessments
and family meetings. We believe all families who don t speak English should have access to
a translator. Children and young people should never be expected to translate for a
relative.
We’re aiming to inspire a team of volunteers to help us reach identify and support more
young carers in RBWM. Whether you have got a few hours to spare or can make an ongoing
commitment there will be a part for you to play.
[Windsor Maidenhead CYP]

Family Action Young Carers: Session and Trip Assistants
Contact Sarah Collin Telephone 01628 626991 Email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
We are looking for Session and Trip Assistants to help our small team with our monthly
young carer groups and school holiday respite activities.
Main Duties and Responsibilities:
• Develop positive and appropriate relationships with the young carers attending groups
and activities.
• To help with the practical aspects of setting up delivering and clearing away of groups.
• Involve and respond to young peoples needs in such a way to ensure real participation.
We’re aiming to inspire a team of volunteers to help us reach identify and support more
young carers in RBWM. Whether you have got a few hours to spare or can make an ongoing
commitment there will be a part for you to play.
[Windsor Maidenhead CYP]

Family Action Young Carers: Volunteer Drivers
Contact Sarah Collin Telephone 01628626991 Email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
Caring can happen to any one of us. 1 in 12 school aged children take on a caring role for a
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family member at home that UK statistics know of it may be more. The RBWM commission
Family Action to provide Young Carer Assessments targeted group work and respite
activities for 5 - 18 year olds and we are committed to making sure that caring is a positive
experience for all young carers and their families. While they continue to provide care
young carers should be able to lead healthy and fulfilling lives.
We are looking for volunteer drivers to help young carers without access to transport to
attend young carer groups and school holiday respite activities.
As a volunteer we will support you to use your existing skills and develop new ones while
helping to make life better for young carers and their loved ones.
We’re aiming to inspire a team of volunteers to help us reach identify and support more
young carers in RBWM. Whether you have got a few hours to spare or can make an ongoing
commitment there will be a part for you to play.
[Windsor Maidenhead CYP]

Family Action Young Carers: Family Support Volunteers RBWM
Contact Sarah Collin Telephone 01628 626991 Email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
We are looking for motivated volunteers to join our small friendly team in RBWM where we
provide a range of fun and educational services for Young Carers.
Volunteers will be trained supported and supervised to deliver a range of support. You will
be highly self-motivated have good interpersonal skills and the willingness to communicate
creatively and effectively with children age 5 to 18 years of age.
Role Description:
These are flexible posts which will be adapted to the interests experience and skills of the
post holder. Likely tasks may include:
supporting young carers to engage in targeted groups and respite activities
supporting young carers within drop in sessions at targeted groups
administration support for the day to day running of the service
BAME interpretation work for assessments and meetings
volunteer driving to enable young carers without transport to access groups and activities.
This post would suit a wide range of people looking to further professional development in
youth work. Also ideal for people who have some spare time each month and want to give
something back. The ideal candidates would have some experience of working with children
with transferable skills.
HOW TO APPLY:
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To request an application form please email sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk For an
informal chat about this role please contact 01628 626991
Contact Name: Sarah Collin
Contact Email: sarah.collin@family-action.org.uk
Contact Telephone: 01628 626991
Suit Age From: 18
[Windsor Maidenhead CYP]

Family Friends: Family Support Volunteer
Contact Telephone 0300 800 1005 Email info@family-friends.org.uk
If you are looking for a fulfilling opportunity where you can give back to your local
community volunteering for our charity can be a fantastic and beneficial way to start.
Our volunteers support families with young often pre-school aged children who are going
through a challenging time.
Families may require an extra pair of hands to get out of the house with their children and
lack the confidence to do it on their own or they may be experiencing Post Natal Depression
and would find some adult company comforting and supportive.
Even having a cup of tea and chat on a regular basis with some of our families can make a
huge difference to their coping strategies and how they get through the day.
We would ask you to offer 2 hours a week to spend with a family plus time travelling to and
from their home. Our support is short term so you would not be continually supporting the
same family we would work with you to match you to families which you feel confident
with.
www.family-friends.org.uk
[Windsor Maidenhead Ascot RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP]

Foodshare Maidenhead: New Homeless Shelter
Contact Bushra Telephone Email bus_shelter@foodshare.today
Would you like to volunteer to help at a new Homeless Shelter in Maidenhead? The Brett
Foundation has bought a double-decker bus which has been converted to a shelter. The top
floor has beds for 15 or so people. The bottom floor has a kitchen area sitting area toilets a
shower and a washing machine. We need a number of volunteers for each night the shelter
will be open. We are hoping volunteers will commit to helping out once a week or once a
month. There are several roles depending on your time availability and preferences. They
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include: cooking driving and the overnights. More details can be found here:
foodshare.today bus_shelter.html If you can help out either regularly or just occasionally
please email Bushra with your phone number and email address. Please do say if there are
any times that are easier or more difficult for you to talk. We are very excited. This is now
the only thing that stands in the way of our providing reliable shelter for those who most
need it.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

Furze Platt Scout Group: Helper Assistant Leader Leader with the
Beaver Colony
Contact Neil Trivedi Telephone 07758953366 Email n.trivedi@hotmail.co.uk
Furze Platt Scout Group has its own headquarters in the northern part of Maidenhead.
During the summer months we regularly meet at our own campsite near Cookham. We are a
very active Group. All Sections have the opportunity to Camp at least once a year whether it
be the weekend Parent and Child Camp the annual Beaver Sleepover Cub Camp or a 10 day
Scout Summer Camp in adventurous country. Our Beaver colony follows a structured and
varied programme which is designed to be enjoyable and educational. As well as our weekly
meets the Beavers also enjoy many events throughout the year e.g. Annual Beaver
sleepover and various trips visits.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Get Berkshire Active: Team Berkshire Volunteer Sport Physical
Activity Events
Contact Kirsty Heath Telephone 01628 472851 Email kirsty.heath@getberkshireactive.org
Get Berkshire Active is seeking volunteers to support sport physical activity events
happening throughout the year. These events are either directly supported by our
organisation or are being delivered by our partners and involve a variety of sports
communities and locations. These events vary from district school sport competitions and
small community events to national championships and half marathons attracting over 15
000 runners. You can volunteer as much or as little as your availability allows. You do not
need to be sporty to get involved typical volunteer roles require enthusiastic friendly and
motivating individuals who possess a range of skills in areas including communication
leadership and organisation. Get Berkshire Active strives to ensure that all these events
have a clear role for volunteers offer appropriate refreshments and food and provide clear
joining instructions along with time allocated for breaks.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]
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Girlguiding - Windsor: Volunteer Leaders Assistants General
Helpers Young Leaders
Contact Angela Ballantyne Telephone 01784 437582 Email Amballantyne@yahoo.co.uk
Wonderful opportunity to work with children and young people. Making a huge difference in
your local community to provide girls with fun safe educational activities in a structured but
flexible environment. There are a variety of exciting roles available in different locations at
different times across Windsor. The girls groups are open to Rainbows aged 5-7 Brownies
7-10 Guides 10-14 and Rangers 14+. If you want to be involved in an amazing voluntary
role that encourages girls to develop skills make new friends and have lots of fun
adventures then this may be the ideal role for you!
[Windsor Evenings CYP]

Give and Take Care: Befriending Volunteers
Contact Jane Lawrence Telephone 07846477375 Email
berkshire.locality@giveandtakecare.co.uk
Could you spare an hour or so a week or month to become a Befriender? This can mean
having a cup of tea and a chat at someone s home lifts to medical apppointments going for
walks accompanying to garden centres or lunch clubs or activities walking pets or helping
with personal administration. We also need volunteers who would sit with a family member
whilst their Carers go out.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Health]

Give and Take Care: Project Fashion Upcycle
Contact Anita Ambasna Telephone Email anita.ambasna@giveandtakecare.co.uk
Have you ever wanted to learn how to alter clothes or can you sew and want to help others
learn? Then this is the project for you!
Project Starts w c September 9th at Windsor College. You will spend time learning a
few basic sewing skills and then upcycle at least two outfits with the help of our
volunteers.
The project will end at Easter with a fashion show where you will get to model
your creations. You will have full hair and makeup for the fashion catwalk show
done by students of hair and beauty. There will be a further opportunity to model
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at a dinner at the Ascot racecourse in November.
Places are limited so please apply as soon as possible to secure your place or for
further information on how to volunteer.
We are also looking for donations of sewing items - needles threads scissors
trims zips etc. Please email on the above address if you can help.

Give and Take Care: Volunteer Administration Assistants
Contact Jane Lawrence Telephone 07846477375 Email
berkshire.locality@giveandtakecare.co.uk
Can you help keep our service running smoothly by doing tasks such as making and
receiving calls making sure paperwork is up to date and keeping everything filed correctly?
[Maidenhead Windsor Weekday Health]

Give and Take Care: Volunteer Befriending Assessment Visitors
Contact Jane Lawrence Telephone 07846477375 Email
berkshire.locality@giveandtakecare.co.uk
Could you assist with performing home visits to potential service users and help with signing
up and risk assessments of the home before Volunteer Befrienders are matched with them?
[Slough Weekday Health]

Give and Take Care: Volunteer Community Outreach
Contact Jane Lawrence Telephone 07846477375 Email
berkshire.locality@giveandtakecare.co.uk
Would you be willing to carry some leaflets posters around to drop in at local shops
churches businesses and community spaces to promote the Befriending Service across
Windsor Maidenhead Slough and surrounding areas?
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Health]

Guide Dogs: Collection Box Co-ordinators
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Contact Phili (Philippa) Hall Telephone 0118 983 8244 Email philippa.hall@guidedogs.org.uk
Collection box coordinators place our iconic boxes locally as part of their daily life and every
few months tally up the funds before paying them in to Guide Dogs. You will develop
relationships with your local shops businesses and other groups by telling them about Guide
Dogs and persuade them to host one of our boxes. You will have the chance to take part in
some or all of the following: street collections on flag days holding a money bucket and
talking to the public help on information and merchandise stalls at local events such as
fetes take collection boxes or envelopes to local businesses opportunity to organise your
own one-off challenge events to promote Guide Dogs and raise fund.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Guide Dogs: Speakers
Contact Phili (Philippa) Hall Telephone 0118 983 8244 Email
philippa.hall@guidedogs.org.uk
This role involves giving talks and presentations about the work of Guide Dogs. The talks will
raise awareness support and enthusiasm for our work. In particular this role involves
keeping up to date with Guide Dogs news and key messages giving talks as requested to
local organisations and groups. This is normally within a short distance of your home but
some talks may require more travel talks should be natural and enthusiastic tailored to the
audience and following guidelines on current key messages passing any donations given for
talks to the Mobility Team as per guidelines attending cheque presentations when
requested by the local Mobility Team informing your Mobility Team Support Worker of any
requests to do talks using the speaker cards supplied encouraging local organisations and
groups to volunteer or fundraise on behalf of Guide Dogs.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Guide Dogs: Volunteer Fundraisers
Contact Phili (Philippa) Hall Telephone 0118 983 8244 Email philippa.hall@guidedogs.org.uk
This role can be as exciting as you want to make it! Primarily you will be assisting the local
fundraising team in promoting and taking part in a variety of activities to raise money for
Guide Dogs. If you are particularly enthusiastic and want to organise your own stand alone
or challenge events to raise money we are happy to help support this.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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Headway South Bucks: Resource Centre Volunteers
Contact Loraine Clark Telephone 01628 850315 / 07704 860754 Email
hsb.coordinator1@headwaysouthbucks.org.uk
Headway South Bucks is a resource centre for people with acquired brain injuries. We aim to
provide our clients with a friendly and supportive atmosphere whilst enabling them to come
to terms with their injury by providing an opportunity to improve on their cognitive and
social skills. We are open on Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday from 9:30am till 4pm. We
are looking for volunteers to help clients with their cognitive and social skills. A few hours a
day is all we require. Based in Bourne End.
[Weekday]

Healthwatch Windsor Ascot and Maidenhead: Authorised
Representative for Enter and View
Contact Chris Taylor Telephone 01753 851 725 Email info@healthwatchwam.co.uk
Healthwatch Windsor Ascot and Maidenhead collects people’s views about local Health and
Social Care services and shares these anonymously with providers commissioners and
decision makers to help shape services.
We are recruiting members of the public to join the team of volunteers who help promote
and carry out our activities and functions. Do you like talking to people could you help us
visit local health and social care services such as GP surgeries and care homes?
You know your neighbourhood you have relatives friends neighbours colleagues and a whole
network of contacts who you could ask for their ideas about how to improve services for
everyone. You are the local experts!
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Healthwatch Windsor Ascot and Maidenhead: Volunteer
Contact Telephone 01753 851725 Email info@healthwatchwam.co.uk
Could you spare some of your time to help?
Healthwatch Windsor Ascot and Maidenhead collects people’s views about local
Health and Social Care services and shares these anonymously with providers
commissioners and decision makers to help shape services.
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We are recruiting members of the public to join the team of volunteers who help
promote and carry out our activities and functions. Do you like talking to people
could you help us visit local health and social care services such as GP surgeries
and care homes?
Why you?
You know your neighbourhood you have relatives friends neighbours colleagues
and a whole network of contacts who you could ask for their ideas about how to
improve services for everyone. You are the local experts!
Time commitment
The role can be as little or as much as you like you may come on a visit to a care
home for a few hours every few months or help us collect people’s views more
regularly. The choice is yours.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Hearing Dogs for Deaf People: Short term puppy socialising
Contact Volunteering Team Telephone 01844 348122 Email volunteer@hearingdogs.org.uk
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People train clever dogs to support deaf people by alerting them to
important sounds such as the telephone doorbell and fire alarm. They also provide a deaf
person with confidence companionship and independence. Hearing Dogs are lucky enough
to have the support of approaching 2 000 wonderful volunteers across the UK who take part
in a variety of roles including looking after and training puppies and dogs in their own home
being involved with breeding our litters of future hearing dogs as well as raising much
needed funds and awareness through local fundraising events and speaking. The role of the
short term volunteer is to help our training and supply team by providing temporary homes
for our new puppies whilst they are spending their first 12 to 16 months with a full time
puppy socialiser or trainer. These dogs will progress through their training until they qualify
as working hearing dogs when they will help provide awareness to everyday sounds and
give the deaf recipient an independent lifestyle. As a short term volunteer you will be
required to take on a puppy and have him or her living in your home for up to 4 weeks at a
time. You must have the time and commitment needed and be physically able to provide
basic obedience training socialisation and the appropriate exercise required for a young
dog. Although you are not required to train the puppy in the same way that the full time
volunteers do you will be asked to keep up the dogs good behaviour whilst it is in your care
and attend any pre-scheduled puppy classes. You will receive all the required support
coaching and guidance from a member of our dog training team. Main tasks: To proactively
inform us of your availability so that we can offer you puppies when holiday cover is needed
throughout the year. To provide a short term safe and loving home to one of our young dogs
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in training. To exercise and feed the dog as instructed by your training instructor. To meet
your training instructor at pre-agreed puppy classes and venues e.g. village hall park town
recreation areas to maintain the dog’s training programme.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly Health Outdoors]

Hearing Dogs for Deaf People: Volunteer Dog Trainer
Contact Volunteering Team Telephone 01844 348122 Email volunteer@hearingdogs.org.uk
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People train clever dogs to support deaf people by alerting them to
important sounds such as the telephone doorbell and fire alarm. They also provide a deaf
person with confidence companionship and independence. Hearing Dogs are lucky enough
to have the support of approaching 2 000 wonderful volunteers across the UK who take part
in a variety of roles including looking after and training puppies and dogs in their own home
being involved with breeding our litters of future hearing dogs as well as raising much
needed funds and awareness through local fundraising events and speaking. As a full time
volunteer dog trainer you will be required to look after a puppy and have him or her living in
your home for around 14 to 16 months at a time. You must have the time and commitment
needed and be physically able to provide obedience and skills training socialisation and
appropriate exercise required for a young dog. The role of a volunteer dog trainer is to
ensure that the new recruit has a good level of training and experience before it enters the
next stage of its life which is advanced training and preparation for placement with a deaf
recipient. Main Tasks: To provide a safe and loving home to one of our young dogs in
training. To begin by housetraining the puppy then increase focus on obedience and other
skills to gradually help the puppy view day to day experiences and variety in a relaxed
way. To attend a weekly training course until the puppy is 6 months old. After 6 months to
meet your training instructor regularly at pre-agreed venues eg hall park town recreation
areas for training. This will be fortnightly or weekly depending on your puppy’s needs. To
provide consistent care on a daily basis. Therefore young puppies cannot be left alone and
older dogs may only be left for 2 to 3 hours.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly Health Outdoors]

Holyport College: Home-School Run Minibus Drivers
Contact James Bell Telephone 01753 671092 Email bursar@holyportcollege.org.uk
Minibus drivers for the home-school run at the start and end of the school day. Drivers
should be available from 7 7:30am to 8:30am and or 5:15pm to 6:30pm have a current
enhanced DBS check or happy to undertake one and have a suitable licence to drive the
vehicles.
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[Maidenhead RBWM Weekday CYP]

Home-Start Slough: Treasurer
Contact Joy Cooper Telephone 01628 661029 Email office@hsslough.co.uk
Home-Start Slough is an empowering visionary family support service built on trusted
relationships and rooted in the community. We need a Treasurer and financial support to
manage our financial risk make sure that we are attractive to funders fulfil our regulatory
requirements and have the appropriate governance and controls in place. Looking forward
we are ambitious for our future and looking for individuals who are passionate and
committed and will help us grow and develop. We thought that this could be an excellent
opportunity for a Finance Department to adopt us. One person would need to take overall
responsibility but the work could be shared throughout the whole department. Each person
would be able to expand their skills learn about charity governance and how to manage
finances for a small charity. Adopt us as your charity and enhance your skills and CV at the
same time as developing your team working skills.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP]

HOST UK: Cultural Exchange Christmas - Short-term Host
Contact Kimberley Brough Telephone 020 7739 6292 Email marketing@hostuk.org
Give the gift of Christmas! Hundreds of adult international students studying in the UK will
be facing a lonely Christmas on a deserted University campus. You can welcome one or two
students into your home for four days at Christmas learn about their culture show them your
local area and traditions and invite them to experience your own home life. Volunteer hosts
invite students to visit for a few days at Christmas so the student can experience real Britain
away from university and heavy tourism and so the host can meet new people and learn
about diverse cultures from around the world. Choose how many people you invite
individuals pairs or families and if you would like to meet someone from a specific country.
Students and hosts will be matched on interests and availability by a Regional Organiser RO
who will also help you sign up. There are no specific expectations from a host visit other
than the student should be made to feel part of your family for the short time. Hosts can
show their local area visit friends attend local events or just spend time chatting. This is not
a tourism opportunity for the student and hosts are not expected to act as tour-guides. So if
you would like to enjoy an unusual and rewarding activity meet new people and travel the
world on your sofa get in touch with HOST. Hosting is also available during weekends
throughout the year.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Heritage]
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HOST: Cultural Exchange Days - Short-term Host
Contact Kimberley Brough Telephone 020 7739 6292 Email marketing@hostuk.org
Make the world a little friendlier. Spend a day with an adult international student in your
home learning about their culture showing them your local area and inviting them to
experience your own home life. Volunteer hosts invite students to stay so the student can
experience real Britain away from university and heavy tourism and so the host can meet
new people and learn about diverse cultures from around the world. Choose how often you
host how many people you invite individuals pairs or families and if you would like to meet
someone from a specific country. Students and hosts will be matched on interests and
availability by a Regional Organiser RO who will also help you sign up. There are no specific
expectations from a host visit other than the student should be made to feel part of your
family for the short time. Hosts can show their local area visit friends attend local events or
just spend time chatting. This is not a tourism opportunity for the student and hosts are not
expected to act as tour-guides. So if you would like to enjoy an unusual and rewarding
activity meet new people and travel the world from your sofa get in touch with HOST.
[RBWM Weekend Heritage]

HOST: Cultural Exchange Weekends - Short-term Host
Contact Kimberley Brough Telephone 020 7739 6292 Email marketing@hostuk.org
Make the world a little friendlier. Spend a weekend with an adult international student in
your home learning about their culture showing them your local area and inviting them to
experience your own home life. Volunteer hosts invite students to stay so the student can
experience real Britain away from university and heavy tourism and so the host can meet
new people and learn about diverse cultures from around the world. Choose how often you
host how many people you invite individuals pairs or families and if you would like to meet
someone from a specific country. Students and hosts will be matched on interests and
availability by a Regional Organiser RO who will also help you sign up. There are no specific
expectations from a host visit other than the student should be made to feel part of your
family for the short time. Hosts can show their local area visit friends attend local events or
just spend time chatting. This is not a tourism opportunity for the student and hosts are not
expected to act as tour-guides. So if you would like to enjoy an unusual and rewarding
activity meet new people and travel the world from your sofa get in touch with HOST.
[RBWM Weekend Heritage]

Housing Solutions: Job Club Volunteer
Contact Jennifer Platt Telephone 01628543124 Email Jennifer.Platt@housingsolutions.co.uk
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We’re looking at providing a job club at our Maidenhead offices possibly once a week for a
few hours and we’re in need of a volunteer who can sit with our older customers and help
them sign up for an email address add entries into their online work journal apply for a
Universal Credit account do a job search and fill out job applications.
[Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

King George VI Centre: Volunteer Driver
Contact Sam or Lucy Telephone 01753 853654 Email kgvidaycentre@gmail.com
The King George VI day centre in Windsor requires additional volunteer drivers to drive our
14 seater mini-bus. Driving can be either on a regular or ad-hoc basis. We provide a home
collection return service for all our members operating Monday-Thursday between
9-10am and 1-2pm.
We are looking for people who have an interest in community care particularly
working with elderly people. Individuals need to be team players supportive of
others caring and patient. You will be joining a very active and diverse team of
individuals who are all passionate about providing the best for our members.
Everyone members or volunteers are most welcome in our centre.

Leonard Cheshire: Discover IT Volunteer
Contact Molly Sweeney Telephone 020 3242 0281 Email
molly.sweeney@leonardcheshire.org
We need friendly patient people with a basic knowledge of IT to support disabled people to
access the digital world. You will make a difference by helping clients get set up on free IT
equipment coaching people on how to use the internet and email building digital confidence
and troubleshooting basic IT issues. You don’t need to be an expert the most important
qualities our volunteers need are patience and an ability to explain things people may be
unfamiliar with.
The role is very flexible to fit around your schedule and the needs of our clients. However
we hope that our volunteers will commit to at least 4 hours a month for 3 months. The role
will take place in various locations in your local area depending on the needs of the client
including in a community centre a residential care home or in a person’s own home.
[Maidenhead Weekday Health]

Licensed Trade Charity - Support and Care: Volunteer Telephone
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Befriender
Contact Cat Burgess Telephone 01344 898550 Email cat.burgess@ltcharity.org.uk
Pubs and Breweries have been at the hub of British communities for centuries. Throughout
this time the Licensed Trade Charity has played an important role looking after those
working in the industry and will continue to do so as long as needed. We are devoted to
looking after people in the licensed drinks trade providing support and care when you need
it. Our mission is to equip people to be self-reliant to provide them with the right guidance
and if necessary offer financial support to help them get back on their feet and on with their
lives again.If you find it easy to make friends enjoy and are good at encouraging and
empowering others then you could make a difference in our Volunteer Telephone Befriender
role. We are looking for people to befriend elderly people who have worked in the pub trade
through regular telephone contact. You will be someone who can put others at ease and
who can work with individuals to help them develop new friends and work closely with them
to help become part of their community. You will need access to a phone. This is a role that
can fit in flexibly around your lifestyle. Calls can be made from home or from our main
offices in Ascot. In return you will receive full training as well as year round support from the
office team and you can also benefit from knowing that you are making a real difference to
the community.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly]

Littlewick Show: Event Organiser Roles
Contact Valerie Bosley Telephone 01628 630622 Email valerie@vbosley.plus.com
The organisers of the Littlewick show are looking for volunteers to help with a range of jobs
prior to the event during the event and after the event. The event takes place in August.
Please do get in touch if you feel you could help with any of the roles.
Pre-event roles
Land - ensure that we have invitation to use the current show field. If not
agreed make enquiries for an alternative site.
Arrange extra land for car parking
Arrange insurance
Book marquees
Book loos
Obtain sponsors
Order rosettes badges and numbers
Begin reminding traders and charities that facilities will be available
Book entertainment
Book Judges for Horticulture
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Prepare schedule and prepare to print.
Send out schedules
Order flyers and posters
Cash - all early dealings
Begin preparations for advertising.
Meetings must be planned and advised
600 prize-money envelopes to be prepared
Arrange for night security.
Shortly before show day
Check that field has been cut and contact contractor if it has not
been done.
Arrange day for erection of marquees
Show field must be marked out into sections for Horses
Horticulture Vintage Cars and Dog Show.
Posters and banners must be placed along the A4 verges to
advertise the show.
Banner must be placed across Town Centre.
Show Weekend
Put up tables 120 in Horticulture marquees
Set up Secretary s tent.
Mark out places for traders
Plan areas for entertainment
Show day
Help needed in Admin.
We need an announcer and somebody to sit in
Secretary s marquee to hand out prize money
Help needed for Horticulture marquee. Each
judge needs a steward.
Help needed in the bar
Help needed for children s races
Help needed for bowling
After show day
Paying accounts
Calling in outstanding money
Preparing for audit
Storing equipment
Contacting many supporters at
Christmas by sending cards or email
greetings - to thank them and keep in
touch.
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[RBWM Wkend Outdoors]

Look Ahead Housing: Maidenhead Homeless Shelter Volunteers
Contact Claudete Sirqueira Telephone Email claudetesirqueira@lookahead.org.uk
Based at Unit 5 The Quadrant Howarth Road Maidenhead SL6 1AP the new shelter which will
be open every night of the week will provide safe clean and warm overnight accommodation
for up to 7 guests. Breakfast consisting of hot drinks fruit juices toast cereal fresh fruit etc.
will be served each morning from 8:30am not at the shelter itself but at the Drop-in Centre
49 King Street Maidenhead SL6 1DZ. How you can get involved: Each day there will be 3
shifts - Breakfast Evening and Night - which the shelter plan to staff with 3 volunteers with
at least one male on every shift. It is also hoped that each shift will have one standby
volunteer who is able to step in should last minute cover due to illness for example be
needed. The 3 shifts will be during the following times: Breakfast: 7:30am to 9am Evening:
7:30pm to 10pm Night: 9:30pm to 8am We urgently need overnight volunteers. We also
need people who can help us get set up each night and clean up help with breakfast in the
morning. If you have already put your name forward and been contacted there is no need to
re-register. But if you can spare a night an evening or a breakfast - time once a month - or
more please email us. For people volunteering overnight you will need to come to a training
session even if you are experienced. For anyone else if you prefer to pass on training we
can send you a welcome pack and run through with you at the start of the session what to
do. To reassure anyone who is not confident about their role there will always be someone
around who is responsible for the smooth running of each session.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

Macmillan Cancer Support: Support Volunteer
Contact Amanda Cracknell Telephone 07894 566606 Email acracknell@macmillan.org.uk
The support volunteer offers practical and emotional support to people affected by cancer
that feel isolated. Practical support may involve light housework a little gardening collecting
some shopping taking the dog for a walk or taking someone out for a cup of tea and a chat.
They also offer a non-judgmental listening ear in a confidential setting allowing their client
to explore ways to enjoy life and take back control.
[RBWM Weekday CYP Elderly Health]

MacMillan: Cancer Information and Support Centre Volunteer
Contact Nicola Neale Telephone 01753 634886 Email nicola.neale@hwph-tr.nhs.uk
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To assist the Information Manager and the Information Assistant in the effective and
efficient operation of the Cancer Information Centre. Working under supervision the
volunteer will carry out the following tasks: Welcome visitors and put them at their ease
Find out what information or help visitors need Help visitors to find what they are looking for
Provide the opportunity for visitors to talk about their feelings listen to their concerns and
refer appropriately Answer the telephone Help with administrative duties e.g. photocopying
Help with maintaining stock levels Help to promote the Information Centre Helping with
information prescriptions Helping maintain records of user data: data inputting.
[Weekday]

Maidenhead and District Talking Newspaper Association:
Associations Management Committee
Contact Diane Hayes Telephone 01628 631259 Email
The Association records the Maidenhead Advertiser each week for the visually impaired and
those who may not be able to hold the newspaper. A monthly magazine compilation is also
recorded. The service is free to the Listeners and the Association is a registered charity. The
Committee needs people to join the Committee to help run the organisation meeting four
times a year plus an AGM. The Committee Member would have a range of jobs to choose
from some requiring computer skills visiting potential Listeners and setting up new reading
teams. The volunteers who join the organisation derive great satisfaction from knowing that
they help people to keep in touch with the local news and events. The Listeners benefit from
the free service and regularly communicate their pleasure saying how wonderful it is to be
able to keep in touch.
[Maidenhead]

Maidenhead Care: Driving Befriending Shopping Administration
Contact Duty Officer Telephone 07538 418448 Email office@maidenheadcare.org.uk
Maidenhead Care is a local charity which has been providing Good Neighbour help for over
30 years for the elderly unwell or disadvantaged people of Maidenhead. We provide
transport for those unable to use public transport to attend medical appointments
befriending the lonely and housebound helping with shopping and advice on other local
providers of help. Please visit our website for all our volunteering opportunities maidenheadcare.org.uk
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly]
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Maidenhead Child Contact Centre: Team Member
Contact Kath England Telephone 07963 541 701 Email coord@maidenheadccc.org.uk
A Child Contact Centre is a place where children of separated families can enjoy contact
with one or both parents and sometimes other family members in a relaxed comfortable and
safe environment.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend CYP]

Maidenhead Community Allotment: Community Allotment
Gardener
Contact Sue Walker Telephone 07780 684499 Email susanmarywalker@yahoo.co.uk
We are seeking volunteers who can make a regular commitment to a new Maidenhead
Community Garden that is being established at the Boyn Grove Resource Centre 11
Courthouse Road Maidenhead. Ideally we are seeking to form a group of people who are
interested in fully sharing the running of the allotment: the planning planting weeding
watering etc.. This will involve the filling of four raised beds with soil and planting some fruit
trees rhubarb soft fruit winter vegetables and herbs. Then weeding watering picking etc. It
would be good to meet perhaps twice a week to work on the allotment. It would be much
less in winter. We could stay for a coffee after each session in the Bridge that Gap cafe at
the centre and plan what to do in the next session. There is a metal shed wheelbarrow a few
tools etc. so we would need to take stock and decide what else we need. The project is also
a Community Garden so we may be helping with planting flowering plants and shrubs
around the raised beds. We could share the produce and any excess produce will be
donated to Foodbank.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Maidenhead Cycle Hub: Bike Mechanic
Contact Telephone 07771 510204 Email comms@cyclehub.org.uk
You will primarily assist with sorting triage building and refurbishing bikes that have been
donated to the charity ideally using mechanical skills to diagnose faults and assess the
viability of repairs. However if you are enthusiastic and have a flair for this kind of work our
head mechanic will happily assist in showing you the basics to accomplish roadworthy and
saleable bicycles. {Maidenhead CYP Elderly Outdoors]

Maidenhead Cycle Hub: Fundraising Volunteer
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Contact Telephone 07771 510204 Email comms@cyclehub.org.uk
To conduct ongoing detailed research into potential trust and grants opportunities. To write
and submit high quality funding applications within funders deadlines. To work with other
volunteers to identify suitable projects to fundraise for matching them to prospects. To
maintain accurate records on trust and foundation donors on your selected projects.
[Maidenhead CYP Elderly Outdoors]

Maidenhead Cycle Hub: PR Social Media Officer
Contact Telephone 07771 510204 Email comms@cyclehub.org.uk
Maidenhead Cycle Hub is an exciting local charity aiming to encourage people to cycle and
support unemployed local young people into work. We are seeking some additional
volunteers to join our team to support different areas of the charity. Developing and
implementing an effective communications and marketing plan. Raise levels of public and
professional awareness. Identify newsworthy stories and content to promote the
organisations activities. Coordinate and manage the use of specialist PR and media experts
for specific projects when required. Produce content for social media channels to ensure
that there is an active responsive and effective social media presence and that social media
channels are populated with relevant and compelling content. Manage social media
campaigns and PR activities including online writing editorial community-outreach efforts
promotions etc. Manage presence on social networking sites including Facebook Twitter and
other similar community sites. Ensure that the social media channels which are used are
periodically reviewed to ensure that they remain relevant and effective.
[Maidenhead CYP Elderly Outdoors]

Maidenhead Cycle Hub: Shop Assistant
Contact Telephone 07771 510204 Email comms@cyclehub.org.uk
To assist and serve customers providing a service of the highest standard. To assist with
processing donations into the shop taking servicing enquiries and liasing with the workshop.
Dealing with any enquiries or lisasing with other staff volunteers to ensure prompt
responses. To take payments from customers and operate till including recording
purchased. To promote public understanding of the work MCH does. To contribute in
keeping the shop clean and tidy.
[Maidenhead CYP Elderly Outdoors]
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Maidenhead Cycle Hub: Shop Workshop Promotion Admin
Volunteers
Contact Luke McCarthy Telephone 07714213118 Email hello@cyclehug.org.uk
Maidenhead Cycle Hub is an exciting new local charity aiming to encourage people to cycle
and support unemployed local young people into work. We are seeking some additional
volunteers to join our team to support different areas of the charity:
Shop: staffing our town centre shop showing customers our range of refurbished
bikes as well as parts and accessories and providing information about local
cycling. Some knowledge of interest in cycling essential but training will be given.

Workshop: supporting our professional mechanics to refurbish donated bikes and
make them ready to be ridden again by new owners. Some experience of bike
mechanics is certainly helpful but there will be opportunities to learn from our
mechanics.
Marketing and communications: promoting our activities eg rides events on social
media and in the local paper engaging local companies for Dr Bike and other
corporate activities.
Back office: keeping our records bikes refurbished sold ride participants up to
date and reporting on the positive impact our work is having.

Maidenhead Cycle Hub: Trustees to support the development of
the community cycling project
Contact Luke McCarthy Telephone 07714213118 Email hello@cyclehug.org.uk
Maidenhead Cycle Hub is an exciting local charity which encourages people to cycle and
supports unemployed local young people into work. We are seeking additional trustees to
join our Board to support our continued development.
Ideally we are looking for people with experience of operating within a board in a charitable
public sector or commercial organisation and of building relationships with key stakeholders.

We are particularly seeking Trustees with experience of the following areas:
Fundraising Income Generation: including grant applications and corporate
partnerships.
IT: website and newsletter content management database data protection.
HR: contracts payroll pensions.
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Maidenhead Drama Guild: Public Relations Director and or
Publicity Managers for individual productions
Contact Claire Stretton Telephone 07788 428285 Email
chairman@maidenhead-drama.org.uk
Maidenhead Drama Guild now in its 70th year presents 4 5 productions a year - visit
www.maidenhead-drama.org.uk for more information. The specific roles we need to fill are
in the areas of Public Relations and Marketing to achieve Ticket Sales. The Committee role is
Public Relations Director responsible alongside the rest of the Committee for the strategic
direction and development of the group as a whole with Marketing and Publicity as the
specific focus. The Committee meets monthly. Other Production level roles: Public Relations
Manager recruited for each Production responsible for implementing the agreed strategy
and ability to influence future strategy.
[Maidenhead Heritage]

Maidenhead Festival: Become a Community Champion for the
Weekend!
Contact Lisa Hunter Telephone 07876 341334 Email lisajayne22000@yahoo.co.uk
Maidenhead Festival is the biggest regularly organised free public event in Maidenhead and
has many benefits for our community including building community spirit and goodwill. It
helps to strengthen the charities and other organisations which take part by providing a
platform for publicity fund raising and recruitment. During the Festival weekend - 20th 21st
July - we need help to make sure it all runs smoothly. Roles that need filling include: Stall
Setup and Break‐down: with over 70 stalls and attractions on‐site we need an army of
people to help us direct stallholders to their pitch to help them unload and ensure the safety
of everyone on‐site. The phrase - many hands make light work - really does ring true for this
activity and it means you get to meet lots of new people in the process! Running the Chair
Hire: we hire out chairs to the public to sit on during Festival we need people to help us
manage this process. Managing donations: throughout the weekend we carry out bucket
collections and ask for donations during the circus shows. We need trustworthy people to
help us carry out this task. Litter Pickers: This may not sound like a very glamorous job but
it is one that needs doing unfortunately! On the Sunday morning we need to clear up any
remnants from the Firework display and do a general litter pick around the park. Whether
you or any of your family members and friends can help for a whole day or just an hour any
help will be much appreciated.
[Maidenhead Weekend Outdoors]
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Maidenhead Foodshare: Community Meal Volunteers
Contact Lester Tanner Telephone Email volunteer@foodshare.today
Foodshare Maidenhead has volunteer opportunities to help with community meals we are
providing for families in need during the school summer holidays from 27th July to the end
of August . This is a day time activity. If you are interested in helping occasionally with this
or any of Foodshares regular foodbank and meals activities please make email contact via
volunteer@foodshare.today
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health]

Maidenhead Heritage Centre: Front of house volunteers
Contact Tom Langley Telephone 01628 780555 Email admin@maidenheadheritage.org.uk
We have opportunities available for friendly volunteers of all ages to join our Front of House
team at Maidenhead Heritage Centre. We are an independently run museum and registered
charity based in the heart of Maidenhead which provides a rich resource on the local history
of the town and the surrounding areas.
As Front of House you will be the first point of contact for visitors to the centre happy to
greet and help the public with their enquiries. You will be responsible for manning our small
gift shop maintaining a clean and tidy space and taking general enquiries over the phone.
The role also offers an opportunity to develop retail and customer service skills and be part
of a friendly team.
The centre documents over 10 000 years of local history from the Stone Age through to the
late 20th Century. We run special events and exhibitions throughout the year including a
number of talks and trips off-site. All of which offer the chance to learn about the
preservation and documentation of our local heritage.
Ideally we are looking for people to help out on a regular basis at least one day per week
and we have a choice of shifts available from Tuesday to Saturday from 10am to 1pm or
1pm to 4pm. Occasional Sunday and evening shifts will also be available.
We will give you full training with a volunteer handbook and a free DBS check will be carried
out if you don t already have one. For further details and to apply please get in touch with
Tom via admin@maidenheadheritage.org.uk or on 01628 780555
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Heritage]

Maidenhead Heritage Centre: Help in our Air Transport Auxiliary
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Gallery and Spitfire Simulator
Contact Peter Rogers Telephone 01628 780555 Email admin@maidenheadheritage.org.uk
Gallery stewards required for this special exhibition of National Importance. The Air
Transport Auxiliary ATA head office was based at White Waltham during WWII. We have one
of the largest collections of ATA material on display as well as our State of the art Spitfire
Simulator!. You will learn to fly the simulator and help our visitors to fly. We are open
Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 4pm and cover the day with two 3 hour sessions. You will be
required to help at least one session per week. So if you have a cheerful disposition like
talking to the public and would like to fly our simulator then this is the role for you. Free DBS
check will be provided.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Heritage]

Maidenhead Parkrun: Rather not run - why not help others by
volunteering?
Contact Telephone Email maidenheadhelpers@parkrun.com
Maidenhead Parkrun is a free 5km timed run for all ages and abilities that takes place each
week at Braywick Park Braywick Road Maidenhead SL6 1BN. Each run is organised by a
team of volunteers.
[Maidenhead Weekend Outdoors]

Maidenhead Scout Groups: Leaders and Assistants
Contact Erica Hunter Telephone 07899 075203 Email Erica.hunter2@btinternet.com
Maidenhead is one of the largest Districts in the Royal County of Berkshire with 11 Scout
Groups and over 1100 members and growing. Scouting is run by people who freely give up
their time to organise weekly activities for young people. Volunteer Leaders needed for
Beavers 6-8 years Cubs 8-10.5 years Scouts 10.5 to 14 years and Explorers 14-18 years. In
addition to Section Leaders we also need Group Coordinators who will liaise between the
sections district and Group Executive who include Administrators Committee Members
Fundraisers. All adults in the movement undergo training depending on their role in the
Movement. Sections meet on various weekday evening some weekends if camping or for
competitions.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP]
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Maidenhead Sea Cadets: Adult Instructor
Contact S/Lt (SCC) Chris Edge RNR Telephone 07501 017611 Email
comaidenheadscc@gmail.com
The tasks of an Adult Instructor include but are not restricted to the following: a Delivering
instruction and training to adults and cadets of the Sea Cadets in the subjects of the Sea
Cadets b Providing supervision of cadets and other young people engaged in Sea Cadet
activities and on Sea Cadets premises c Assisting with the administrative functions of the
Unit as required by the Commanding Officer d Application of relevant Health and Safety and
Safeguarding measures as laid down in Sea Cadets documentation and external regulations
e Undertaking role or activity training within the Unit and elsewhere to aid other activity or
tasks as specified at Unit District Area or National level.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead Sea Cadets: Fundraising Trustee
Contact S/Lt (SCC) Chris Edge RNR Telephone 07501 017611 Email
comaidenheadscc@gmail.com
Purposes Primary Purpose: To support the Unit Management Team Chairperson and other
trustees to manage an effective and successful Sea Cadet unit and provide a safe
maintained and serviced unit. Secondary Purpose: To be accountable to the unit
Chairperson and fellow trustees to deliver funds needed for running the unit. Specific roles
responsibilities: The UMT trustee fundraising is a volunteering role. We ask you to: be the
lead person generating funds for the unit identify fundraising sources develop links with
local stakeholders and produce a database of potential funders raise awareness of the unit
to the local community with the support of other trustees responsible for marketing provide
support and guidance on fundraising requirements relevant to other volunteers develop and
encourage links with business to assist the UMT in the generation of unit funds through
identification of marketing and communications activities.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead Sea Cadets: UMT Trustee Marketing and
Communications
Contact S/Lt (SCC) Chris Edge RNR Telephone 07501 017611 Email
comaidenheadscc@gmail.com
Primary Purpose: To support the UMT chairperson and other trustees to manage an effective
and successful Sea Cadet unit and provide a safe maintained and serviced unit. Secondary
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Purpose: To be accountable to the unit chairperson and fellow trustees marketing and
communications that positively promotes Sea Cadets to internal and external audiences.
Specific roles responsibilities: The UMT trustee marketing and communications is a
volunteering role. We ask you to: promote the Sea Cadets brand and values at all times
raise awareness of the unit to the local community provide support and guidance on
marketing and communication matters to relevant stakeholders develop links with local
stakeholders and produce a database of: local business community RNA British Legion
schools and colleges local council etc. develop links with local media to assist the UMT in the
generation of unit funds through marketing and communications activities.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead Sea Cadets: Unit Management Team Secretary
Contact S/Lt (SCC) Chris Edge RNR Telephone 07501 017611 Email
comaidenheadscc@gmail.com
Primary Purpose: To support the Unit Management Team Chairperson and is responsible for
taking and keeping minutes and records of the units meetings and activities except those
which are the responsibility of the unit administration officer. Specific roles responsibilities:
The UMT Secretary is a volunteering role. We ask you to be responsible for: sending out
calling notices and Agendas for UMT meetings at least two weeks before the meeting date
taking minutes at all UMT meetings and then send the minutes including action points to all
UMT members within 14 days after the meeting sending out calling notices and Agenda for
the Annual General Meeting AGM at least 21 days before the meeting date all official notices
and correspondence for the unit charity and their distribution on behalf of the UMT other
than those which are the responsibility of the unit administration officer keeping and
collating the unit charitys archives including statutory notices such as insurance a liability
certificates terms of reference TOR etc. UMT Secretary is not responsible for any records
appertaining to uniformed staff or cadets taking minutes of any AGM or EGM and then send
the minutes to all the UMT members.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead Thames Rotary: Volunteer Readers Primary Schools
Contact Stephan Helal Telephone 01638 783318 Email
RBWM.Readervolunteers.Rotary@gmail.com
Interested in Reading? Volunteers are needed to listen to children at Primary Schools in
Maidenhead and the surrounding area to enhance their Reading skills. This is a very
enjoyable and satisfying role that would give children who need it an early good start in
Education. If you can spare an hour or more a week during school term time then we would
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love to hear from you. Weekdays and times can be arranged to suit. Relevant guidance
briefing will be provided. For further information please contact Stephan at Maidenhead
Thames Rotary Club on 01638 783318 or e-mail
at RBWM.Readervolunteers.Rotary@gmail.com
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

Maidenhead United FC: Club Ambassadors
Contact Helen Park Telephone 07775 583375 Email helen@maidenheadunitedfc.org
Role: To support various events the club has running or is part of to support with local
promotion including summer Christmas fairs to promote various programmes available to
the public including junior magpie membership to the club help run the stall in the town
centre meet and greet the public promote and engage with members of the public to inform
them about the club and its programmes register Junior magpies support one off events
happy to be called on if available to support the programme. Time Commitment:
Commitment to vary approximately 6-10 hours a month. Skills and Qualifications: Own
transport an advantage friendly and reliable good communicator at ease with talking to the
public enthusiastic and positive. Training and support: full training in roles given to be part
of a volunteer team regular team meetings as determined by role. {Maidenhead Weekends
Evenings Outdoors]

Maidenhead United FC: Coaches
Contact John O'Brien Telephone 07472 630296 Email john@maidenheadunitedfc.org
Role: To support Maidenhead Uniteds community coaching programme in schools across the
community and at the club. Description of tasks: Supporting Coaching programme at
appropriate level completion of necessary paperwork. Time Commitment: 4 hours to 24
hours a month. Skills and qualifications: Minimum level 1 football qualification DBS check FA
child protection training First aid qualification desirable . Training and Support: Further
Football qualifications and other coaching programmes linked to programmes needs
mentoring opportunities generic training opportunities regular team meetings as
determined by the role.
[Maidenhead RBWM Weekdays Weekends Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead United FC: Mascot and Mascot Supporters
Contact Lisa Starling Telephone 07738 985159 Email lisa@maidenheadunitedfc.org
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Role: To get involved with the mascot and or home game offer at the club and in the
community. Description of tasks: To dress up as the mascot or to support Mascot at various
events including club home games be present at home games and other community events
to meet and greet young people and give out leaflets and promotions to entertain the crowd
and enthuse the crowd ready for the game. Time Commitment: 4 hours to 20 hours a month
seasonal . Skills and Qualifications: DBS check to attend Child Protection training lively fun
energetic to adapt to events needs to maximise promotion and profile access to a creative
role. Training and Support Training as identified regular team meetings as determined by
the role.
[Maidenhead Weekends Evenings CYP Outdoors]

Maidenhead URC: n:vestigate - to help weekly at a group for
children 4-8.
Contact Alice Gilbert Telephone 01628 635781 Email gilbertalice@hotmail.com
This is a uniform faith based childrens group where children have an opportunity for fun
craft games music cooking and stories. It is a small group at present but we want to grow
the group. The children are enthusiastic lively and enjoy all the actvities. We want someone
who likes working with children using their creative ablities to make the evening fun. Need
to have a good sense of humour and every week will be different.
[Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Maidenhead Voluntary Car Service: Admin Office Volunteers
Contact Maggie Kearney Telephone 07757 228266 Email kearneymaggie@gmail.com
We urgently need extra Office Admin help to support Maidenhead Voluntary Car Service.
Office hours are 9.30 to 11.30am Monday Tuesday Thursday and Friday - any time you can
give would be much appreciated. We are a small vital charity. We drive clients to doctor s
surgeries dentists hospital podiatry and eye appointments wait for them and take them
home. Our clients are mostly elderly infirm. A small charge per mile is invoiced to the client
each month. As a volunteer the time you give would be whatever fits in with your family and
lifestyle. If you want to find out more about how you can help people in need and make a
huge difference to their lives - please contact Maggie Kearney Chairman.
[Maidenhead]

Maidenhead Voluntary Car Service: Drivers
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Contact Maggie Kearney Telephone 07757 228266 Email kearneymaggie@gmail.com
We urgently need Volunteer Drivers - available at whatever times suit you. We are a small
vital charity. We drive clients to doctor s surgeries dentists hospital podiatry and eye
appointments wait for them and take them home. Our clients are mostly elderly and infirm.
As a volunteer the time you give would be whatever fits in with your family and lifestyle. If
you want to find out more about how you can help people in need and make a huge
difference to their lives - please contact Maggie Kearney Chairman.
[Maidenhead Weekday Older People Health Outdoors]

Manor Green School: Gardener
Contact Angela Coulson Telephone 01628 513800 Email
angela.coulson@manorgreenschool.co.uk
To support our OT with gardening and gardening activities at the school. If so please contact
Angela Coulson for a volunteering application pack.
[Maidenhead Weekday Outdoors]

Manor Green School: Lollipop Person
Contact Angela Coulson Telephone 01628 513800 Email
angela.coulson@manorgreenschool.co.uk
Volunteer Lollipop Person School Crossing Patrol required. Do you know anyone who lives
locally who would be able to assist with seeing our students safely across the car park each
morning and afternoon? The time would be: 8.30am to 9.15am and 2.45pm to 3.30pm each
day. If so please contact Angela Coulson for a volunteering application pack.
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP Outdoors]

Manor Green School: Special Support Assistant SSA
Contact Angela Coulson Telephone 01628 513800 Email
angela.coulson@manorgreeschool.co.uk
This is a perfect opportunity to anyone wanting to support learn and get involved with
children with complex learning disabilities. It is one of the most rewarding jobs you could
ever experience. As a SSA you will work with children on a one to one basis supporting them
with their learning and personal care at the school. You will need to be patient calm and
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totally child centred.
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

Marie Curie Bracknell and Ascot Fundraising Group : Collector
Contact Fiona Turner Telephone 07834 106957 Email fiona.turner@mariecurie.org.uk
We are looking for volunteers who can spare 2 hours to help collect for the Marie Curie
Great Daffodil appeal on various days from the end of February through to April. All you
need is a sunny smile and a personable manner. Collections take place either in town
centres or at Supermarkets and are all co-ordinated by registered volunteer. All the
necessary materials you need will be given to you when yo on the day. We collect for the
day and are looking to cover shifts every 2 hours. To find out where you can help go to
www.mariecurie.org.uk collections.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Marie Curie - Maidenhead Windsor and Bracknell Fundraising
Group: Volunteer collectors for the Great Daffodil Appeal
Contact Fiona Turner Telephone 07834 106957 Email fiona.turner@mariecurie.org.uk
We are looking for enthusiastic volunteers to help us collect for a 2 hour shift at various
supermarket and town centre locations during March for the Great Daffodil Appeal. All the
collection dates are hosted by registered volunteers who will meet and greet you hand you
all you need for your shift and then count and bank the money at the end notifying you on
how much you collected. We just ask you to bring a bright smile and a friendly attitude.
Full list of collection locations - https: www.mariecurie.org.uk get-involved collecting
Helping us out for just 2 hours makes a huge difference and the money you raise this way
will help pay for the vital nursing service in the local area. Our nurses care and support for
terminally ill patients in their own homes during a night shift and this costs the charity £20
per hour. Volunteering to collect for 2 hours you are likely to raise between £40 and £100 so
as you can see this will make a really big difference.

Marlow Wheels for All: Wheels for All Cycling Assistant
Contact Matthew Wing Telephone 07790 757216 Email marlowwheelsforall@gmail.com
What could be more rewarding than enabling people to cycle who wouldn’t otherwise be
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able to without your support? A Wheels For All assistant can be the difference between
someone having a great day and being physically active on adapted cycles or being unable
to engage in any cycling activity at all. Marlow Wheels for All is part of a nationally
recognised programme run by the charity Cycling Projects that makes cycling accessible to
all. We have a range of adapted cycles that make cycling an option for people who find
other forms of physical activity difficult. Marlow WFA is based at the Bisham Abbey National
Sports Centre and runs a Saturday cycling session 11 am - 2pm that is open to all. Wheels
for All volunteers keep the wheels going round around - with a smile.
[RBWM Weekend CYP]

Mary s Living and Giving for Save the Children
Contact Kerrstyn Laiss Telephone 01753833943 Email k.laiss@savethechildren.org.uk
Mary s Living Giving for Save the Children is unique - a vibrant result of the generous gifts of
local individuals and companies being turned around by the skills and passions of volunteer
teams to create a destination retail experience. We sell women s kids and menswear shoes
bags books and household goods in our Windsor store.
There s never a dull moment and always a variety of tasks to be done in the shop back
room and office. You ll be welcoming chatting to and serving our customers. Using the till
and handling money you ll also be taking in donations. And if you encourage people to Gift
Aid their donations we can claim an extra 25p for every pound on them. You may also be
sorting through donations steaming and pricing them so they re ready to sell in the shop.

Membership Secretary at The Maidenhead Heritage Centre
Contact Richard Poad Telephone 01628780555 Email
chairman@maidenheadheritage.org.uk
To run all aspects of our membership renewals and recruitment. Experience with excel a
must and general secretarial experience an advantage. Commitment of at least 1 to 2 hours
per week to work from our office in the town centre.
[Maidenhead Weekday Heritage]

Men in Sheds: Volunteers
Contact Chris Allen & Jon Codd Telephone 01628 640361 Email jon.codd@berkshire.nhs.uk
Interested in gardening woodwork and other pursuits? A Men’s Shed is a larger version of
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the typical man’s shed in the garden – a place where he feels at home and pursues practical
interests with a high degree of autonomy. As well as participants we are also looking for
volunteers and helpers with an interest in horticulture and woodwork as well as helping to
secure a more permanent home for our shed. Volunteering with Men in Sheds provides the
opportunity to work and support like-minded people who enjoy the outdoors gardening and
woodwork. The project is also an opportunity to work with a range of people of varying ages
ability and needs. There will also be the opportunity to learn new skills and be involved in
planning for future projects as well as securing a new home for our shed. For more
information about Men in Sheds projects go to http: menssheds.org.uk
[Maidenhead Weekday Outdoors Health]

Men s Matters: Assistant Centre Manager
Contact Paul Samuels Telephone 07923 494744 Email samuelsberks@aol.com
Attending afternoon socials for older men 60 to 95 in either Windsor or Maidenhead from
2pm to 4pm on a Monday or Wednesday respectively. In Windsor these are held at All Saints
Church Dedworth Road Windsor Berks SL4 4JW. In Maidenhed these are held at the
Maidenhead Community Centre 42 York Road Maidenhead Berks SL6 1SH.
This is a role for volunteers who enjoy befriending and networking with older men in a very
sociable and enjoyable supportive environment. On occasions we invite guest speakers and
organise excursions and trips.
The role could include managing and running the sessions for around 15 older men.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Elderly]

Minibus Driver - Windsor Mencap
Contact Adrian Greensmith Telephone 07795541718 Email
adrian@windsor.heritagehealthcare.co.uk
Windsor Mencap is looking for a minibus driver who can spare a few hours each month. We
need help picking up our members and bringing them to our social clubs and taking them
home again. Clubs run on a Wednesday and Friday 19:00-21:00
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Missing People: Bucket Collection Volunteer - Ascot Station
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Contact Charlotte Ridley Telephone 0208 392 4501 Email volunteer@missingpeople.org.uk
We need volunteers to help us in raising vital funds in order for us to continue being a
lifeline to those affected by missing. You ll be chatting to the public raising awareness of the
charity as well as accepting donations.
This bucket collection takes place during Royal Ascot so will be an exciting event to be
raising awareness at.
Ascot Station - SL5 9EG
Saturday 22nd June
Shifts are available at 11:30 - 12:30 and or 17:30 - 19:30
[Ascot Weekend CYP]

More Than A Shelter - Windsor: Homeless Shelter Volunteers
Contact Emilie Chana Telephone Email morethanashelter@outlook.com
Our Windsor community provides shelter including a hot meal bed breakfast and
companionship for our homeless rough sleepers and vulnerable guests over the harshest
winter weather period.
Volunteers we need you!
We are looking for Volunteers who could give a couple of hours a week for the
following activities:
- Volunteers for the evening night and breakfast shifts at the Shelter
We also need Admin Volunteers to help with the following roles:
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the volunteer campaign and
training
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the volunteer rota
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the cooks rota
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of social media including Facebook
and Instagram
- Volunteers to assist with general administration
Please send an email to Emilie Chana - morethanashelter@outlook.com
[Evenings]

More Than A Shelter - Windsor: Volunteer Co-Ordinators Admin
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for Homeless Shelter
Contact Emilie Chana Telephone Email morethanashelter@outlook.com
Our Windsor community provides shelter including a hot meal bed breakfast and
companionship for our homeless rough sleepers and vulnerable guests over the harshest
winter weather period.

Volunteers we need you!
We are looking for Volunteers who could give a couple of hours a week for the
following activities:
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the volunteer campaign and
training
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the volunteer rota
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of the cooks rota
- Volunteers to assist with the coordination of social media including Facebook
and Instagram
- Volunteers to assist with general administration
We also need:
- Volunteers for the evening night and breakfast shifts at the Shelter
Please send an email to Emilie Chana - morethanashelter@outlook.com
[Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Association Visitor
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Do you enjoy listening to and helping people? Association visitors are trained volunteers
who act as the main contact for people living with MND their families and carers. The role is
a challenging but rewarding one. As an AV you will keep in regular contact with people
phone email or face to face visits with MND their families and carers. By offering confidential
emotional support accurate information and help to access the right services and equipment
you can enable people affected by MND to live their life more easily and make informed
choices.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Campaigns Contact
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Interested in campaigning then join us as our Campaign Contact. This role is exciting and
you will be responsible for keeping our Group up to date on all the campaigning activity
taking place around MND both nationally and locally. You will be the lead contact for all
campaigning information and materials for the group and you will be liaising with our
Association Visitors and staff to ensure that all local issues surrounding MND are known
about and effective campaign activity planned to ensure we can make a difference and
bring about change to those affected by MND.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Collections Fundraiser
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Collections are great ways to raise awareness and funds in one go. You will be responsible
for organising a minimum of six collections per year at various places and ensuring that the
Group take full advantage of these opportunities. You will be responsible for booking
collections organising a team of volunteers to assist ensuring you have the correct materials
for the events keeping accurate records and banking all monies in relation to the
collections. You will also be in charge of the collection tins in and around the Windsor East
Berkshire area.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Event Organiser Fundraiser
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Do you have an understanding of running events or do you want to learn more about this?
We are looking to create a team of people who are enthusiastic motivated and organised to
run events in the local community. The events you run are up to you and can range from
coffee mornings race nights charity balls the list is endless. If you would like to be part of an
exciting team this may well be the role for you.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Finance Officer
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
We are looking for someone reliable with good numerical skills and the ability to keep
records someone who has the ability to understand simple financial information with IT
skills. As Finance Officer you will be responsible for banking donations and keeping and
maintaining proper records following the Associations accounting procedures. You will
acknowledge and thank donations as required and present the financial reports to the Group
at monthly meetings.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Group Correspondent
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
We are looking for someone who can provide secretarial support to the group organisers
and to help us manage effective communications within the group. You will be responsible
for booking venues responding and dealing with correspondence taking writing and
distributing minutes to group members and providing support to the groups leader. You will
be a crucial member within the team and will be helping ensure that we are keeping
accurate documentation.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Group Leader
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Can you inspire motivate support and engage with people? Do you want to make a
difference in your community? We are looking for someone to lead our Group to greater
things to help steer the groups development and to assist with organisational planning.
Groups exist to provide essential help and support to people with MND their families and
carers in their local community. If you would like to lead a group of volunteers to make this
happen we need you. You will besupported by the national Association and Group activity is
varied to include support campaigning fundraising and awareness.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Newsletter Editor
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Do you like creative writing and are you a great communicator? As our groups newsletter
editor you will be responsible for writing and distributing a regular newsletter to our group
members and wider audiences. The newsletter needs to reflect both local and national MND
news reflect the MND Associations corporate identity and cover topics from fundraising local
support articles of interests developments in the MND world and much more. You will
encourage others to contribute to the newsletter and of course have an eye for detail.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Public Speaker
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
We are looking for someone to give presentations to local groups about Motor Neurone
Disease and the work of the Group in the local area. You will contact and liaise with local
groups about the talks and keep a record of all the talks completed and feedback to the
Group. Part of this role will require you to keep up to date in current approaches to the
management of the disease and research initiatives. Support will be provided through our
national office and regional staff.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Publicity Officer
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
Does PR excite you? Do you have good communication skills and experience of writing press
releases? If so this role will suit you. You will be responsible for publicising group events
keep a list of and co-ordinate events organised by others develop relationships with local
media contacts covering all media channels and ensure all publicity reflects the Associations
corporate identity.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
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Group: Social Media Co-ordinator
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
As our Social Media Co-ordinator you will be responsible for the management of the branch
groups social media platforms and the development of the branch groups social media
network. We are looking for someone who has some experience of social media and a keen
interest in social networking has the ability to write clearly accurately and succinctly is
creative and can come up with fresh ideas and has the enthusiasm to grow the groups
online presence.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Support Meeting Co-ordinator
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
We are looking for someone to organise and facilitate regular afternoon tea support
meetings for people with MND their families and carers in the East Berkshire area. These
meetings will be informal and provide a much needed opportunity for people with MND their
families and carers to come together to share experiences in a warm and friendly
environment. In this role you will be working as part of a team of volunteers to help ensure
that all who attend the events feel welcome included and have an enjoyable social
experience.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Motor Neurone Disease Association - Windsor East Berkshire
Group: Webmaster
Contact Telephone Email volunteering@mndassociation.org
We are looking for someone who has good computer skills experience in designing and
maintaining websites and has good written communication skills. Main tasks will be to
develop and maintain the groups web presence ensure that an independent website meets
the Associations accreditation standard including linking to the Association website liaise
with other group volunteers to ensure that the website is kept up-to-date and liaise with the
Newsletter Editor to ensure the newsletter and website are consistent. This is an excellent
opportunity for someone looking to maintain or develop web based skills.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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Nacro Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT: Lived Experience Peer
Support LEaPS Volunteers
Contact Bala Mohaman Sani Telephone 07920 571579 Email
Berkshire.Volunteers@nacro.org.uk
Can you spare a few hours a week to support someone in the Criminal Justice System?
Nacro National Association for Care Resettlement of Offenders BHFT are seeking volunteers
to support the Criminal Justice Liaison and Diversion Service.
As someone who has been through recovery and the Criminal Justice System CJS you have
first-hand experience of the challenges faced by those caught up in CJS. Drawing on your
own experience you will be an integral part of the Liaison Diversion team to help to inspire
motivate guide and support people to engage with services work on their recovery and
evidence visible recovery showing that change is possible.
You will be best placed to act as a positive role model who shows empathy and compassion
towards people with problems who are caught up in the CJS who may have substance
misuse mental health or other vulnerabilities. By Volunteering with Nacro In conjunction
with Berkshire Healthcare Foundation Trust BHFT Liaison and Diversion services you will
contribute to the reduction of reoffending rates throughout Berkshire by offering service
users practical assistance with attending important appointments such as Court
Appearances and by interacting supporting and signposting Service Users to engage with
Community Services that support their recovery and wellbeing.
Liaison and Diversion L D Services identify people who have mental health learning
disability substance misuse or other vulnerabilities when they first come into contact with
the criminal justice system as suspects defendants or service. You’ll get great experience
and gain skills be part of a team help to change things for the better and show yourself and
others what you’re capable of An opportunity to learn new skills that will enhance your
future career development Lots of training opportunities and an individually tailored training
plan Knowing that you are making a real difference to people’s lives. Your expenses will be
paid.
[RBWM Children young people families Older People]

Nacro: Lived Experience and Peer Support Volunteer
Contact Bala Mohaman Sani Telephone 07920571579 Email Bala.Sani@nacro.org.uk
Can you spare a few hours a week to support someone in the Criminal Justice
System?
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As someone who has been through recovery or the Criminal Justice System CJS
you have first-hand experience of the challenges faced by those currently on this
journey.
Drawing on your own experience you will be an integral part of the Liaison
Diversion team to help to inspire motivate guide and support people to engage
with services work on their recovery and evidence visible recovery showing that
change is possible.
You will be best placed to act as a positive role model who shows empathy and
compassion towards people with problems who are caught up in the CJS who may
have substance misuse mental health or other vulnerabilities.

National Drug Prevention Alliance: Website Administrator
Contact Peter Stoker Telephone 01753 542296 Email ndpa@drugprevent.org.uk
The National Drug Prevention Alliance NDPA is a registered charity working from a
converted garage in Slough. They are a friendly office with usually just two people
occasionally two plus another volunteer. They require a volunteer who could be any age
male or female willing to offer a minimum of 4 hours a month or up to a day a week. They
could by arrangement offer evening or weekend work. They require a competent computer
literate person to help them with their award winning website - www.drugprevent.org.uk by uploading the large amount of research material they collect from a wide variety of
sources. The volunteer could come at different times or days by arrangement to suit our
office needs and their availability week by week. This post would not be suitable for
someone looking for work in a busy office with lots of people to socialise with. In the past
they have had helpers wanting to return to work after an illness and needing to brush up
their skills but this volunteer must be very capable with computer work. Training is
available. In the past they have had volunteers who have gone on to full time employment good for them but hopefully they won t disappear too quickly!
[Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

New Leaf Project: Volunteer Mentor
Contact Jamie mai Telephone 01844 202001 Email
newleaf@thamesvalleypartnership.org.uk
Could you make a real difference to someone’s life? This is your chance to support offenders
who want to transform their lives. New Leaf offers support to offenders returning to
Berkshire Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. We need volunteer mentors in the Berkshire
area who will listen to and support offenders for at least 12 weeks after release. A mentor
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should expect to spend approximately 1-3 hours per week with their Mentee this depends
on their requirement and your commitments. If you have one mentee you will usually see
them once a week for a coffee and be available to chat with them on the phone at times
agreed by yourself and to fit in with your other commitments. In return you will receive full
training and ongoing support throughout your time at New Leaf. If you are non-judgemental
and a good communicator this could be the volunteering role for you.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

NSPCC Schools Service: Volunteer
Contact Kelly Middleditch Telephone 020 37729357 Email kelly.middleditch@nspcc.org.uk
Our Speak Out Stay Safe programme is protecting a generation of children against abuse
one primary school at a time. And we want you to join us. As our volunteer you will visit
local schools giving assemblies to children aged 4-11 and classroom workshops to 9-11 year
olds. You will help them to understand abuse. And give them the confidence and courage to
speak out and seek help if they ever need it. By delivering our programme to at least two
schools a month you will be making a massive difference helping us fight for every
childhood in your local schools community. Its why we are here and we could not do it
without you. How to play your part. You will need to be available for: a 3 hour interview 2
school visits a month during term time our first class e-learning training module a 2-day
training workshop. You will need to be the kind of person who: believes in the empowerment
and protection of all children has the confidence to speak in front of a group of primary
school children can communicate and engage with children has basic IT skills and regular
access to email. Apply online at https: www.nspcc.org.uk
[RBWM Weekdays CYP]

OPAF: Learn new skills evaluating the Keep Safe Stay Well
service
Contact Sheila Holmes Telephone 07887 510033 Email shealholmes@gmail.com
The Older Persons Advisory Forum for the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead is the
voice for the mature over 50s in the borough on health and social care. OPAF supports and
is involved with the work of the new service Keep Safe Stay Well which has a particular role
in preventing and supporting people who have fallen or who are liable to fall. The service is
being evaluated by NDTi - The National Development Team for Inclusion which is an
independent not-for-profit organisation concerned with promoting inclusion and equality for
people who risk exclusion and who need support to lead a full life. OPAF has been asked to
help in the evaluation of the service - we need two or three volunteers to act as Local
Evaluators. People with an interest in evaluation and or data and who might be interested in
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working more closely with NDTi as part of the Falls Strategy implementation. NDT1 are
particularly interested in working with older people as peers or part of the target population
for this work.
[RBWM Weekday Elderly]

OXFAM Windsor Maidenhead Fundraising and Campaigns Group
Treasurer
Contact Emma Crossley Telephone 07795 335391 Email ecrossley@oxfam.org.uk
Have fun meet new people develop your skills and help us bring an end to extreme poverty!
Oxfams Fundraising and Campaigns Groups are teams of volunteers who work together to
raise vital funds for Oxfams work worldwide. Fundraising activities can be anything and
everything from coffee mornings to treasure hunts sponsored walks to music events. We are
currently looking to create a fresh new group in Windsor and Maidenhead and need your
help to make it happen. As a Group Treasurer you will manage the group finances in
according to Oxfam guidelines. You will be home based and you will be available to work 1
to 6 hours a week at times to suit you!
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]

OXFAM Windsor Maidenhead: Fundraising and Campaigns Group
Leader
Contact Emma Crossley Telephone 07795 335391 Email ecrossley@oxfam.org.uk
Have fun meet new people develop your skills and help us bring an end to extreme poverty!
Oxfams Fundraising and Campaigns Groups are teams of volunteers who work together to
raise vital funds for Oxfams work worldwide. Fundraising activities can be anything and
everything from coffee mornings to treasure hunts sponsored walks to music events. We are
currently looking to create a fresh new group in Windsor and Maidenhead and need your
help to make it happen. As a Group Leader you will coordinate the groups fundraising
activities and you will encourage and support other members of the group. You will be home
based and you will be available to work 1 to 6 hours a week at times to suit you!
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]

OXFAM Windsor Maidenhead: Fundraising and Campaigns Group
Members
Contact Emma Crossley Telephone 07795 335391 Email ecrossley@oxfam.org.uk
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Have fun meet new people develop your skills and help us bring an end to extreme poverty!
Oxfams Fundraising and Campaigns Groups are teams of volunteers who work together to
raise vital funds for Oxfams work worldwide. Fundraising activities can be anything and
everything from coffee mornings to treasure hunts sponsored walks to music events. We are
currently looking to create a fresh new group in Windsor and Maidenhead and need your
help to make it happen. As a Group Member you will plan organise and promote a variety of
fundraising acrivities in your local community with other group members. You will be home
based and you will be available to work 1 to 6 hours a week at times to suit you!
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evening]

OXFAM Windsor Maidenhead: Fundraising and Campaigns Group
Secretary
Contact Emma Crossley Telephone 07795 335391 Email ecrossley@oxfam.org.uk
Have fun meet new people develop your skills and help us bring an end to extreme poverty!
Oxfams Fundraising and Campaigns Groups are teams of volunteers who work together to
raise vital funds for Oxfams work worldwide. Fundraising activities can be anything and
everything from coffee mornings to treasure hunts sponsored walks to music events. We are
currently looking to create a fresh new group in Windsor and Maidenhead and need your
help to make it happen. As a Group Secretary you will provide administrative support to the
group e.g. organise meetings for the group prepare agendas send reminders about dates
and times of meetings take notes during meetings and circulate to all members post
meeting and so on. You will be home based and you will be available to work 1 to 6 hours a
week at times to suit you!
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Oxfam Windsor: Charity shop volunteers in a wide range of areas
Contact Holly Morgan Telephone 01753 831802 Email oxfamshopf3911@oxfam.org.uk
Oxfams three core values of empowerment inclusiveness and accountability are reflected in
all we do and should be embraced by any volunteer wishing to join our team.The majority of
our volunteers time is spent pricing goods donated by the public and operating the till. Most
volunteers focus on particular departments e.g. books womens clothing and some take on
extra responsibilities such as finance recruitment marketing and management. We are
especially short of volunteers at the weekends which are our most important days for
trading!
[Windsor Weekday Weekend]
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Pact: Could you help someone really change their life?
Contact Miriam McConachie Telephone 07791 548511 Email
miriam.mcconachie@prisonadvice.org.uk
Pact Volunteers are helping people who are currently unable to access mainstream
provision and require specialist one to one support to increase their social inclusion. You will
find volunteering rewarding enjoyable and there is so much that you will learn. Above all
you really WILL be helping to change other peoples lives for the better. Some of the duties
are: supporting and accompanying offenders to appointments and meetings researching
and developing links between offenders and local services meeting with offenders in
custody before release from prison and at the gate on the day of release where appropriate
on-going encouragement building self-efficacy.
[RBWM Weekday]

PAT testing Distribution Centre Assistant
Contact Louise Jones Telephone 07340 904127 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
To assist with the smooth running of the Distribution Centre including assessing and testing
electrical items. Main Tasks  - Testing and trialling electrical donated items - Using the PAT
testing machine to ensure items are safe to use  - General tidying of the warehouse to
maintain a safe environment  - Supporting the Distribution Centre team with the sorting
and organising of stock

People to Places: MiDAS trainer
Contact Peter Haley Telephone 01628 587924 Email phaley@people2places.org.uk
We are looking to increase the number of qualified trainers we have to deliver the MiDAS
training for minibus drivers. You should have a clean driving licence with a D1 category.
Experience of delivering trainings would be preferable. Full training for this role will be
given. You should be available to deliver a two day course every couple of months. You
would be joining a small friendly team of trainers in order to help us increase the number of
courses we can provide for local charities schools and organisations that have minibuses to
ensure their drivers are qualified and aware of all the up to date information.
They will receive a MiDAS trainers course and become part of our small friendly team of
instructors. They will have the satisfaction of training other drivers so that they are qualified
to drive a minibus to the highest standards.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings]
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People to Places: Minibus Driver
Contact Peter Haley Telephone 01628 587924 Email info@people2places.org.uk
People to Places provides transport for members of the community who find it difficult to
access public transport. As one of our volunteer drivers you will be willing to help the elderly
and people with disabilities by driving them to appointments and social events helping them
to get out of their homes. We will give you full training but you will need to hold a relevant
driving licence and have a driving record free of criminal or reckless offences. Whether it is
for an hour here and there or a regular commitment we would like your help.
[Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Elderly]

People to Places: Shopmobility Assistant
Contact Peter Haley Telephone 01628 587924 Email info@people2places.org.uk
Shopmobility provides mobility scooters for people to use around Windsor and Maidenhead
to help them get around. As one of our volunteer Shopmobility Assistants you will be willing
to help the elderly and people with disabilities by assisting with the distribution of mobility
equipment taking bookings and providing information to our customers. We will give you full
training and support. Whether its for an hour here and there or a regular commitment we
would like your help.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Elderly]

Pets as Therapy: Visiting Team Volunteer
Contact Doreen Baker Telephone 01494 569130 Email reception@petsastherapy.org
Any dog or cat can become a PAT dog or a PAT cat as long as it has been with its owner for
at least 6 months is over 9 months of age and can pass the assessment. Before any animal
and volunteer are accepted as a Pets As Therapy visiting team they undergo an
assessment. Once accepted area co-ordinators introduce new visiting teams to the role
which involves making regular visits to establishments such as hospitals hospices nursing
and residential homes special and mainstream schools.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Pinkneys Green Cricket Club: Use your skills to help us in our
development!
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Contact Telephone 07769 743373 Email
We are one of the smallest village clubs around Maidenhead. We have 2 Saturday teams 1
Sunday and a growing colts section. Based on National Trust land. We need all sorts of help
to help us achieve our aims of being a community cricket club and more. Do you have any
of the following skills that you could use to help us in our development: Administration
Catering Child protection Safeguarding Cleaning Coaching Electrics Event organisation
Fundraising General maintenance Grant application writing Groundsmanship Marketing
promotion Media relations PR Painting decorating Plumbing Project management Social
event organisation Social media management Team management Umpiring Volunteer
management Working with children and young people {Maidenhead Weekday Weekend
Evenings Outdoors]

Plastic Free Windsor: Support Volunteers
Contact Annie Lashbrooke Telephone 07875 407987 Email plasticfreewindsor1@gmail.com
Plastic Free Windsor is a local group of volunteers working with individuals schools
businesses community groups and the council to reduce single-use plastic and its impact on
the local and wider environment. If you are passionate about the plastic cause and have any
time to spare then please get in touch. In particular we are in need of skills in Marketing
Communications or people who know of any local businesses that might be interested in
getting involved.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evening Outdoors]

Race for Life CRUK: Course Marshall Volunteer Event Day
Volunteer
Contact Jessica Edwards Telephone 07826 873 608 Email jessica.edwards@cancer.org.uk
Course Marshall Volunteer You’ll inspire cheer and motivate participants by
covering one of the marshal points on the course. This role is really important as
you’ll help to ensure that the event runs smoothly and that participants feel
motivated to make it across the finish line.
If you’re a team player with great communication skills who can use their
initiative when dealing with anything that may occur on the course.
Event Day Volunteer You’ll be helping us to set up the event which may include
setting up marquees putting up banners or getting water to the start line.
If you’re looking for a role that’s hands on and if you have loads of enthusiasm
then sign up today.
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Apply to be volunteer here:
https: www.cancerresearchuk.org get-involved volunteer help-at-an-event racefor-life?_ga=2.266534283.487128036.1557998627-383811912.1555494721

RAF Association: Fundraising Team Leader - Maidenhead
Contact Sam Squire - Area Volunteer Coordinator Telephone 0800 018 2361 Email
volunteers@rafa.org.uk
The RAF Association is looking for proactive and organised individuals to be Fundraising
Team Leaders. We are currently looking for volunteers in the Maidenhead area.
A Fundraising Team Leader is someone that creates local fundraising activities such as
street collections and helps to recruit and support a group of local fundraisers.
With the potential to make this role your own and to get out of it as much you would like
this is an exciting opportunity to help support members of the RAF family in your local
community.
No experience is required as full training will be given although a positive approach to
getting things done and good organisation skills are required for the role.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Fundraising]

RBWM Groundwork South: Conservation Works Parties at Allens
Field
Contact Katherine Davies Telephone 07702 532755 Email
katherine.davies@groundwork.org.uk
Come and lend a hand in improving your local green space! These events are suitable for
the whole family! Come prepared for the weather dress to get mucky and wear sturdy
boots. Tools and work gloves provided. Bring your own refreshments. Each event is a great
opportunity for members of the local community to get out and be active learn new skills
and help to improve a local green space. The work parties at Allens Field take place
between 9:30am and 12:30pm on the Saturday morning of the second weekend of every
month. Meet in the car park of Allans Field off Liddel Way South Ascot SL5 9UT.
[Ascot Weekend Outdoors]

RBWM - Resilience: Volunteer
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Contact Sharon Singh Telephone 01628 796 733 Email ssingh@resilience-rbwm.org.uk
Are you interested in a career working with vulnerable people? Resilience are looking for
volunteers to come and join their service. Volunteers can get involved in a variety of roles
including: Administration tasks Supporting group work facilitation One to one support work
Leading drop in services Meet and greet and Assisting with outreach and special events. Our
volunteers are extremely important to us and make us an even more diverse and vibrant
organisation.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evening Health]

RBWM - Resilience: Volunteer Counsellors
Contact Sharon Singh Telephone 01628 796 733 Email ssingh@resilience-rbwm.org.uk
Resilience Drug and Alcohol Treatment Service offer counselling placements to any qualified
counsellor wishing to volunteer. We can also offer placements to anyone working towards
completing their qualification in counselling and wish to gain work experience placement in
the addictions field. Please note we do not provide clinical supervision. We are looking for:
good IT skills good communication skills written oral and listening an empathetic and nonjudgemental outlook working as a team member emotional resilience and ability to identify
and deal with feelings your own and others a willingness to give and receive feedback and
be open to learning and an ability to maintain confidentiality. Our volunteers are extremely
important to us and make us an even more diverse and vibrant organisation.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

RBWM Braywick Nature Centre: Volunteer Ranger
Contact Jason Mills Telephone 01628 777440 Email bnc@rbwm.gov.uk
Braywick Park needs you! Join our team of nature conservation volunteers every Wednesday
morning November to March and occasional weekends from 9.30am to 1pm. Tasks include
tree hedge planting coppicing trail pond maintenance wildflower planting and wildlife
monitoring. No experience necessary. For more information please email or call to speak to
a ranger.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Outdoors]

RBWM Childrens Centre: Administrative Volunteer
Contact Tracy Hammond Telephone 01628 685650 / 07812 739589 Email
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tracy.hammond@achievingforchildren.org.uk
Volunteers needed for the Riverside Childrens Centre to help runs various groups for
families who also want to know about sessions and other services running in the childrens
centre and across Maidenhead. We need a volunteer to help set up and clear away.
Welcome families and help them settle ensure they sign the attendance sheet and have
completed a Childrens Centre Registration Form and to provide a listening ear. Flexible day
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

RBWM Childrens Centres: Childrens Centre Volunteer
Contact Tracy Hammond Telephone 01628 685650 / 07812 739589 Email
tracy.hammond@achievingforchildren.org.uk
Would you like a chance to gain new skills access accredited training help families and feel
valued in your local community? Then become a Childrens Centre Volunteer and give
something back to your local community. We are looking for a range of volunteers who are
enthusiastic have some time to give and want to make a difference to the lives of families
across the Royal Borough. We have a variety of roles across all Childrens Centres that
require as little as three hours of your time per week. For example Stay and Play Helper
Nurture Group Helper Baby Clinic Helper and Parent Champion. For more information please
contact us.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

RBWM Fit for Life: Running Walking Group Volunteers
Contact Jatinder Singh Rakhra Telephone 01628 685791 Email jatinder.rakhra@rbwm.gov.uk
This volunteering opportunity involves the following ... Areas of Responsibility - to support
participants in getting the most out of their activities for example helping someone to
remain focused providing encouragement or demonstrating how to do something to support
a single group member who may need more help than some of the others to support service
users by taking part in an activity for example by either partnering up with someone or by
being part of a group to assist the session leader for example by helping to set up activity or
by helping to keep an activity going while the group leader is coaching and individual
participant to help keep services users and staff safe by alerting the group leader to any
health and safety issues which may affect service users or staff. Accountability - to support
service users and staff as agreed with the sports development team to agree to and follow
any regulations and policies set down by The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead to
agree a time commitment and keep to it to be punctual and inform us if you are unable to
attend to respect service users right to privacy and to keep information about the people
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who use our services confidential to represent The Royal Borough of Windsor and
Maidenhead and maintain a professional approach at all time. Terms and Conditions - this is
a unpaid position all volunteer appointments are subject to the receipt of two satisfactory
references and a Disclosure and Barring Service DBS check formerly CRB police check a
minimum of 6 months commitment is needed to volunteer with the Borough all volunteers
will receive an induction and regular supervisory support from the Sports Development
Team training and sports qualifications can be provided subject to eligibility funding and
terms and conditions. Person Specification - an interest in sport and physical activity be
reasonably fit and healthy an interest in working with people ability to remain calm in
stressful situations be sensitive to individuals needs patience good communication skills
including ability to listen be punctual and reliable commitment to the Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Outdoors]

RBWM Good Neighbour Day Centre Volunteers
Contact Telephone Email info@wamgetinvolved.org.uk
To volunteer in local day centres to help facilitate with groups and activities.
We would also like to hear from people who would like to run a group in the community
sharing their skill or passion!
Whether you can offer one hour a week one hour a month or flexible volunteering you can
make a difference to someone in your community.
Training and support is given and expenses paid.
[RBWM Weekdays Health]

RBWM Good Neighbour Gardening DIY Volunteers
Contact Telephone Email info@wamgetinvolved.org.uk
To help people who are no longer able for physical or other reasons to maintain their garden
or do DIY around their homes.
Whether you can offer one hour a week one hour a month or flexible volunteering you can
make a difference to someone in your community.
Training and support is given and expenses paid.
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[RBWM Weekday Health]

RBWM Good Neighbour Volunteer Drivers
Contact Telephone Email info@wamgetinvolved.org.uk
To take people to Wellbeing Activities or medical appointments especially outside of the
main towns.
Whether you can offer one hour a week one hour a month or flexible volunteering you can
make a difference to someone in your community.
Training and support is given and expenses paid.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

RBWM Good Neighbour Befriender Volunteers
Contact Telephone Email info@wamgetinvolved.org.uk
To visit socially isolated people in their own homes or to help them get involved in new
social activities to improve their health and wellbeing e.g. joining a social group an arts
group or a dance class.
Whether you can offer one hour a week one hour a month or flexible volunteering you can
make a difference to someone in your community.
Training and support is given and expenses paid.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

RBWM Grow our Own: Empower job hunters with your IT skills.
Contact Kate Collier Telephone 01628 685623 Email kate.collier@rbwm.gov.uk
An estimated eight million adults in the UK have never been online and for our residents
who are looking for employment using the internet as a job search tool can be daunting. The
RBWM Grow our Own service is committed to help local people into local jobs. We run a
weekly drop in at Maidenhead Town Hall called the Job Club on a Monday where residents of
the borough can come and get free advice on employment matters and where tutors are on
hand to work on CVs and provide detailed action plans for individuals. Volunteers are
needed to help support beginners navigate their way around the internet and other
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Microsoft applications. You will help to inspire encourage and support customers on a one to
one basis in using the Internet and other IT functions as they search apply for jobs.
Volunteers with in-depth knowledge of IT and experience of delivering training are very
welcome but this kind of background is not necessary. Sessions are weekly and available for
morning afternoon all day volunteers. A DBS check will be required for this role.
[Maidenhead Weekday]

RBWM Library Services: Book Group Leader
Contact Joiy Chan-Meeson Telephone 01628 796247 Email volunteers.library@rbwm.gov.uk
Volunteers are needed to manage reading groups in our libraries. Reading groups normally
meet once a month for around an hour. The location will vary depending on the group. By
volunteering to become a Book Group Leader you will be promoting reading with our
support. You will be articulate good with people interested in books and able to commit to
regular sessions. Book Group Leaders liaise with staff and book group members to decide
which books to read and chair meetings.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Heritage]

RBWM Neighbourhood and Streetscene: Help keep children safe
as an on call crossing patroller
Contact Debra Beasley Telephone Email debra.beasley@rbwm.gov.uk
We have 8 schools across the Royal Borough where we provide crossing patrollers.
Sometimes the patrollers are ill can not come to work etc. and we would like to be able to
provide volunteer cover when this is the case. We are really proud of everyone on our team
of patrollers and anyone who volunteers receives training and is provided with a uniform
and all the equipment they need. Although you will be on call usually at short notice as a
volunteer if you are unable to do the day in question or unable to get to the area you would
be required in we would still love to add you to our bank of volunteers. When called i.e. on
an as and when basis the time commitment would be 1.5 hours per day 45mins in the
morning and the same again in the afternoon. A DBS is required for this opportunity.
[RBWM Weekday CYP Outdoors]

RBWM Recycling Team: Community Recycling Champions
Contact Kathryn Best Telephone 01628 685951 Email kathryn.best@rbwm.gov.uk
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We are looking for volunteers to help get friends family and neighbours recycling and
recycling more. There will be regular meetings with the opportunity to share ideas and
feedback on what needs to be done and what the council is doing. Other activities include
being the point of contact in your local community talking to local groups and helping out at
different recycling events. Support and training will be given so no particular experience or
specialist knowledge is needed - just enthusiasm passion for our environment and a desire
to do something positive to make a difference.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

RBWM: Becoming a Parish Councillor
Contact See below Telephone Email
Parish councils are the first tier of governance and have an overall responsibility for the wellbeing of their local community by representing the local people and delivering services to
meet local needs. Parish councils are made up of locally elected councillors and the number
of elected councillors depends on the size of the area. A councillor will be elected for a term
of up to four years. They are legally obliged to hold at least one meeting a year but many
Parish councils meet every six weeks to discuss council business and to hear from local
residents. If you are interested in becoming a parish councillor then please see the vacancy
list on the RBWM website see http: goo.gl oTtEof which shows the contact details for the
individual parishes. Vacancies that have been marked with an asterisk will be filled by an
election. Further details about the date and timetable for an election will be posted on the
parish and borough websites when this has been set. Those vacancies unmarked will be
filled by co-option by the parish council. The address and contact details for individual
parishes are listed on the RBWM web site. Please contact the relevant parish directly see
http: goo.gl oTtEof .
[RBWM Evenings]

RBWM: Becoming a School Governor
Contact Clive Haines Telephone 01628 670589 Email clive.haines@rbwm.gov.uk
Schools need enthusiastic and committed people with a wide range of experience and
views. Being a governor will offer you the opportunity to play a part in influencing the
education of children in the Royal Borough. Time commitment - the average time
commitment is 10-15 hours per term. This includes meetings background reading and
school visits. Term of office - school governors have a term of office of four years. However
as a volunteer you can resign at any time if your circumstances change. Training governing bodies rely on a variety of experiences and perspectives. No prior knowledge is
required. Training and support is available for new and existing governors and is free of
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charge. We recommend all new governors attend a governor induction programme.
Different types of governor - governing bodies have representatives of school staff the local
authority parents and members of the community. Despite representing different groups all
governors have exactly the same role and voting rights. If you are confused by any of the
terminology we are always on hand to explain in more detail and help you understand your
role.
[RBWM Weekday Evenings CYP]

RBWM: Community Gardeners Wanted!
Contact Debra Beasley Telephone 01628 796100 Email debra.beasley@rbwm.gov.uk
Councillor Ed Wilson and Councillor Mike Airey are on a mission to make Dedworth a more
floral place. In the last year they have been planting bulbs trees and plants to make their
area more attractive. They are looking for volunteers to help with some light gardening
during the summer months. Projects include: planting in Osgood Park Broom Farm Park and
Tinkers Lane upgrading the trail at Castle Farm Spinney Wyatt Road and hedge trimming
clearance at Wolf Lane and Dedworth Road. You do not need to be an expert gardener or
have any special equipment. Events usually take place at weekend and time involvement
can vary from half an hour to an hour.
[Windsor Weekend Outdoors]

RBWM: Pledgebank
Contact Telephone Email pledgebank@rbwm.gov.uk
The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead PledgeBank can be used to gather together
people to get projects done. These can be tasks such as: clearing snow and ice cutting your
neighbours grass setting up computer classes in your area. To submit a pledge go to our
PledgeBank website - http: pledge.rbwm.gov.uk PledgeBank is based on the simple principle
that the person making the online pledge will work to make it happen but only if a number
of other people commit too. The number of volunteers needed to deliver a particular activity
project will be for the pledge originator to decide. Pledges do not have to be started by the
council - residents organisations schools community and volunteer groups can all get
involved. PledgeBank is designed to help residents who are passionate about doing their bit
for the community. By working together we can achieve more for the Borough than by
working in isolation. PledgeBank is meant to act as a resource for the benefit of the Royal
Borough as a whole. Groups and individuals from the local community are invited to submit
a pledge for activities projects that they feel would benefit the Borough. As a general rule activities projects should however: be for the benefit of the neighbourhood or the wider
Borough only be legal and have appropriate permissions e.g. planning permission not be
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commercial in nature or as a means of generating profit not seek to attract monetary
contributions. The council is not setting any timescales for the delivery of the project. The
delivery will be the responsibility of the pledge originator. The actual time that the pledge
will be live will be determined in the pledge itself although there will be an end date needed
in the pledge application. Successful pledges will go on the success page. There is no limit
on the number of pledges that can be made from any one individual or organisation. The
council is committed to transparency so any information associated with the pledge
excluding any contact information you do not want made public will be published online.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Elderly Heritage Outdoors]

RBWM: Windsor and Royal Borough Museum
Contact Telephone 01628 685 686 Email museum@rbwm.gov.uk
We are looking for help with stewarding in the museum events activities for children and a
new oral history project. You do not have to dress up and it can even be lots of fun!
Volunteering shifts are from 10am to 12pm 12pm to 2pm and 2pm to 4pm on Tuesdays
through to Saturdays and 12pm to 2pm and 2pm to 4pm on Sundays and Bank Holidays.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Heritage]

Remap Berkshire: Practical engineer to help the disabled
Contact Robert Monk Telephone 07790 127123 Email
Berks.CaseOfficer@remapgroups.org.uk
Remap is a national organization of which Remap Berkshire forms part and serves the
Berkshire area.
Our volunteer engineers make aids for the disabled that are not available to buy. If a person
with a disability or their carer or medical practitioner identifies the need for a piece of
equipment which no one makes then Remap will. Our service is free to the user.
When allocated a job our volunteer will visit the client to understand the problem. He will
then return home design and make the aid in his own workshop and give it to the client.
The volunteer needs to have the ability and skill to understand a problem and then design
and make the solution. The ability to come up with an original concept is vital no one comes
to us with a readymade design! It would suit a skilled DIYer model maker or craftsman with
a workshop at home. The timing and duration of the work is entirely in the control of the
volunteer. Although most of our volunteers are retired some also work full time.
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This work will appeal to anyone who enjoys solving problems and making things. You will
have the satisfaction of using your skills to enable someone to do something that they
would not otherwise be able to do.
Remap reimburses out of pocket expenses.
Watch a BBC news item about one of our projects: https: www.youtube.com
watch?v=H8tmxYSeHPE
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Client Satisfaction
Survey Volunteer
Contact Steve Beard Telephone 07887 830214 Email beards@rbfrs.co.uk
Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service RBFRS deliver a Home Fire Safety Check service to
vulnerable people across Berkshire. The service involves a home visit during which they are
advised on any fire risks that are present and on how to escape should a fire occur We also
fit smoke alarms free of charge. We want to undertake a customer satisfaction survey to see
what people think of our service and those who deliver it. The volunteer will be asked to
undertake a phone survey on our service users and so must have excellent spoken English
and telephone manner.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Community
Engagement Volunteer - Maidenhead
Contact Telephone 07585991625 Email volunteer@rbfrs.co.uk
Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service is committed to engaging local communities.
RBFRS wants to ensure our Fire Stations are open to the public and are places where people
can receive information and advice on a range topics.
We have exciting opportunities for volunteers in Maidenhead who will support RBFRS in
making Maidenhead Fire Station a hub in the community.
We aim to do this by hosting regular partnership events and inviting local organisations and
residents to participate.
Based at Maidenhead Fire Station your role will involve supporting the Community Support
Advisor to:
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Engage local support services and businesses to identify new partners and create
new events
Identify and map local community groups
Visit organisations and businesses to distribute targeted promotional materials
Promote events to local residents
Attend Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service events when available
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Community Fire Safety
Promoter
Contact Steve Beard Telephone 07887 830214 Email beards@rbfrs.co.uk
We want to reach all of the community when promoting our fire safety message. We are
invited to hundreds of events across the county every year but we are not resourced to
attend all of them. We select events and tailor our response based on the perceived risk in
that community. We would like to use volunteers to represent us at those events that we
are currently unable to attend. The role requires a confident speaker who is able to
communicate clearly. Someone who is able to represent the brigade in a professional
manner.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Location Promoter
Contact Steve Beard Telephone 07887 830214 Email beards@rbfrs.co.uk
We want to target the more vulnerable people in society when promoting our Home Fire
Safety Check programme. Volunteers help us to do this by approaching members of the
public in hospital waiting rooms cafes or other suitable locations and offering them the
service. The role requires a confident speaker who is able to communicate quickly and
clearly. The role also requires a degree of sensitivity and good judgement of when and when
not to engage with someone. In addition there will be opportunities to attend events as a
representative of RBFRS across the county.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Older Persons Advocate
Contact Steve Beard Telephone 07887 830214 Email beards@rbfrs.co.uk
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RBFRS wants to target the more vulnerable in society with our fire prevention services in
particular our free Home Fire Safety Check service. We want to work with our partners such
as Age UK to try to reach those who are vulnerable due to age. The volunteer would find out
about and visit lunch clubs and other community services aimed at the elderly and promote
our services to the service users. The volunteer would be required to deliver a very short
presentation about the service before talking to clients one on one. You will be asked to
attend a series of lunch clubs. Use the internet notice boards and local information sources
to seek out and record all the older peoples services in your area. Keep a record of the clubs
that you have visited including location meeting times and contact details. Chat to
attendees about fire safety checks and sign up anyone whos interested. Learn about what
other services are available for older people. Act as older persons representative to RBFRS.
Work with Fire Brigade Staff Work with partner organisations. Volunteers representing the
service will be asked to wear RBFRS branded clothing. Full training and experience given
and support provided as required.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Elderly]

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service: Outreach Driver
Contact Steve Beard Telephone 07887 830214 Email beards@rbfrs.co.uk
Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service RBFRS has a duty to inform the public about fire
safety knowledge to help them prevent fires occurring within their own homes. In order to
reach the people most at risk we often take this message to key locations. One of the ways
we deliver our message is via a large outreach vehicle which can be taken to an outside
location and used as an exhibition stand. The vehicle is approximately the size of a fire
engine but more akin to a large camper van in appearance. It can be opened up to reveal a
range of educational resources including an IT capacity. We are looking for volunteers to
drive and operate this vehicle with our staff and other partners so that we can maximise the
use of this excellent resource. You would require a C1 category on your licence and
experience of driving similar vehicles.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Royal British Legion - Datchet: Branch Treasurer
Contact Caroline Banks Telephone Email datchet.treasurer@rbl.community
Would you like to support the Armed Forces?
Our branch was formed in 1924 and needs volunteers to help us carry on for the next 95
years.
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We are looking for someone interested in figures but no financial qualifications are required
although basic bookkeeping skills would be of help.
You would provide support to the branch committee on financial matters maintain records
for the bank account and report back to the committee on a monthly basis.
Training can be provided by the Royal British Legion and you would gain experience with online accounting software.
This position is also a committee member and trustee and there is a requirement to join the
Royal British Legion.
[Windsor Older People]

Samaritans of Bracknell Wokingham Ascot and Districts:
Treasurer
Contact Alan Simmons Telephone 07831260999 Email simmonsad@me.com
As a self funding branch we are affiliated to Samaritans national organisation. We have
approximately 100 volunteers who respond to persons who are in distress or despair and
those who may be suicdal. We respond by telephone email SMS and in face to face
meetings. We are looking to replace our current Treasurer who is stepping down for
personal reasons although she is staying with the branch. The role involves banking
preparation of monthly accounts annual accounts for audit and other Chrity related issues.
[RBWM CYP]

Samaritans: Admin Assistant
Contact Laura Telephone 01753 575254 Email slough@samaritans.org
To help our Outreach Director contacting local schools and other organisations to help us
take Samaritans work into the community. Hours are flexible and approx 3-4 hrs per week.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

Samaritans: Fundraiser
Contact Laura Telephone 01753 575254 Email slough@samaritans.org
To organise and co-ordinate fundraising activities. To investigate sources of funds from
various places including grant giving Trusts.
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[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Samaritans: IT Support Assistant
Contact Laura Telephone 01753 575254 Email slough@samaritans.org
We are looking for a person who has a good understanding of Windows 7 maintenance and
administration and basic networking knowledge. Training in Samaritans systems and
protocols can be given.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Samaritans: Listen Volunteer
Contact Laura Telephone 01753575254 Email slough@samaritans.org
To provide confidential emotional support for people experiencing feelings of distress and
despair including those that might lead to suicide. Providing support by telephone email text
or face to face. Full training given.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Satro: Constructive Steps Mentor for GCSE students
Contact Jessica Richardson Telephone 07736067673 Email jessica.richardson@satro.org.uk
Constructive Steps mentoring is a unique and highly effective programme with Volunteer
Mentors from various Industries working with students from year 10 into year 12 providing
support and guidance to bridge the tricky gap between school and college on a 1-1 basis.
You meet your student at their school in the Maidenhead area every 2-3 weeks during term
time for around 1 hour. You will be fully supported by Satro a charitable organisation that
has been running mentoring for many years. All you need is a passion to guide a young
person at risk of dis-engaging as they move through the last few years of school. We are
currently particularly interested in Volunteers with knowledge of the Construction Industry.
[Maidenhead Weekday CYP]

Save the Children: Campaign Champion
Contact Robin Roberts Telephone 07464 483507 Email robinroberts@hotmail.co.uk
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Save the Children has made enormous progress for children in the UK and around the world
and we want to continue increasing childrens life chances. As a Campaign Champion you
will be involved in a wide range of exciting activities. From approaching your MP to working
with local groups arranging publicity stunts to publicising them through the media - there
really will never be a dull moment. So if you want a truly rewarding role where you get to
encourage the decision makers of the country to sit up and listen Campaign Champion could
be the perfect role for you. To be effective you need about a day a month and volunteer for
at least 6 months. This is such a great role for anyone wanting to volunteer in the evenings
or weekends at a time to suit them. For more information on Save the Children please visit
www.savethechildren.org.uk
[Maidenhead CYP]

Save the Children: Campaign Champion International
Development
Contact Fiona Tan Telephone +44 (0) 203 763 0593 Email f.tan@savethechildren.org.uk
Tired of hearing overseas development being attacked in the media? Proud of the life-saving
programmes that help children thrive? Want to speak out but not sure how you can make a
difference? Join us!
Look no further. We’re building a team of people like you who care about the power of UK
aid the life-changing international development programmes that are funded by the British
taxpayer. Campaign Champions work in their local communities to raise awareness of the
issues affecting children around the world and take action to ensure politicians act in their
interests.
Find out more about the role here:
https: volunteer.savethechildren.org.uk opportunities 3730-campaign-championinternational-development-windsor-2019-04-30

Save the Children: Event Manager
Contact Robin Roberts Telephone 07464 483507 Email robinroberts@hotmail.co.uk
Event Managers are part of the local community where the fundraising events they organise
are very important to the work of Save the Children not just for the money they raise but
because they enhance awareness of the work of Save the Children and help encourage
others to get involved. You will be finding opportunities for fundraising events organising at
least one event a year linking in with your local branch group community and helping out
with their events. You will need enthusiasm imagination to make fundraising events
interesting and good organisation skills. Full training and support is given. Reasonable out of
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pocket expenses e.g. travel are paid. For more information on Save the Children please visit
www.savethechildren.org.uk
[Maidenhead Windsor CYP]

Save the Children: Speaker
Contact Robin Roberts Telephone 07464 483507 Email robinroberts@hotmail.co.uk
We are looking for public speakers to raise awareness of the issues affecting children in the
UK and around the world. You can really help to bring about change by telling others about
our work and inspiring new people to support us. You can make this happen by organising
and giving talks in your local community. Sometimes these will be specific requests like a
club asking for a talk about an emergency appeal or a school wanting a talk on life in a
refugee camp. But you will also be making the contacts locally to offer talks to groups – both
children and adults. The role can fit in around your other commitments. We would like you
to aim for about one talk a month. If you are over 18 can really communicate enthusiasm
and can commit to at least 6 months this could be the role for you. For more information on
Save the Children please visit www.savethechildren.org.uk
[RBWM CYP]

seAp: Administrative and Research Assistant
Contact Jenny Lewis Telephone 0300 343 5734 Email jenny.lewis@seap.org.uk
Are you looking for further administrative experience or further experience with Microsoft
packages or doing research on a specific project? We need someone to do any of the
following: create a newsletter for volunteers and supporters add to our spreadsheet with
contact details update our information sheets posters and leaflets research barriers to any
particular group in the community accessing health services and advocacy. The post
involves one to two half days a week in our Windsor office giving administrative support and
helping publicise our advocacy services. Our normal office hours are Monday - Friday 9am to
5pm. We are looking for enthusiastic capable volunteers to join our team and especially
welcome those who have themselves used health or social care services and wish to be part
of a charity making sure that peoples voices are heard about the services they are
receiving.
[Windsor Weekday Health]

Sebastian s Action Trust: Befriender
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Contact Louise Lee Telephone 01344 622500 Email louisel@sebastiansactiontrust.org
Can you spare some time to be a friendly face for our supported families? We need
volunteer befrienders to work alongside our family outreach team. As a befriender the
support you might offer could range from a chat over a cup of tea or helping out with
shopping to accompanying families of seriously-ill children to Trust events.
Our Outreach Workers offer a service in the family home and local community which is
flexible yet tailored to the needs of each family member including the parents siblings
grandparents and other significant carers. We need your help in order for us to continue to
always be there for our families.
We are currently supporting over 100 families across Berkshire.
Can you commit regular time to a supported family near you? This can be anything from two
hours a week to a day or two a month or ad hoc events. We would like to be able to offer
support across three areas:
Practical Support: transport shopping collecting prescriptions dog walking light
housework gardening etc.
Social Support: helping families get out into the community supporting siblings home work and play accompanying families to events and appointments.
Emotional Support: listening and talking to all members of the family.
Full training will be provided. Volunteers must be 18+ have access to their own
vehicle and undergo a DBS check.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend CYP]

Sebastians Action Trust: Volunteer Befriender
Contact Louise Lee Telephone 01753 379380 Email louisel@sebastiansactiontrust.org
Our mission and vision is to support families of seriously ill children from diagnosis through
treatment and beyond by listening and responding to their unmet needs. Providing support:
To offer emotional social and practical support for children with life threatening or life
limiting illnesses and their families. We understand that every familys situation is unique
and we look to meet their individual needs by giving meaningful assistance at critical times.
We are looking to recruit volunteer befrienders to work alongside our family outreach team
who can spare time to be a friendly face for our supported families. As a befriender the
support you might offer could range from a chat over a cup of tea or helping out with
shopping to accompanying families of seriously ill children to Trust events. Our Family
Support Workers offer a service in the family home and local community which is flexible
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yet tailored to the needs of each family member including the parents siblings grandparents
and other significant carers. We need your help in order for us to continue to always be
there for our families. We are currently supporting over 400 families across five counties.
Can you commit regular time to a supported family near you? This can be anything from two
hours a week to a day or two a month or ad hoc events. We would like to be able to offer
support across three areas: Practical Support: transport shopping collecting prescriptions
dog walking light housework gardening etc. Social Support: helping families get out into the
community supporting siblings - home work and play accompanying families to events and
appointments.Emotional Support: listening and talking to all members of the family. We are
looking to support our families in every aspect of Practical Emotional and Social Support.
Our befrienders will need to be able to commit to regular contact with a specific family on
an agreed basis once training has been provided and the relevant DBS checks have been
completed. This support can take the form in many different aspects as listed above in the
description. Practical Considerations: We do not require Befrienders to have any specific
training or qualifications. Applications will be welcome from those with previous care social
work and therapy experience. We would like our Befrienders to be able to drive and have
access to a car to enable maximum support to be given to a family.
[RBWM Weekday CYP Health]

Sebastians Action Trust: Volunteer Driver
Contact Louise Lee Telephone 01344 622500 Email louisel@sebastiansactiontrust.org
Sebastians Action Trust requires volunteers in the counties of Surrey Berkshire Hampshire
who are able to drive our families to local or central London hospitals for appointments. A
vehicle will be provided where necessary.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP]

Shaw Trust: Customer Service Assistant
Contact Gemma McGrath Telephone 0300 2472222 Email volunteers@shaw-trust.org.uk
As a volunteer customer service assistant you will help ensure Shaw Trust customers
receive a warm welcome in our shop. Shaw Trust is a national charity that transforms lives
by helping disadvantaged people to gain confidence find a job gain skills and take control of
their futures. You will use your communication and team working skills to support the shop
management team and help Shaw Trust deliver a successful community business that raises
much needed funds for the charity. You will help with customer queries operate the till sort
through donations replenish stock price garments and get involved in creating eye catching
window displays. Are you excellent with people? Do you have a flair for visual
merchandising? Are you passionate about helping others? Then this could be the ideal role
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for you. We are looking for volunteers who can ensure a high level of customer service and
work as part of a team and create a friendly atmosphere in store. You will have basic
numeracy skills and be reliable and trustworthy. Ideally you will also have knowledge of the
retail or charity sector. A commitment to helping vulnerable people and supporting our
cause is essential.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Health]

Shaw Trust: Retail Assistant
Contact Gemma McGrath Telephone 0300 2472222 Email volunteers@shaw-trust.org.uk
As a volunteer retail assistant you will work behind the scenes in the stock room or engage
directly with customers in Shaw Trusts charity shop. Shaw Trust is a national charity that
transforms lives by helping disadvantaged people to gain confidence find a job gain skills
and take control of their futures. You will use your communication and organisational skills
to help Shaw Trust deliver a successful community business that raises much needed funds
for the charity. You will find hidden gems in our donated stock steam and price garments
replenish stock or serve customers. Do you love getting things organised? Are you good
with people? Do you have an eye for detail? Then this could be the ideal role for you. We are
looking for volunteers wanting to gain experience and learn new skills. You will be helpful
reliable and trustworthy able to work well independently and as part of a team to create a
friendly atmosphere in store. A commitment to helping vulnerable people and supporting
our cause is essential.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Health]

Shaw Trust: Retail Supervisor
Contact Gemma McGrath Telephone 0300 2472222 Email volunteers@shaw-trust.org.uk
As a volunteer retail supervisor you will support the day to day running of a Shaw Trust
charity shop. Shaw Trust is a national charity that transforms lives by helping disadvantaged
people to gain confidence find a job gain skills and take control of their futures.You will use
your strong communication and organisational skills to support the shop management team
and help Shaw Trust deliver a successful business that raises much needed funds for the
charity and offer work experience opportunities to the local community. You will be
encouraged to lead on projects and you may also be asked to provide cover when the
manager is absent from the shop. Are you excellent with people? Do you love getting things
organised? Are you a natural leader? Then this could be the ideal role for you. We are
looking for volunteers who can ensure a high level of customer service and work as part of a
team to create a friendly atmosphere in store. You will have knowledge of the retail or
charity sector including experience of cash handling. Ideally you will have previous
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supervisory or management experience and be willing to share your skills and experience
with fellow volunteers as required. A commitment to helping vulnerable people and
supporting our cause is essential.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Health]

Singing for Lung Health: Group Assistant
Contact Tara Chapman Telephone 07762527472 Email sflhtch@gmail.com
Weekly on Wednesdays at 4 Marlow Road from 1pm-3pm. The group provides weekly
singing sessions for people with chronic lung disease to help them better self-manage their
chronic lung conditions by teaching better breathing correcting postural tension building
stamina and having fun whilst meeting people with similar conditions. We are seeking
someone who is very friendly to chat with our members and ideally someone who is
confident using their singing voice and holding a tune as it can be very useful if someone
sings strongly when we are in parts. Even better if you are a chord instrumentalist as it
allows for the group leader to engage with the participants rather than being behind a
keyboard. You would also support with setting up and packing away for the sessions. Our
volunteers so far have been incredibly enthusiastic and are invaluable to the running of the
group. We have had students who are of 6th form age which has been great for CVs and we
have provided references for universities and DofE. There could also be the opportunity for
support in fundraising if they wanted.
[Maidenhead Weekday Health Elderly]

South Central Ambulance Charity: Car Driver
Contact Louise Edmonds Telephone 01869365000 Email volunteer@sca-charity-org.uk
The SCAS Charity exists to raise funds to help your local ambulance service help you. You
can see the website at www.sca-charity.org.uk Did you know that Volunteer Car Drivers are
responsible for nearly 50 000 of the 545 000 journeys undertaken by the Non-Emergency
Patient Transport Service? We currently have 97 VCDs across Oxfordshire Buckinghamshire
Berkshire and Hampshire but need more. What it entails: Our fleet of volunteer drivers take
patients to and from scheduled medical appointments – supporting them their communities
and the NHS in the process. You will be a reassuring and familiar face to those who need
transport in the short and long term. Using your own car you can choose regular hours – and
we will reimburse you for your mileage costs. Common jobs take from care home to hospital
radiotherapy appointments. Travel expenses can be claimed. You need to have a
presentable car less than 7 years’ old and in excellent working order a clean driving licence
be community-minded warm hearted and patient.
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[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health Elderly]

South Central Ambulance Charity: Charity Volunteer
Contact Louise Edmonds Telephone 01869 365000 Email volunteer@sca-charity-org.uk
The SCAS Charity exists to raise funds to help your local ambulance service help you. You
can see the website at www.sca-charity.org.uk We know that you might not want to be on
the front line as a Community First Responder or as a Volunteer Car Driver. But you can still
help. We also need volunteers to join our team of supporters: to help spread awareness of
our work and raise the funds to help us deliver it. Perhaps you have an hour or two to spare
working at our HQs or out in the community distributing collection boxes or helping us with
our events. You might be great at public speaking and become an Ambassador for our cause
or lend the Charity some of your time using your other professional skills successfully
convey the work we do to members of the public potential and existing volunteers simply
working with our other volunteers at locations convenient to you or at our HQs in Bicester
and Otterbourne. This may include spreading the word at one of the many events over the
four counties we serve office admin or professional services. Variety of skills that you may
have but not all essential public speaking networking good communication skills positive
attitude admin skills etc.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health Elderly]

South Central Ambulance Charity: Community First Responder
CFR
Contact Louise Edmonds Telephone 01869365000 Email volunteer@sca-charity-org.uk
Could you volunteer to save a life! CFRs provide life saving first aid in the crucial minutes
before an ambulance arrives and we’re looking for more people who want to experience the
ultimate in community volunteering. We’re looking for people of all ages backgrounds and
walks of life. You will often be first at the scene offering life-saving treatment whilst the
ambulance is on its way. You will be there to comfort the patient and provide information
and reassurance. You will have an appetite for the unexpected and the level headedness
required to make instant decisions. You will not normally need to travel more than five miles
from where you live or work and by arriving quickly you will increase survival chances. You
can choose exactly which hours you wish to volunteer and will receive first-class training
skills which you can use for life on how to use an automated defibrillator AED basic airway
management and oxygen therapy and cardiopulmonary resuscitation CPR .
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health Elderly]
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Sport in Mind: Badminton Volunteers
Contact Laura Brooks Telephone 07341 267740 Email laura.brooks@sportinmind.org
Have fun and support peoples wellbeing through Friday Badminton. Sport in Mind provides
sports and physical activities for those experiencing mental health problems. We are
currently looking for volunteers to help with our badminton sessions from 12pm -1pm every
Friday at Magnet Leisure Centre Maidenhead. If you are able to play Badminton and are
willing to support our coach by volunteering at our session then please get in touch.
Volunteers are a key part of our sessions supporting encouraging the group and joining in
with activities making the sessions enjoyable for all. An understanding of how sport and
physical activity can have a positive impact on mental health would be helpful we can
support you with the rest!
[Maidenhead Weekday Health Outdoors]

Sport in Mind: Football Volunteers
Contact Laura Brooks Telephone 07341 267740 Email laura.brooks@sportinmind.org
Have fun and support peoples wellbeing through Wednesday Football. Sport in Mind
provides sports and physical activities for those experiencing mental health problems. We
are currently looking for volunteers to help with our football sessions from 2pm - 3pm every
Thursday at Braywick Park Maidenhead. If you are able to play football and are willing to
support our coach by volunteering at our session then please get in touch. Volunteers are a
key part of our sessions supporting encouraging the group and joining in with activities
making the sessions enjoyable for all. An understanding of how sport and physical activity
can have a positive impact on mental health would be helpful we can support you with the
rest!
[Maidenhead Weekday Health Outdoors]

Sport in Mind: Table Tennis Volunteers
Contact Laura Brooks Telephone 07341 267740 Email laura.brooks@sportinmind.org
Have fun and support peoples wellbeing through Friday Table Tennis. Sport in Mind provides
sports and physical activities for those experiencing mental health problems. We are
currently looking for volunteers to help with our Table Tennis sessions from 12pm - 1pm
every Friday at Magnet Leisure Centre Maidenhead. If you are able to play Table Tennis and
are willing to support our coach by volunteering at our session then please get in touch.
Volunteers are a key part of our sessions supporting encouraging the group and joining in
with activities making the sessions enjoyable for all. An understanding of how sport and
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physical activity can have a positive impact on mental health would be helpful we can
support you with the rest!
[Maidenhead Weekday Health Outdoors]

SportsAble: Bar and Facilities Volunteer
Contact Joe Telephone 01628 627690 Email
Based in Berkshire the award winning SportsAble specialises in disability sport offering a
mix of weekly fun sports and serious training sessions for national international and
Paralympic competitions. Passionate about accessibility each sport has its own adapted
equipment such as fully equipped indoor archery and air weapons shooting range with
technology to assist visually impaired shooters wheelchair accessible table tennis tables
wheelchair accessible golf buggies ball and stone ramps for boccia and kurling plus many
adapted pieces of kit for field athletics. For just £75 a year members can take part in over
12 different sports and activities including archery boccia canoe and kayaking new age
kurling golf table tennis ten pin bowling pool wheelchair basketball swimming and more.
The award-winning SportsAble has a membership of 450+ and is made up of athletes and
their families volunteers coaches and supporters. SportsAble embers have represented
Great Britain in Paralympic squads 49 times over the last 42 years. Many medalled
Paralympians such as expert archer Kathy Critchlow-Smith still train and coach at the centre
on a regular basis. Role Description We are building a small team of volunteers to
specifically support our bar and social areas within the club. • To maintain and assist in bar
duties at the club mainly on evenings and weekends and to assist with bar cleaning and restocking • Interact with customers take orders and serve snacks and drinks • Assist with the
set up and or breakdown of equipment of any functions or sports sessions that will be
running • Some manual handling of beer crates tables will be necessary • General facility
duties • May be required to lock building down securely after a nights’ work About you… •
Possess good communication skills be enthusiastic have a positive attitude to work and the
ability to work well in a team • Must be at least 18 years of age • Live within a reasonable
travelling distance of the club • Customer service experience would be helpful as would any
bar experience • Knowledge previous experience working with people with physical and
sensorial disabilities not required but would be an advantage

SportsAble: Fundraising Trustee Volunteer
Contact John Jenkins Telephone 01628 627690 Email
FUNDRAISING TRUSTEE VOLUNTEER Role Purpose: To act on the SportsAble Board of
Trustees with a specific brief to oversee charitable fundraising activities as well as to
provide general advice and guidance to the Board. This is a part-time voluntary role with a
requirement of approximately 3-4 days per month. Introduction SportsAble is guided by its
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maxim of ‘fun friendship and opportunity’. We are a growing organisation which delivers lifechanging benefits to its membership. SportsAble is undergoing a transition from a small
local Charity which started in 1975 as WAMDSAD and with an operating area within the
Royal Borough of Windsor Maidenhead to what it is today - as SportsAble a highly active
organisation operating throughout Berkshire and the adjoining counties. SportsAble aspires
to further operate throughout the Thames Valley and across Southern England and develop
a brand that is recognised nationally. The Board of Trustees now need to develop its
business skills capabilities and resources in line with this growth. There is an urgent need
now to re-energise the existing Fundraising Committee with new ideas and fresh faces to
help the Club substantially grow its charitable income. SportsAble views this as a high
priority high visibility task which needs to be undertaken by a Trustee with a specific
fundraising brief – hence this role. Main Responsibilities:  To be actively involved in the
fundraising activities of the Club specifically Chairing the Fundraising Committee with an
aim of introducing new blood to the group to enable it to successfully undertake highrevenue fundraising projects  To act as a Trustee of the Charity adhering to all the
requirements and governance of the position as determined by Charity Law and the
Charities Commission  To attend Board meetings as arranged  To advise and input to the
various matters as dealt with by The Charity  To be prepared to undertake ownership of
one or more than one area of activity or project of SportsAble’s operation reporting as
appropriate to the Board on such matters  As necessary to liaise with the Enterprise Board
staff and members of SportsAble in order to fulfil the requirements of the Board and any
project tasks  To act as an ambassador for SportsAble promoting The Charity in a positive
light and ‘opening doors’ for SportsAble benefit as appropriate Person Specification  A
responsible individual mat

SportsAble: Volunteer Driver
Contact Joe Telephone 01628 627690 Email
Volunteer Driver About us... Based in Berkshire the award winning SportsAble specialises in
disability sport offering a mix of weekly fun sports and serious training sessions for national
international and Paralympic competitions. Passionate about accessibility each sport has its
own adapted equipment such as fully equipped indoor archery and air weapons shooting
range with technology to assist visually impaired shooters wheelchair accessible table
tennis tables wheelchair accessible golf buggies ball and stone ramps for boccia and kurling
plus many adapted pieces of kit for field athletics. For just £75 a year members can take
part in over 12 different sports and activities including archery boccia canoe and kayaking
new age kurling golf table tennis ten pin bowling pool wheelchair basketball swimming and
more. The award-winning SportsAble has a membership of 450+ and is made up of athletes
and their families volunteers coaches and supporters. SportsAble embers have represented
Great Britain in Paralympic squads 49 times over the last 42 years. Many medalled
Paralympians such as expert archer Kathy Critchlow-Smith still train and coach at the centre
on a regular basis. Role Description We are looking for Volunteer Drivers to join our friendly
team and assist at the following times:  Golf Run mostly Wednesdays  Amputee Clinic run
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mostly Wednesdays  Street Collections Mondays Saturdays  Community Fayre’s mostly on
weekends About you...  You will have an ordinary clean license  Enjoy working with people
with physical and sensorial disabilities  Be physically fit and have the ability to assist
members if and when required All volunteer drivers will receive a free one day course in
passenger handling and minibus driving at the end of which they will receive a MIDAS
certificate which is valid for four years. Please apply by email or Speak to Joe on 01628
627690 for a confidential chat.

SportsAble: Weekend Caretaker Volunteer
Contact Joe Telephone 01628 627690 Email
Weekend Caretaker Volunteer About us... Based in Berkshire the award winning SportsAble
specialises in disability sport offering a mix of weekly fun sports and serious training
sessions for national international and Paralympic competitions. Passionate about
accessibility each sport has its own adapted equipment such as fully equipped indoor
archery and air weapons shooting range with technology to assist visually impaired shooters
wheelchair accessible table tennis tables wheelchair accessible golf buggies ball and stone
ramps for boccia and kurling plus many adapted pieces of kit for field athletics. For just £75
a year members can take part in over 12 different sports and activities including archery
boccia canoe and kayaking new age kurling golf table tennis ten pin bowling pool wheelchair
basketball swimming and more. The award-winning SportsAble has a membership of 450+
and is made up of athletes and their families volunteers coaches and supporters. SportsAble
embers have represented Great Britain in Paralympic squads 49 times over the last 42
years. Many medalled Paralympians such as expert archer Kathy Critchlow-Smith still train
and coach at the centre on a regular basis. Role Description SportsAble is developing a
Caretaker Team to manage facilities on a weekend. • To be the Duty Manager while on shift
for the Reception and Sports facilities on a Saturday or a Sunday and on a rotational basis
will unlock and lock the building • Responsible for organising and delivering projects and
events in conjunction with a range of colleagues with a focus on engaging inactive people in
sport and physical activity and profiling our services and facilities to a range of stakeholders
This role would suit a customer focussed volunteer who will engage with our members and
visitors and who would enjoy conversations and refreshments while on shift. About you... •
Enthusiastic and eager to develop your customer service skills and broaden your
responsibilities • Great customer care good organisation and good communication • Have
the ability to multitask whilst taking care of the wellbeing of our members • Live within
close proximity of the club • Enjoy working with people with physical and sensorial
disabilities • Physically fit and have the ability to assist members if and when required
Please apply by email or Speak to Joe on 01628 627690 for a confidential chat.

St John Ambulance: Area President Windsor
Contact Josephine Crabb - County President Telephone 07712 082556 Email
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jcrabb1@btinternet.com
Area President for St John Ambulance in Windsor to support the St John Ambulance
volunteer units and promote the organisation in Windsor. The appointment is for 3 years
and the successful candidate will receive First Aid Training and Public Relations Training.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Evenings]

St John Ambulance: Community Fundraiser
Contact Hayley Kenward Telephone 07837 903177 Email hayley.kenward@sja.org.uk
Become a Community Fundraiser By donating a few hours of your time you can help us save
lives without ever picking up a first aid kit. We’re looking for bright enthusiastic determined
individuals to join the fundraising team to help us deliver fundraising activities. You could be
involved with bucket collections pin badge sales or cheering on our amazing runners at
events. Maybe you could even organise your own community event to help raise awareness
and fund for St John Ambulance?
[RBWM Health Weekday]

Stroke Association: Befriender Peer Supporter
Contact Telephone 01344 306177 Email eastberkshire@stroke.org.uk
Befrienders and peer supporters offer support to stroke survivors and carers. In doing so
they help to reduce social isolation and build the confidence and self-esteem of the people
they support. Tasks may include: supporting people on a 1:1 basis according to their
individual needs either face to face on the phone online or in the community supporting
people to achieve personal goals supporting people to become more independent.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Stroke Association: Community Fundraiser - Volunteer
Contact Telephone 01344 306177 Email eastberkshire@stroke.org.uk
Could you join Team Stroke? Can you help us to fundraise to support Stroke Survivors and
fund vital research? Stroke Association is looking for individuals to help them conquer
stroke. Within your local community you will be representing Stroke Association by
attending events and cheque presentations managing collection boxes in shops organising
street store collections organising fundraising activities in support of Stroke Association
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campaigns such as Make May Purple and Give a Hand and Bake. The Community Fundraiser
role may be for you if you enjoy meeting members of your community and like organising
and taking part in fundraising events.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings Health]

Stroke Association: Stroke Ambassador
Contact Telephone 01344 306177 Email eastberkshire@stroke.org.uk
As a Stroke Ambassador you will be helping us raise awareness of stroke stroke prevention
and the Stroke Association in your local community. Tasks may include: developing and
delivering presentations or attending conferences events and exhitbitions to represent the
Stroke Association and stroke taking blood pressures at events to raise awareness of the
link between high blood pressure and stroke supporting campaigns locally feeding back any
potential opportunities for further fundraising volunteer support campaigning or other
support that Stroke Association staff can follow up.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Stroke Association: Stroke Group Supporter
Contact Telephone 01344 306177 Email eastberkshire@stroke.org.uk
Our groups play an important role in ensuing that stroke survivors do not become socially
isolated. They also help to build the confidence and self-esteem of the people who attend.
As a Stroke Group Supporter you will be part of a team who will assist in the running of
these groups. Tasks may include: assist staff and or committee members in arranging
activities for the group supporting people to take part in activities supporting staff and or
committee members to set-up and clear away venues meeting and greeting group members
preparing providing refreshments potentially helping with other tasks such as risk
assessments first aid and compiling feedback.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Swan Lifeline: Swan Rescue Centre Helpers
Contact Ginny James Telephone 10531 821904 Email enquiries@swanlifeline.org.uk
We need Volunteers to help in the Centre looking after rescued swans preparing feeds
cleaning out pens and general ground maintenance. We have been rescuing and treating
mute swans in the Thames Valley for 30 years. We operate from a purpose-built and
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recently renovated complex near the river at Eton. In addition to accommodation for a fulltime Swan Warden we have a well-equipped hospital unit including examination room and
indoor intensive care pens. Outdoors we have six large pens with ponds.
[Windsor Outdoors Sport Animals Weekday Weekend]

Swan Lifeline: Trustee
Contact Ginny James Telephone 10531 821904 Email vljames@onetel.com
Swan Lifeline is a charitable registered organisation No.1156995 that has been rescuing and
treating mute swans in the Thames Valley for 30 years. We operate from a purpose-built
and recently renovated complex near the river at Eton. In addition to accommodation for a
full-time Swan Warden we have a well-equipped hospital unit including examination room
and indoor intensive care pens. Outdoors we have six large pens with ponds. In our early
days when lead poisoning was a very serious issue along the Thames we were instrumental
in encouraging the use of non-lead angling weights. Today s problems for mute swans
include dog or fox attacks crash landings water pollution incidents territorial disputes and
fishing tackle injuries. The charity relies exclusively on donations from individuals groups
trusts companies local authorities etc. and our own fundraising events. There are currently
two members of staff and several volunteers that together rescue and look after the swans
in care. Swan Lifeline is governed by a deed of trust and management policies. There are
currently five trustees handling the various needs of the charity - treasurer fundraiser media
and communication and staff matters. The trustee who handles recruitment is about to
resign so it would be ideal to recruit someone with human resources interest and or
experience. But most important is that someone is interested in helping swans and
promoting a healthy environment for swans and other wildlife along the river.
[RBWM Outdoors]

Swan Support: Rescue Centre Volunteers
Contact Wendy Hermon Telephone 07968 868172 Email info@swansupport.org.uk
Volunteers needed to help care for rescued swans prepare feed clean out pens etc The aim
of the charity is to rescue sick and injured swans in and around the Thames Valley treat and
rehabilitate them and release them when the are fully recovered.
[Weekday Weekend Windsor Outdoors Sport Animals]

Taplow Brownies: Unit helper
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Contact Nina Heavyside Telephone 07980 068010 Email nina@heavyside.co.uk
We are looking to recruit an enthusiastic unit helper to join our thriving 1st Taplow Brownie
unit who meet on Thursday evenings in Taplow just off Institute Road. Brownies are age
7-10yrs and there are around 24 girls in the unit. They meet for 1 1 2hr a week to do craft
badges fundraising trips and a whole range of exciting activities. Training and support
given. Did you love being a Brownie or Guide and maybe have the time to get back
involved. Role will involve helping to plan and running the weekly meetings.
[Windsor Maidenhead Evenings CYP]

Thames Hospice - Driver
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848940 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
About the opportunity Transporting patients to and from the Hospice in Windsor is a vital
service that allows patients to access the help they need. Join the team as a Driver from
October 2020 and enable us to transport more patients to and from our brand new Hospice
services located by Bray Lake. You will be coordinated by a staff member to pick patients up
from homes up to 15 miles as the crow flies from the Hospice in Windsor. Patients will either
then spend a few hours with our Day Therapies or access outpatient appointments after
which you would return to take them home again. What are they looking for? • Empathy
respect and non-judgemental attitude • An ability to remain calm in situations and initiate
appropriate conversations with people attending the Community Therapy Unit • Flexibility in
approach • Full and Clear Driving License Practical Considerations • Full and Clear Driving
License • All volunteer roles will be required to undergo a satisfactory Disclosure and
Barring Enhanced Disclosure check before commencing volunteering role • All Drivers will
receive training including Manual Handling on a yearly basis
[Windsor]

Thames Hospice - Yoga Instructor
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848 940 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
The aim of our Day Therapy Service is to help our patients remain as independent as
possible. We offer a range of services to help build confidence and self-esteem to ensure our
patients maintain a good quality of life while managing their condition including through
therapeutic activities. In this role you will provide Yoga sessions for Day Therapy Patients at
our brand new Hospice by Bray Lake. The role includes planning and carrying out yoga
whilst ensuring you liaise and work with the Day Therapy Unit staff. You will need a full
qualification in instructing yoga plus insurance. Please don t hesitate to get in touch should
you have any questions at all. We are looking for volunteers to start with us in October
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2020.

Thames Hospice Champion
Contact Beth Carey Telephone 01753 848940 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
We are looking for Champions to represent Thames Hospice by giving talks to groups in the
local community and at cheque presentations. To support the fundraising team recruit more
supporters than ever before as we involve everyone in our local community in building a
new hospice that will meet the desperate need of families for care and support when a
loved one is living with a life limiting illness.
Main tasks
Assist Thames Hospice to launch a new appeal to build a new hospice by helping
us tell every local school rotary church temple etc. about our plans to build a new
hospice
Represent the Hospice at cheque presentations or local events on behalf of the
Charity and officially thanking donors and hosts for their support
Attend and present at meetings of community groups such as Rotarians Schools
and Churches to deliver a talk to inspire them to support the Hospice
Join and set up local fundraising groups
Identify and develop potential fundraising opportunities within local groups
Knowledge skills and abilities required
Passion for the Hospice and a good knowledge of the services we offer
Be outgoing and personable
Experience of public speaking
Have the ability to use your own initiative and work unsupervised
Enthusiastic and willing to get involved
Be reliable
Own car would be helpful
Special conditions
Over 18
The role is also subject to satisfactory references and a trial
period
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Thames Hospice: Bookings Line Administration Assistant Maidenhead Home store
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Contact Beth Carey Telephone 01753 848 940 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
Help the Thames Hospice Home store make as much money as possible to fund the Hospice
by providing administration support on the bookings line. The service enables local
residents who wish to donate pieces of furniture to book a collection to have the furniture
moved in one of our vans. Main tasks: Answering the bookings telephone line and speaking
to people who wish to donate their furniture using the calendar to arrange suitable times for
collection ensuring all information is correctly recorded including the collection address
other administration tasks as required.

Thames Hospice: Collection Box Coordinator
Contact Beth or Katherine Telephone 01753 848940 Email
katherine.leach@thameshospice.org.uk
Thames Hospice is the local charity for people living in East Berkshire and South
Buckinghamshire. They provide expert care to adults who have a life-limiting illness - and
their families and carers.
They are looking for somebody to fulfil their Collection Box Coordinator Role.
The main purpose of this role is to collect full collection boxes and return these to the
Hospice as well as finding new locations boxes can be placed. This role is based around your
local community with occasional travel to the Hospice and time commitment is flexible to fit
around your own schedule.
Visit https: thameshospice.org.uk volunteer for more information on their volunteering
roles or drop into one of Thames Hospice’s shops to complete an application form.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Outdoors Older People Health]

Thames Hospice: Collection Box Coordinator
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848945 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
Main Tasks. 1. Distributing up to 20 collection boxes to businesses of your choice in your
local area. 2. Telling these businesses a bit about the work that Thames Hospice does to
promote our services and maximise donations. 3. Visiting each establishment quarterly to
collect and replace the boxes. 4. Where possible forming a relationship with the businesses
where possible for future support raffle prizes events marketing etc . You should: 1. Have
great interpersonal skills. 2. Be reliable. 3. Be honest trustworthy. 4. Have a passion for
community engagement. You should be over 18. The role requires a satisfactory Enhanced
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Disclosure and Barring Service check which is repeated on a rolling 3 yearly basis. The role
is also subject to satisfactory references and a trial period.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Health Older People Outdoors]

Thames Hospice: eBay Assistant - Maidenhead
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848945 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
We have a fantastic team of volunteers at Thames Hospice and we d love for you to join us!
It costs £8 million per year to run the Hospice that s where our eBay Assistants play a
crucial part in enabling us to offer our services to patients and their families for free. eBay
Assistants help us to raise funds in our Online Sales Department by carrying out a variety of
interesting tasks. Volunteering is a fun and sociable way to put your skills to good use or
learn new skills all while making a massive difference to the lives of patients in your local
area. Tasks Include: 1. Researching and identifying appropriate items for sale on our eBay
store 2. Packing and posting customer parcels 3. Customer service skills including dealing
with questions and queries 4. Copy writing article descriptions 5. Creating listings on eBay 6.
Photography 7. Maintaining a clean and safe working environment 8. Working with other
teams on site including Bracknell store staff and volunteers. We get some really fascinating
and high end items donated so volunteering as a eBay Assistant is a real treasure hunt!

Thames Hospice: ebay Volunteer - Maidenhead Home Store
Contact Louise Jones Telephone 01753 848940 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
We have a fantastic team of volunteers at Thames Hospice and we d love for you to join us!
It costs £8 million per year to run the Hospice that s where our Ebay Assistants play a
crucial part in enabling us to offer our services to patients and their families for free.
Ebay Assistants help us to raise funds in our Online Sales Department by carrying out a
variety of interesting tasks. Volunteering is a fun and sociable way to put your skills to good
use or learn new skills all while making a massive difference to the lives of patients in your
local area.
Tasks Include:
1. Researching and identifying appropriate items for sale on our e-bay store
2. Packing and posting customer parcels
3. Customer service skills including dealing with questions and queries
4.
5.
6.
7.

Copy writing article descriptions
Creating listings on eBay
Photography
Maintaining a clean and safe working environment
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8. Working with other teams on site including Distribution Centre and Home store staff and
volunteers.
We get some really fascinating and high end items donated so volunteering as a Ebay
Assistant is a real treasure hunt!

Thames Hospice: Retail Assistant - Windsor
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848945 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
Join us in our shop in Windsor town centre as a Retail Assistant and help raise funds for your
local Hospice. Joining our Vintage and Retro shop we now have extended to the next shop
and opened a contemporary boutique. We re looking for volunteers to help serving
customers on the till sorting donations and preparing them for sale stocking the rails and
creating interesting window displays. Shifts are flexible to suit your availability.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Retail]

Thames Hospice: Retail Assistant - Maidenhead
Contact Jennifer Bird Telephone 01753 848945 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
We have a fantastic team of volunteers at Thames Hospice and we would love for you to join
us. This is an exciting opportunity to be involved in the our new Maidenhead shop which
opened earlier this year. It costs £7 million per year to run the Hospice that is where our
Retail Assistants play a crucial part in enabling us to offer our services to patients and their
families for free. Retail Assistants help us to raise funds in our shops by carrying out a
variety of interesting tasks. Volunteering is a fun and sociable way to put your skills to good
use or learn new skills all while making a massive difference to the lives of patients in your
local area. Tasks include: Talking to customers and making them feel welcome in the shop
Advising and helping customers as they browse Receive sort price and prepare for sale
donated and new bought-in-goods Operating the till and dealing with various types of
payment Answering customer enquiries Keeping an eye on the security of the shop Maintain
a clean and safe working environment Promote Gift Aid the Hospice Lottery and other
incentives. Practical skills knowledge and abilities: Good communication and interpersonal
skills The ability to get along with people and work as part of a team Basic numeracy skills.
Practical Considerations: You must be over the age of 16 and have finished secondary
school education
[Weekday Weekend]

Thames Hospice: Retail Assistants
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Contact Louise Jones Telephone 01753 848945 Email volunteers@thameshospice.org.uk
We have a fantastic team of volunteers at Thames Hospice and we d love for you to join us!
It costs 8 million pounds per year to run the Hospice that s where our Retail Assistants play
a crucial part in enabling us to offer our services to patients and their families for free. Retail
Assistants help us to raise funds in our shops by carrying out a variety of interesting tasks.
Volunteering is a fun and sociable to put your skills to good use or learn new skills all while
making a massive difference to the lives of patients in your local area. We currently have 22
shops: Old Amersham Binfield Blackwater Bracknell Camberley Caversham Crowthorne
Dedworth Henley-on-Thames Farnham Common Gerrards Cross Langley Maidenhead
Maidenhead Home store Sandhurst Sunninghill Windsor Vintage Retro - Uxbridge
Wokingham Woodley. Tasks include: 1. Talking to customers and making them feel welcome
in the shop. 2. Advising and helping customers as they browse. 3. Receive sort price and
prepare for sale donated and new bought-in-goods. 4. Operating the till and dealing with
various types of payment. 5. Answering customer enquiries. 6. Keeping an eye on the
security of the shop. 7. Maintain a clean and safe working environment. 8. Promote Gift Aid
the Hospice Lottery and other incentives. You should: 1. Be interested in the work of
Thames Hospice. 2. Have good communication and interpersonal skills. 3. Have the ability
to get along with people and work as part of a team. 4. Have basic numeracy skills. You
must be over the age of 16 and have finished secondary school education. {Windsor Ascot
Maidenhead Weekday Weekend]

Thames Valley Police: MAPPA Lay Adviser
Contact MAPPA Coordinator Telephone 01865 541163 Email
CentralMappaUnit@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
This is an opportunity to make a real contribution to Public Protection within your
community and gain significant experience of multi-agency working at an operational and
strategic level. We are seeking applicants with a strong sense of community positive value
base and an open mind to act as a ‘critical friend’ within MAPPA and support wider
governance of these arrangements within Thames Valley. These arrangements are designed
to protect the public including previous victims of crime from serious harm by sexual and
violent offenders. Lay Advisors act as informed observers and as posers of questions that
the professionals closely involved in the work might not necessarily think of asking.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Thames Valley Police: Police Information Point Volunteer
Contact John Bramhall Telephone 0118 9536412 Email
john.bramhall@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
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Be the public face of Ascot Police Station dealing with lost property advising members of the
public on policing matters and being involved with crime reduction initiatives in the area.
Join a team of volunteers who are keen to benefit the community of Ascot. Good customer
service skills required.
[Ascot Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Thames Valley Positive Support TVPS : Volunteer Mentor
Contact Jessica French Telephone 01628 603400 Email office@tvps.org.uk
Volunteers support long term diagnosed HIV positive people to reduce their isolation and
the stigma that surrounds HIV.
Volunteer Mentors support people who have lived with HIV for a number of years. The
mentor will help broaden the lives of long term diagnosed person helping them learn a new
skill attending a class or course together helping them speak out about the things they do
or don’t like in their communities or even just lending an ear for a chat over a cup of tea.
The volunteer mentor will in turn learn about what’s it like to live with HIV reducing the
stigma that surrounds the virus.
If you have an hour to spare a week and would like to work with someone who is HIV
positive to unlock their potential and together change the stigma that is still associated with
HIV then please get in touch. Volunteer mentors need to be over 18 will be given full
training and DBS check will be provided ongoing support and supervision guaranteed – we
believe that our volunteers should gain as much from their role as the person they are
supporting.
[RBWM Health]

Thames Valley Positive Support: Administration Volunteer
Contact Sarah Macadam Telephone 01628 603400 Email office@tvps.org.uk
We are seeking volunteers to assist with administration for our busy centre providing vital
support ensuring they have the time and resources to continue supporting people living with
HIV Aids and for their families.
[Weekday]

The Advocacy People: Administrative and Research Assistant
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Contact Claire Wilson Telephone 07711 179 657 Email
claire.wilson@theadvocacypeople.org.uk
Are you looking for further administrative experience?
Do you want to use your administrative and other skills to support seAp in empowering
people to “have their say” about the support and services they need?
We need enthusiastic reliable people to do any of the following:
Produce a regular newsletter for our volunteers and supporters
Collate information about our publicity networking and contacts made
Research barriers any particular group in the community finds in accessing health
services and advocacy and collect feedback about our service
Update our display boards about Advocacy which we take to events
Check the new referrals on our database and contact referrers as necessary for
further details and consent forms
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
The post is largely home-based – except for meetings training and catch-ups - the
work can also be part-based in our office in Windsor. We need people able to
commit half to two days a week for a minimum of six months. Reasonable travel
expenses are paid. You would need to have a computer and internet at home or
easy access to it elsewhere.
We are looking for enthusiastic capable volunteers to join our team and especially
welcome those who have themselves experienced health or social care services.
[Windsor Weekday Health]

The Autism Group: Club Volunteer one Saturday per month
working with YP with ASD
Contact Becky Peates Telephone 07423 636339 Email people@theautismgroup.org.uk
If you would like to help a young person with Autism to join in activities at a Special Interest
Group then you would be an ideal volunteer for us. We run Special Interest Groups for young
people on the Autistic Spectrum to offer them opportunities to socialise and to develop their
social skills using their shared special interest as a starting point. Volunteers help us to
make the club enjoyable for participants by providing a calm safe environment with
interesting activities. Volunteers help us to develop the confidence and social skills of the
participants by encouraging and supporting them to participate in the activities and have
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fun. In practical terms this means helping to set up and pack away a equipment required for
the session helping with provision of refreshments and offering support to attendees to
participate and have fun even joining in the activities with them if required.
[Maidenhead Weekend CYP]

The Autism Group: Special Interest Group Volunteer - Console
Gaming GAP
Contact Becky Peates Telephone 07943 551437 Email people@theautismgroup.org.uk
We are seeking people who make caring reliable and understanding volunteers for our
group of young people on the autism spectrum. Perhaps you enjoy Gaming and would like to
share your passion with a young person. Or perhaps you want to help one of our attendees
find their special interest.
If you would like to help a young person with Autism to join in then you would be an ideal
volunteer for us. We run Special Interest Groups for young people on the Autistic Spectrum
to offer them opportunities to socialise and to develop their social skills using their shared
special interest as a starting point.
You will help set up and pack away any equipment required for the session set up the
provision of refreshments and offer support to attendees to participate and have fun even
joining in the activities with them.
Volunteers help us to make the club enjoyable for participants by providing a calm safe
environment with interesting activities.
[Windsor]

The Autism Group: Special interest Group Volunteers Arts Crafts
Contact Becky Peates Telephone 07423 636339 Email people@theautismgroup.org.uk
If you would like to help a young person with Autism to join in then you would be an ideal
volunteer for us.
We run Special Interest Groups for young people on the Autistic Spectrum to offer them
opportunities to socialise and to develop their social skills using their shared special interest
as a starting point.
We are looking for Volunteers for Arts Crafts Groups NB Pokemon and Gaming Groups also
available and need Volunteers too! .
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Volunteers help us to make the club enjoyable for participants by providing a calm safe
environment with interesting activities.
Volunteers help us to develop the confidence and social skills of the participants by
encouraging and supporting them to participate in the activities and have fun.
In practical terms this means helping to set up and pack away a equipment required for the
session helping with provision of refreshments and offering support to attendees to
participate and have fun even joining in the activities with them if required.
[Maidenhead Weekend CYP]

The Autism Group: Special Interest Group Volunteers Gaming
Pokemon Arts Crafts
Contact Becky Peates Telephone 07423 636339 Email people@theautismgroup.org.uk
Gotta Catch em All! We are seeking people who are caring reliable and understanding to
volunteer for our group of young people on the autism spectrum who share a passion for
Pokemon. Or perhaps you enjoy Arts Crafts and would like to share your passion with a
young person.
If you would like to help a young person with Autism to join in then you would be an ideal
volunteer for us. We run Special Interest Groups for young people on the Autistic Spectrum
to offer them opportunities to socialise and to develop their social skills using their shared
special interest as a starting point.
We have groups based around Arts Crafts Pokemon and Gaming and even ones with a mix
of all three!
Volunteers help us to make the club enjoyable for participants by providing a calm safe
environment with interesting activities. Volunteers help us to develop the confidence and
social skills of the participants by encouraging and supporting them to participate in the
activities and have fun.
In practical terms this means helping to set up and pack away equipment required for the
session helping with provision of refreshments and offering support to attendees to
participate and have fun even joining in the activities with them if required.

The Autism Group: Special interest Group Volunteers Pokemon
Fusion Gaming
Contact Becky Peates Telephone 07423 636339 Email people@theautismgroup.org.uk
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In a galaxy far far away is a gamer who would make a caring reliable and understanding
volunteer for our group of young people on the autism spectrum who share a passion for
console gaming.
If you would like to help a young person with Autism to join in then you would be an ideal
volunteer for us.
We run Special Interest Groups for young people on the Autistic Spectrum to offer them
opportunities to socialise and to develop their social skills using their shared special interest
as a starting point. We are looking for Volunteers for Pokemon and Gaming Groups NB Arts
Crafts Groups also available and need Volunteers too! .
Volunteers help us to make the club enjoyable for participants by providing a calm safe
environment with interesting activities.
Volunteers help us to develop the confidence and social skills of the participants by
encouraging and supporting them to participate in the activities and have fun.
In practical terms this means helping to set up and pack away a equipment required for the
session helping with provision of refreshments and offering support to attendees to
participate and have fun even joining in the activities with them if required.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

The Brain Tumour Charity: Twilight Walk 2019 Event Route
Steward
Contact Volunteer Coordinator Telephone 01252 237818 Email
volunteering@thebraintumourcharity.org
We’re pleased to announce our series of autumn walks are back! Join us by volunteering at
The Twilight Walk 2019 as we celebrate loved ones unite together and help give the boot to
brain tumours. The walks are set to be bigger and better than ever so we need over 230
volunteers to help make The Twilight Walk happen and we’d be delighted to have your
support.
Our wonderful Route Stewards cheer on support and motivate our walkers throughout The
Twilight Walk route and help us to create an exciting energetic and enjoyable walking
experience. Working as a team with our Section Leaders staff they ensure that our walkers
are safe and looked after throughout the walk.
Being a Route Steward is great for those interested in volunteering outdoors volunteering
with friends family colleagues and for those that want to see The Twilight Walks in action!
You just need a friendly manner and willingness to get involved.
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Our Windsor walk is taking place on 12 October 2019. Volunteers will be needed between
14:00 and 20:00.
Where will I be based? The walk starts from Windsor Leisure Centre Clewer Mead Stovell
Road Windsor SL4 5JB
[Windsor Weekend Health Outdoors]

The Brett Foundation: Helping Hands Volunteers
Contact Sue Brett Telephone 07582 158849 Email info@thebrettfoundation.org.uk
THE BRETT FOUNDATION are in need of volunteers. There is a wide variety of ways you can
help. At our drop in centre our evening meals collecting fresh food daily from various places
around the town or cooking meals for us. You can do as little or as much as you wish and
the cooking can be done in your own home we do reimburse you and brought down to the
centre. The centre is open daily 10am new summer holiday time till 1pm Monday to Friday
and 7.00pm till 9pm again new summer holiday times Tuesday Wednesday and Sunday
evenings. We are also in need of befrienders. People who can help guide those who we
house through teaching them to cook budget look for a room of their own and a job. Who
can also listen to them when they need an ear and help with paperwork. You do put as
much time into this as you would like we do request an hour a week but some prefer to do
more. It is entirely up to you. We truly make a difference in Maidenhead to the people who
really need our help. We can only do this with a fantastic team of volunteers. We would love
to have you on our team. If you are interested and would like to pop into the centre for a
chat 49 King Street Sue Brett is there on Thursday morning or
email info@thebrettfoundation.org.uk or call 07582158849. It is only Together we can make
a difference.
[Maidenhead Weekday Evenings]

The Bucks and Berks Sports Show: The Bucks Berks Sports Show
Contact Melanie Perry Telephone 07738558587 Email applications@bbsportsshow.co.uk
The Bucks Berks Sports show will be the TV sister show to the Wycombe Sound Radio Sports
Show. Airing on YouTube later this year we are looking for several volunteers to get involved
with this community grassroots sports project: young presenters 18+ seeking a position in
Sports Broadcast Media who are keen to get field and on-camera experience Social Media
Managers and Video Media producers. The Channel s aim is to showcase local sport and
support up-coming sporting talent. For more information please visit:
www.bbsportsshow.co.uk
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[RBWM CYP Heritage]

The Colne Valley Park Conservation Volunteers: Hands-on habitat
management wildlife surveying and site wardening.
Contact Steven Ord Telephone 07718 043080 Email steven.ord@groundwork.org.uk
If you enjoy the great British countryside learning new skills physical work and making new
friends then conservation volunteering is for you. Arthur Jacobs Nature reserve remains a
haven of natural tranquility but we need your help to maintain its rare flower rich meadows
and reedbeds. Here birds butterflies bees and a multitude of wildlife can be discovered.
Learn how to use a variety of hand tools how to manage these habitats wildlife identification
survey techniques and find out more about the history of the countryside. This volunteering
opportunity takes place between 1pm and 4pm on the second Saturday of each month. Also
join us here and on other sites across the Colne Valley on alternate Wednesdays .
[Windsor Weekend Outdoors]

The Dash Charity: Bid Writer Administration Research Assistant
Contact Becky Telephone 01753 549865 Email becky@thedashcharity.org.uk
The Dash Charity is looking to recruit two new volunteers:
Bid Writer Small Grants
The team are looking for someone with creativity and excellent written
communication skills to assist their Grant Writer with applications to small Trusts
and Foundations.
Administration Research Assistant
To assist with the general administration of the Fundraising Team. Researching
Trusts and Foundations fundraising opportunities as well as general
administration.
Full training and induction provided.
For both posts you will need to be proficient in MS Office and be able to commit
to at least 4 days per month.
[Weekday RBWM Children Young People Families]

The Langley Academy Trust: School Admission Appeals -
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Independent Panel Members
Contact Teresa Clark Telephone 07941 805714 Email teresa-clark@ntlworld.com
Do you have excellent listening skills? Do you have the ability to put people at their ease
and make impartial reasoned decisions? What does the Panel do? The Langley Academy
Independent Appeal Panel hears appeals from parents where their child has not been
allocated a school place due to the school being oversubscribed. The Panel supported by a
Clerk listens to evidence from all parties and decides whether to allow or refuse the parent’s
appeal. We have a pool of Members and use three Members to sit at each hearing. To
provide a balance the Panel must have at least one Education Member and one Lay
Member. For Education Members applications are welcomed from individuals who have
experience in the education sector such as teachers including retired teachers school
governors and parents who have a school age child not attending a school within the
Langley Academy Trust . Applications are also welcomed from Lay Members who have no
specific education experience. No formal qualifications are needed. Important qualities
include being a good listener and communicator having sensitivity to parents’ concerns and
being able to take a common sense objective approach to decision-making. How often will I
need to sit? The Panel mostly meets daytime during May and June each year to hear
appeals for September entry but also sits when needed at other times for ‘In Year’ appeals.
Members are contacted to establish their availability for hearings well in advance and a
Panel is then selected. Training and Expenses: Members will receive the necessary training
and can claim mileage expenses to a hearing venue in Slough. How to apply: Members do
not have to live in Slough but within a reasonable distance. If you believe you have the
qualities and skills needed and would like to be considered for the role then please contact
the Clerk for an application form.
[Weekday CYP]

The Princes Trust: Working individually with young people who
have completed our Exploring Enterprise programme
Contact Gill Day Telephone 01753 502302 Email gillian.day@princes-trust.org.uk
Are you interested in working with young people who have bright ideas? Our Exploring
Enterprise programme starts with a 4 day course focusing on each and every aspect of
running your own business and having completed the course we offer each young person an
individual mentor to support them to move forward with the business idea they want to
make a reality. Could that mentor be you? As we work with disadvantaged young people our
course attracts the unemployed in particular some long term unemployed and those for
whom self employment may perhaps be their only realistic option. Do you have experience
of running your own business? Our young people need the benefit of your knowledge and
skill to help move into the world of self employment.
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[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP]

The Relate Store Relatemtb : Volunteer Sales Assistant
Contact Ann Beatty Telephone 01628 773527 Email ann.beatty@relatemtb.co.uk
We are an exciting new charity shop and we are looking for enthusiastic volunteers to help
us raise funds to support local families and couples by providing essential counselling and
support services. We are looking for people with a range of skills sales merchandising
marketing and budgeting. Social media and negotiation skills are key for us to grow our
business at this stage.
[Maidenhead Weekday Weekend]

The Royal Borough of Windsor Maidenhead: Independent
Education Appeal Panels
Contact Andy Carswell Telephone 01628 796319 Email
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Interested in education issues?
Good listener and communicator?
Have time to spare during the day?

The Royal Borough is looking for volunteers for Independent Education Appeal Panels to
hear appeals from parents whose children have not been awarded a place at their chosen
school. There are also occasional exclusion appeals.
Panels are totally independent of the Council and are open to volunteers who would play a
key part in this important decision-making process.
Travel and loss-of-earnings expenses are covered.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

The Royal British Legion: All Year Round Fundraising Volunteers
Contact Gaynor Dingley Telephone 07823 418842 Email gdingley@britishlegion.org.uk
The Legion was founded by veterans after the First World War. A century on from the start
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of that conflict we re still helping todays Service men and women veterans and their
families in almost every aspect of daily life. We also champion Remembrance safeguarding
the memory of those who have given their lives for our freedom through Remembrance
education and the Poppy Appeal to raise vital funds to provide welfare and support to the
Armed Forces Community. You will be part of a friendly committed team of people and
have the chance to draw on your experience and skills or acquire new ones. Should you
need it this will give you valuable experience for future roles. After volunteering for us for a
period of time we will be able to give you a reference should you request one. Volunteer
your time to collect during the Poppy Appeal with hours to suit your own
commitments. Carefully safeguard and help to count monies taken during the Poppy Appeal
Raise vital funds for the Royal British Legions mission by assisting with the Poppy Appeal in
your designated area working in support and under the guidance of the local Poppy Appeal
Organiser appointed to assist. Take part and organise in Fundraising throughout the year if
you would like to become more involved. In order for the role to be rewarding for you and
the Legion we ask that you give a commitment for a regular amount of time preceding and
following the Poppy Appeal normally the last two weeks of October the first two weeks of
November . The actual amount of time will be agreed with the Poppy Appeal Organiser.
[Windsor Ascot Maidenhead RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings CYP Health]

Tree House Cafe: Cafe Volunteer in Windsor Baptist Church
Contact Kate Saunders Telephone 07802 512750 Email wbckate@gmail.com
Looking for friendly active and smiley people who would be willing to volunteer a few hours
a week to help us run our wonderful Tree House Cafe situated in and part of Windsor Baptist
Church. The cafe is a space created for and used by the whole community especially
families with small children. The Church is home for many wonderful community
projects.The Cafe is open every weekday Sat morning until 2.00pm and also open on a
Wednesday afternoon.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend CYP]

Trust House Reading: Helpline Volunteer
Contact Michelle Dexter Telephone 0118 9502835 Email
michelle.dexter@trusthousereading.org
Trust House Reading provides a confidential helpline service to survivors of rape and sexual
abuse aged 18 or above. Helpline volunteers aim to support survivors of rape and sexual
abuse by providing a safe space to talk and share their feelings by providing information
and signposting to other relevant organisations services and by referring clients to Trust
House Readings different services. KEY TASKS: Take calls on the telephone helpline during
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the 4-hour shift Fill in detailed call logs for every call Attend a mandatory monthly
supervision session To arrange cover with another volunteer if unable to fulfil a designated
rota shift.
[RBWM Weekday Health]

Trust House Reading: Volunteer Counsellor Play Therapist
Contact Michelle Dexter Telephone 01189 502835 Email
michelle.dexter@trusthousereading.org
You will be responsible for providing professional confidential counselling therapy to children
young people who are victims survivors of rape and sexual abuse. KEY TASKS: To develop
and promote a positive relationship with the client. Good listening and communication skills.
Be non-judgemental in approach and trained in counselling. To manage appropriate
professional boundaries. To be consistent and dependable. Be able to work with other
professionals families and care givers. Maintain confidentiality and other policies and
procedures. Work in conjunction with the Lead Child Young Person Counsellor. Maintain
records for monitoring evaluation and tracking. Participate in regular supervision meetings.
[RBWM Weekday CYP]

TVP Food Academy: Could you inspire or mentor young wives
mums?
Contact Jeffrey Pick Telephone Email Jeffrey.pick@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
Thames Valley Police with the help of funding from the Army Covenant are running Food
Academy courses in the Windsor Area. The courses are designed to improve the lives of
young people adults. Some courses are for young wives mums who are feeling insecure and
unsupported in the community. Each course runs for 8 weeks with a 3 hour session each
week. We are looking for is volunteers to come along and mentor support and assist these
young wives mums. Lots of young girls who get married to army personnel have to leave
their family homes where they grew up and all their support networks. Many of them have
never had to survive on their own and some surrogate mum type figures would be really
useful.
[Windsor Weekday CYP]

United Voices: Volunteer Helpers - Advocacy Groups
Contact Malcolm Carter Telephone 07801 166183 Email malcolm_carter@ymail.com
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United Voices is a member led advocacy charity which provides a forum for adults with
learning disabilities to speak up for their wishes needs and rights. The different advocacy
groups take place in a variety of places community centres care homes libraries and cover a
wide variety of issue based topics. Volunteer helpers are needed to help out with these
group meetings offering support transport and solidarity to them. Tasks will involve
supporting participation empowering individuals and helping out generally. The skills
volunteers will need will be listening and communication skills supporting and empowering
skills adaptability and a sense of humour.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Evenings]

Victim Support: Community Support Volunteer
Contact Michele Fuller Telephone 01344 586999 Email
berkshirevolunteering@victimsupport.org.uk
Victim Support is the independent charity helping victims of crime all over England and
Wales. We rely on volunteers to help people affected by crime to move on with their lives.
Our volunteers give emotional support information and practical help to people who have
been affected by all kinds of crime including burglary and assault. Following further training
and experience with us you then have the option to broaden the range of cases you deal
with to include domestic abuse young victims and sexual assault. You will be fully supported
through your training to your first meeting with a victim to when you feel comfortable to
support victims by yourself. You will be allocated a manager to provide you with ongoing
support and supervision.
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Evenings]

WAM Get Involved: Recycling Ambassadors
Contact Asma Aziz Telephone 01753 524176 Email asma@sloughcvs.org.uk
Are you passionate about the environment and have a couple of hours a week to volunteer?

We are looking for volunteers to work as Recycling Ambassadors across Windsor and
Maidenhead. In this role you will work in small groups knocking on doors in pre agreed areas
talking to residents about recycling.
As a volunteer you will be assigned to your choice of participating local charities and
community groups who will organise teams to visit targeted residential areas to help
improve recycling rates. Door knocking sessions will run from April – October in day light
hours only and will last approximately 2 hours.
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Support and training will be given so no specialist knowledge or experience is required. We
are looking for individual enthusiastic and passionate volunteer ambassadors who want to
make a positive difference to our environment.
As an incentive for every hour you complete RBWM will donate £5 to the local charity you
will be assigned to plus £5 to a Community Grant Fund to which all local charities voluntary
groups can apply.
This is a great way to meet new people keep fit - work towards your 10 000 steps per day
and of course save our planet!
[RBWM Weekday Weekend Other]
Express your interest - https: wamgetsrecycling.co.uk express-your-interest

Windsor and Ascot Driving Group: Working with Horses
Contact Sarah Clunie Telephone 077309 21199 Email
editor@windsorandascotdriving.org.uk
We are inviting horse enthusiasts to harness up and help us carry on providing carriage
driving to people with disabilities. We are seeking regular volunteers with an interest in and
knowledge about horses to help our team on one or two weekday mornings. Duties will
include feeding grooming field and stable management and cleaning harness. You may also
be able to help exercise our three ponies and perhaps learn to carriage drive. We will offer
training. So if you have the time energy and enthusiasm for helping and are not afraid of
getting dirty please get in touch. https: windsorandascotdriving.org.uk volunteers
[Ascot Weekday Weekend Outdoors Animals]

Windsor and Ascot Driving Group: Working with people with
disabilities and with horses.
Contact Sarah Clunie Telephone 07730 921199 Email editor@windsorandascotdriving.org.uk
We are looking for volunteers to help carry out some daily tasks such as feeding and caring
for ponies field stable management grooming cleaning harness and exercising our ponies.
You could also help out on Monday afternoons at the weekly driving sessions. This might
involve harnessing up preparing carriages helping disabled drivers in and out of carriages or
cycling to accompany the carriages whilst out on a drive. We will offer training. So if you
have the time and enthusiasm to help in our sociable group and are not afraid of getting
dirty enjoying an outdoor activity please contact us.
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[Ascot Weekday Outdoors Animals]

Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets: Adult Volunteer on the Windsor
Sea Cadet Committee Training Team
Contact Thomas Brades Telephone 07716 461937 Email tom_brades@hotmail.co.uk
The Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets have been around since 1899 and is the oldest unit in the
organisation. We work with young people from the age of 10 till 18 giving them the skills
and experience vital in life whilst providing a safe fun and team orientated enviroment. We
have a strong relationship with the Royal Navy and the Royal Marines and use their ethos
and values to guide our cadets. We are looking for new Adult Volunteers to either join our
training team or our committee. The training team work with our Cadets twice a week and
regulalry take part in weekends and weeks away. We are an inclusive organisation and will
always work with the needs of our staff and will take into account their personal lives. We
have three sections within the unit Juniors 10-12 Sea Cadets 12-18 and Royal Marine Cadets
13-18 . All adult volunteers decide whether to become uniformed members of staff or stay
as civillian members of staff and all training is provided. We are also looking for new
members of our committee to help us maintain and improve our premises and equipment
by organising and running fundraising events planning and running projects applying for
grants etc. The committee meet once a month and from there work closely together to
achieve our goals. The Sea Cadets is an utterly fantastic organisation comprised of people
from all walks of life and providing such a vast array of activities to young people. We are a
successful and very close unit with a long history and a strong foundation. Should you wish
to know more and are interested in seeing what we are about and how we operate please
call text or email me and we can arrange a meeting. I look forward to hearing from you. Sub
Lieutenant SCC Thomas Brades Officer in Charge Windsor and Eton SCC.
[Windsor Evenings Weekend CYP Outdoors]

Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets: Chance to join a fun and active
Committee providing youth services in the Royal Borough
Contact Sarah Johns Telephone 07759 438478 Email windsor.eton.committee@gmail.com
Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets are a youth charity providing amazing opportunities training
and skills to local young people as well as a fun and safe environment in which they can
grow and develop life skills. To supplement our fantastic teaching staff we have a
committee of volunteers who meet one evening per month to work on fundraising
organising events insurance and building maintenance and generally making sure the
charity is compliant and a safe learning environment. If you d like to find out more or get
involved please get in touch to learn a bit more about what we do.
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[Windsor Evenings CYP]

Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets: Committee Member
Contact Sarah Johns Telephone 07759 438478 Email windsor.eton.committee@gmail.com
Windsor and Eton Sea Cadets supports local young people in becoming the best versions of
themselves.
The Committee helps our wonderful volunteer staff by ensuring we can provide a safe
secure engaging and fun environment in which the Cadets can learn. It s a varied role
including fundraising days out buildings maintenance compliance social events and the
occasional party! You won t need any special skills or knowledge just the desire to get
involved and do some good!

Windsor and Maidenhead Counselling Service: Receptionist
Contact Shula Tajima Telephone 01628 636661 Email shula.tajima@rbwm.gov.uk
To volunteer with a really worthwhile charity in a position that has real value and in which
you will know you are playing an important part in supporting the counsellors. The role
involves managing incoming messages and ensuring the general public are given
appropriate and precise information making appointments for clients and passing
information to counsellors. You will be the first point of contact for potential clients and as
such will need a warm empathic manner able to respond to people in distress whilst also
being highly organised and able to manage your own workload.
[Windsor Maidenhead Weekday Evenings CYP Health]

Windsor Festival Society Ltd: PR Volunteers
Contact Martin Denny Telephone 01753 831353 Email martin@martindenny.co.uk
We are looking for specialist and experienced advice in PR and Volunteers to support the
Windsor Festival. Ideally Volunteers will have media contacts and experience in PR on both
local and national levels. Windsor Festival aspires to be amongst the premier Music and Arts
Festivals in the UK playing an important part in the cultural life of our community and
reflecting our special position as a royal town.
[Windsor]
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Windsor Homeless Project: Member of Hospitality Team
Contact Jane Deakin Telephone 07580 952177 Email wcahomelessproject@gmail.com
Would you like to make a difference to local people in your town and help to end
homelessness? We are a small local charity providing food clothes shower facilities and help
with housing applications. Windsor Homeless Project has been running since 2009 and in
that time we have supported 15 street homeless people into housing and 6 into work. Come
and join the hospitality team where you will be serving hot food and drinks to our guests.
We are looking for kind and compassionate people who can relate well to those who are
vulnerable.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Evenings]

Windsor Horse Rangers: Pass on your passion for horses to the
next generation!
Contact Karen Meade Telephone 01628 545741 / 07984 253360 Email
karen@themeades.eu
Do you like children and youth? Do you like horses? Would you like an opportunity to
educate local children about all aspects of looking after and riding horses? We are looking
for regular adult volunteers to teach riding and theory to our members. Enthusiasm is more
important than qualifications. Help and training will be given and all theory material has
already been produced and printed out so even if you do not have a huge background
knowledge about horse-care you can still help. Please contact us via our web-site
www.windsor-horse-rangers.org.uk or pop in between 9am and 4pm on a weekend
[Windsor Weekend CYP Outdoors Animals]

Windsor Macular Society Self Help Group: Group Leader and or
committee
Contact Tom McInulty Telephone 01264 321963 Email tom.m@macularsociety.org
Windsor Macular Group meets the first Monday of alternate months Jan March May July Sept
Nov 10.30am to12.00 midday at The New Community Centre Hanover Way Windsor SL4
5NW. The current committee have retired so the group is looking for a Group Leader
Treasurer or anyone who would like to help on a committee. It is a small group of mostly
older people affected by macular conditions the group only meet every other month for a
couple of hours for peer support and sometimes have speakers. The volunteering
oppurtunities would not take up too much time each month.
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[Windsor Weekday Elderly Health]

Windsor Mencap: Minibus Driver Needed - Friday Evenings once a
month
Contact Kate Borg Cardona Telephone 01753 428019 Email kate@windsormencap.org
Windsor Mencap a local charity for people with learning disabilities is looking for a minibus
driver. You will be required to collect our members from the Windsor area and bring them to
our Friday club which runs from 7-9pm once a month. You would also need to drop them
home afterwards. Our Friday club is a sports focused club and you would be welcome stay
to join in our fun activities should you wish. It would also be helpful if you were available for
the odd weekend when we compete in local sporting events. As this role involves working
with vulnerable adults you would need to be DBS checked we will organise this . To apply
please contact us at admin@windsormencap.org or call 01753 428019. For more
information on Windsor Mencap visit www.windsormencap.org
[Windsor Weekend Evenings]

Windsor Montessori School: Working with the teacher in the
nursery
Contact Mrs Menik Ellawala Telephone 01344 844592 Email
menik.ellawala@windsor-montessori.com
WIndsor Montessori School is looking for a volunteer to work alongside the teacher in the
nursery on Thursday afternoons during term time. We are an Outstanding setting as rated
by Ofsted. The atmosphere of the nursery is calm and our focus is on development for life.
The afternoons in the nursery usually comprise of group activities. This opportunity is for the
nursery in Home Park at the base of WIndsor Castle. Free car parking is available and the
bus stop for the free white bus is right outside our door.
[Windsor Weekday CYP]

Windsor Old Peoples Welfare Association: KGVI General Assistant
Contact Charlotte Moore Telephone 01753 853654 Email kgvidaycentre@gmail.com
The Day Centre is open each week from Monday to Thursday. It is anticipated that volunteer
assistants hours would be from 09:30 to 13:15. The midday meal is served at 12:00. We are
looking for volunteers for one or more days per week. The role of the volunteer general
assistant is to help us lay tables for the midday meal. Prepare and serve tea coffee to our
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members on arrival plus helping delivering food to the tables and taking dishes back to the
kitchen.
[Windsor Weekday Elderly]

Windsor Old Peoples Welfare Association: KGVI Kitchen Assistant
Contact Charlotte Moore Telephone 01753 853654 Email kgvidaycentre@gmail.com
The Day Centre is open each week from Monday to Thursday. It is anticipated that volunteer
assistants hours would be from 10:30 to 13:15. The midday meal is served at 12:00. We are
looking for volunteers for one or more days per week. The role of the volunteer kitchen
assistant is to help our cook with preparation and service of a three course lunch for
members each day and clear up and wash up afterwards.The volunteer kitchen assistant will
be working with other volunteers under the direction of our cook.
[Windsor Weekday Elderly]

Windsor School Sports Partnership: Mini-bus Drivers for local
School Competitions
Contact Joe Pegg Telephone 01753 716060 ext 326 Email jpegg@twbs.co.uk
We are looking for volunteer drivers to help support Windsor schools to attend local
competitions. Many First and Primary schools can not afford a mini bus and therefore pupils
sometimes miss out on events. We are looking for volunteers able to volunteer an afternoon
sometimes morning once a month. The average event goes: pick up mini-bus 12 p.m. - drive
to local school - drop off pupils and teachers at venue - drop off mini-bus 1:20 p.m.
Volunteers will need a clean driving license D1 desirable over 25 years old and subject to a
DBS check paid for by us .
[Windsor Weekday CYP]

Windsor Street Angels: Friday Saturday Night Safety Hub
Volunteers
Contact David Bullock Telephone 07816 848231 Email
david.bullock@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
Volunteers are needed to help staff Windsor s ‘Safety Hub’ operating on Fri Sat nights to
provide additional support for vulnerable people in and around the Town Centre.
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Based at the Windsor Baptist Church on Victoria Street the Safety Hub will be open every
Friday and Saturday night between 10pm and 3am.
Any person requiring respite refuge or first aid will be able to access support and a hot drink
friendly face and a listening ear at this safe location.
The facility is operated by Street Angels working with other local partners combining
resources to ensure that those in need receive help while reducing demand for emergency
services during peak periods.
[Windsor Weekday Weekend Health]

Windsor Street Angels: Friday and Saturday night volunteering
Contact David Bullock Telephone 07816 848231 Email
David.Bullock@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
The Windsor Street Angels are looking for more volunteers to patrol the streets of Windsor
on Friday and or Saturday nights. Free training is provided and you will be fully equipped
with a weatherproof jacket. The Street Angels work closely with Police Ambulance and Door
Staff to help everyone have a safe and positive night. We patrol from 10pm until 3.30am on
Fridays and Saturdays providing soup and blankets for the homeless flip-flops bottled water
and lollipops to those enjoying a night out a listening ear and sometimes first aid. Free
training is given in the following areas basic first aid use of the radio and CCTV
observational skills conflict management homelessness and safeguarding. A chance to get
out and about and meet others. The Street Angels are warmly received by the public and
therefore it is a rewarding way to give something back to your community.
[Windsor Weekend Evenings Outdoors]

Windsor Street Angels: Steering Group Secretary
Contact David Bullock Telephone 07816 848231 Email
david.bullock@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk
Windsor Street Angels is currently looking for someone to fill the position of Secretary on its
Steering Group. The main duty of the role is take minutes during our bi-monthly meetings
noting updates and actions to be circulated to all members. The Secretary plays a vital part
in these meetings and their contribution to the group discussions is very important.
[Windsor]
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Windsor SVP Good Neighbours: Befriending Driving Shopping
Volunteers
Contact Barry Thompson Telephone 07547 514467 Email jetbar@live.co.uk
Windsor SVP Good Neighbour Scheme urgently needs volunteers to help provide good
neighbour support to the elderly unwell and disadvantaged in Windsor. We help by visiting
and befriending shopping providing transport to local appointments helping homeless and
refugees etc. Are you non-judgemental caring and compassionate with an hour or two to
spare? If so your help could make a big difference to someone in your community.
[Windsor Weekday Elderly Health]

Windsor Voluntary Car Service: Volunteer Driver with own car part time - Monday to Friday
Contact Andrew Taft Telephone 07850656675 Email mail@andytaft.com
Windsor Voluntary Car Service provides private car transport for Windsor residents who
need to make essential journeys and whose limited mobility prevents them using taxis or
public transport. Most journeys are for Hospital Doctor and Dentist appointments although
we also take people to day centres supermarket shopping and banking. We are seeking
owner drivers who can spare 4-8 hours a week on an as-and-when available basis. A petrol
allowance is paid at the rate of 50p mile and this includes the mileage from the driver s
home to the client pickup address and return. No lifting or physical exertion is required
other than to occasionally load a lightweight wheel chair into the boot of the car on the rare
occasion a client may need this. This opportunity is ideally suited to retired preople who
have time on their hands and would enjoy getting out and about. We call ourselves an
Accompanied Service as we pick the client from their front door take them to their
appointment stay with them and then return them home. Please visit our website at
www.wvcs.co.uk to find out all about our organisation.
[Windsor Weekday Elderly]

Yes Futures: Youth Coach
Contact Helena Smith Telephone 07377 465435 Email helena@yesfutures.org
Yes Futures is an award-winning educational charity and we are looking for enthusiastic and
committed coaches to help run our youth personal development programmes from
September to February.
We will be taking on approximately 90 individuals to work with our students across schools
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in the South South East East Anglia and London. We welcome a wide range of individuals of
different backgrounds experiences and ages to join our coaching programme.
The programmes involve a range of extra-curricular experiences: including visits to
workplaces employment skills workshops community action challenges an outdoor
residential trip as well as regular coaching sessions in schools.
The programme lasts for 5 months September- February with approximately one session
every three weeks. This works out as approximately 100 hours across a five-month period
as follows:
• 1 full day pre-programme training 7 hours
• 11 programme sessions which include team debriefs and one-to-one reflections on your
practice
• 1 after-school Welcome Session 2 hours
•
•
•
•

5
1
1
3

half days of coaching approx. 3-5 hours per day within school hours
World of Work day trip 7 hours within school hours
Play Your Part day trip 7 hours within school hours
days 2 nights Into the Wild residential trip from Friday morning to Sunday evening.

PLUS Optional :
• 1 after school session for the graduation ceremony in December earning and
commitment at the end of the programme
• Join a team of committed hard-working and friendly colleagues
• Make a real tangible difference to a group of young people
• Thrive in a role with a high degree of responsibility
• Balance a flexible role around your other responsibilities
• Enjoy working with other like-minded people
• Enhance your skills through regular professional development support.
The closing date for applications is the 18th of August.
[RBWM]

Young Enterprise: Volunteer Business Adviser
Contact Denise Firth Telephone 01865 778 845 Email denise.firth@y-e.org.uk
Could you give support and guide a group of young people setting up a business?
Learning support Mentoring volunteers needed for Young Enterprise
Are you able to support a group of 16-17 year olds as they spend a year setting up their own
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business?
As a business adviser you would be asked to attend weekly 1 hour board meetings run by
the students taking part in the Company Programme. The meetings will be held at the
school during the school day throughout the academic year September – June .
Real trading companies are created and operated over one academic year by a team of
students. The students create a business idea elect a board of directors raise share capital
and develop market and sell their product or service within school and to the general public.
At the end of the year they then liquidate the company and make decisions about the
allocation of any profit.
Through the running of their companies students have the opportunity to acquire practical
knowledge of business and to develop important skills that will improve their employability
together with providing vital evidence for college or university applications.
Young Enterprise provides a legal framework for each company together with full insurance
and free business banking from HSBC. The company is also offered the opportunity to take
part in the ‘Company of the Year’ competition which operates at Area County Regional and
National levels from April-June.
Each Young Enterprise Company needs a volunteer business adviser. The main function of
the adviser is to act as a mentor to the members of the company by encouraging and
supporting the company members. From time to time it may be necessary to instil a sense
of urgency raise morale engender team spirit and be a catalyst or play “devil’s advocate.”
More information about the Company Programme is available at https: www.youngenterprise.org.uk what-we-do secondary-programmes company-programme and case
studies from volunteers are available at https: www.young-enterprise.org.uk support-us
volunteer
[RBWM Weekday Education]

Younger People with Dementia Charity: Volunteers and Volunteer
Drivers
Contact Karen Ive Telephone 07717 177683 Email karen.ive@ypwd.info
We are looking for Volunteers and also Volunteer Drivers. We provide workshops and 1:1
support to those with young onset dementia. Workshops provided include a choir cycling
running katakanuing art walking gardening furniture restoration and drama. We are
continually adding to our range of workshops to meet the interests of those with young
onset dementia. Our 1:1 support is tailored to the interests of the individual and can for
example include shopping bowling swimming or dog walking. We also provide an education
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course to those with young onset dementia and their family and carers. By joining the YPWD
Berkshire Volunteer Team you will have many opportunities to contribute regardless of
location age experience or ability and be a valuable part of the local community. Your
involvement will be of great value to us whether it is one hour one day or a more regular
commitment. Volunteering opportunities include the following: 1. Workshops: volunteer to
help run our workshops by providing group or 1:1 support in activities. 2. Fundraising:
undertake a physical challenge hold a pamper evening or promote our on-line fundraising
tools. 3. Sporting and challenge events: we need cheerleaders at events so our fundraisers
get the support that they deserve when undertaking their challenges. 4. Events: how about
doing a bucket collection signing people in or selling raffle tickets at our events. 5.
Dementia Friend: become a dementia friend and educate others to do the same.
[RBWM Weekday Heritage Outdoors Health]
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